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The significance of Information Technology (IT) has escalated dramatically from 
being a supporting role to a leading role over the last few decades. In traditional organizations, 
IT has served as operation backbones that impenetrate through the whole organizations. In 
the newly developing organizations such as E-Commerce, IT has then always been 
considered as the core competence that brings competitiveness to the organizations. IT is the 
key factor in determining the competitiveness in the newly developing organizations such as 
E-Commerce or technology. For example, Google has outperformed its other competitors 
because of its advanced IT capability. 
Given the increasing importance of IT in contemporary organizations, the role of IT 
has drawn large amount of attentions in the Information Systems (IS) research. Although 
studies on IT-enabled organizational achievements such as agility, sustainability and 
transformation have been widely conducted, the role of IT has not yet been explicitly 
conceptualized. This thesis therefore aims to demystify the role of IT in the IS research by 
leveraging existing well-established literature from management and organizations, namely 
organizational identity.       
Organizational identity, which is commonly defined as an organization’s members’ 
collective understanding of features presumed to be central, permanent and unique, has been 
extensively researched in the management and organization literature in the last few decades. 
Organizational identity has played an indispensable role in guiding and managing an 
organization’s development in relation to strategic moves, brand building and capability 
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acquisitions etc. To understand the role of IT, the concept, IT organizational identity, has 
been proposed and applied to analyze IT departments and IT organizations such as 
E-Commerce firms in this thesis.  
Four case organizations were chosen for this thesis. Among the four cases, two of them 
are traditional organizations, namely Xugong Group and Haier Group, whose IT departments 
were examined for IT organizational identity. Another two are newly developing 
organizations, namely Damai.com and Z.com, which were examined as IT organizations for 
IT organizational identity.  
The case of Haier Group explores how the evolution of IT organizational identity 
eventually brings IT-enabled enterprise agility to traditional organizations. This study 
proposes a three-phased process model for examining the evolution of IT organizational 
identity and a 2-by-2 model that classifies four types of IT organizational identities. The case 
of Xugong Group unveils the transformation mechanisms of IT organizational identity from 
fragmented and ambiguous into coherent one. Identity domain, as an important concept in 
organizational identity literature, has been empirically examined under the context of IT 
departments in the traditional organizations.  
The case of Damai.com depicts the paradoxical demands in the current E-Commerce 
industry and how these demands can be managed and achieved by using ambidextrous 
capabilities for its IT organizational identity. Four pairs of paradoxical demands were 
identified and can be managed by using four modes of ambidextrous capabilities. During this 
process, IT organizational identity is managed for sustainability in the E-Commerce industry. 
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The case of Z.com examines the managerial mechanisms of IT organizational identities in the 
E-Commerce industry. A 2-by-2 typology model was derived from case findings. This model 
sets forth how to manage IT organizational identity for achieving different niche widths.  
The theoretical frameworks from these four case studies serve as a foundation to 
introduce the concept of IT organizational identity into IS research. The findings contribute to 
the organizational identity literature by empirically examining the propositions on identity 
enablement, management, transformation and extensions. More importantly, the findings also 
contribute to the different research topics of IS realm, including IT-enabled organizational 
achievements and transformation, Enterprise-IT Alignment and IT culture. Practitioners may 
learn and benefits from the research models proposed in this thesis. First, to ensure an 
effective IT change within a firm, CIO and IT managers should pay more attentions to 
manage their IT organizational identity that concerns the value and recognitions on IT among 
internal and external employees. Second, IT professionals who are in the E-Commerce or 
technology industry should build a coherent and leading IT organizational identity within 
their firms to ensure the long-term sustainability and maintain its core competency.                








CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation  
   Information Technology (IT) has been transformed from an enabling role into a 
leading role in contemporary organizations over the past few years. The leading role of IT 
can be widely observed especially in today’s high-tech or E-Commerce industries. 
E-Commerce and online retail sales in the United States have reached $335 billion by the end 
of 2012 (Mulpuru 2012). IT outsourcing deals are easily over $1 billion in today’s market 
condition (Stamford 2009).  
While organizations are paying more attentions to the vast use and adoption of IT, the 
fundamental understanding of IT still lacks and manifest from the following three aspects. 
First, employees within an organization resist with the IT change in terms of practices and 
culture (Larson and Tompkins 2005). Due to such an organizational inertial, the outcome of 
IT investments is always unable to reach what to be expected. Second, firms often fail to 
reach planned IT strategic goals because of the lack of a coherent guidepost during IT 
implementation (Wang et al. 2011). For example, employees may fail to answer “Who are we 
as an IT organization?” and “What are our goals?” especially when facing disruptions and 
setbacks. Third, the lack of a shared understanding on the role of IT always exists internally 
and externally when new enterprise systems are introduced into an organization (Preston and 
Karahanna 2009). This, thus, will cause misalignments between the IT departments and the 
top management team (TMT). Based on my reviews in the existing IS and management 
literature, all of these IT issues were rooted from an important IS literature gap that this thesis 
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aims to address. This gap is the lack of understanding toward IT organizational identity 
within organizations.  
1.2 IT Organizational Identity 
The notion of organizational identity has been researched and studied in the 
management and organization literature over the last few decades (Albert and Whetten 1985; 
Brown and Starkey 2000; Foote 1951). It has been first originally defined as an 
organization’s members’ collective understanding of features presumed to be central, 
permanent and unique by Albert and Whetten (1985). In the context of an organization, the 
importance of organizational identity is twofold. First, organizational identity is associated 
closely with routines that create informational and political resources and processes that 
guide strategic building processes and outcomes (Dutton and Penner 1993). Therefore, any 
organization must understand “who are they” and “where are they going to” at the very 
beginning of the organization establishment. Second, organizational identity defines members’ 
schema in terms of understandings, beliefs and values about the organization (Gioia and 
Thomas 1996).  
Prior studies also define organizational identity as internal identity and external 
identity (Tripsas 2009). Internal identity refer to answers such as “who are we?” and “what 
kind of business are we in?”, whereas external identity concerns how organizational outsiders 
perceive the organization (Gioia et al. 2000a; Tripsas 2009). A considerable portion of the 
literature is devoted to distinguishing organizational identity with other two similar concepts, 
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organizational image and reputation (See Table 1) (Dutton and Dukerich 1991; Gioia et al. 
2000a).  
Table 1. Comparison of Organisational Concepts 




Enduring characteristics of an organisation that 
maintain distinctiveness and uniqueness.   
Albert and Whetten (1985)  
Dutton and Penner (1993) 
Organisational 
Image  
The manner in which organisation members 
believe others view the organisation. 
Dutton and Dukerich 
(1991) 
Gioia and Thomas (1996) 
Organisational 
Reputation  
Stable, collective judgments by outsiders 
regarding an organisation’s actions and 
achievements.   
Fombrun and Shanley 
(1990) 
Fombrun (1996) 
Organizational identity is considered as the fundamental guidepost that organizations 
must understand clearly at the early stage of establishment. Over a period of operations, 
organizational image that concerns the outside views forms. By repeating a cycle of 
operations, organizational image will transform to organizational reputation eventually. As 
such, organizational identity is a key success factor that sets capstone for organizations 
(Brown and Starkey 2000).  
Informed by this important and interesting concept together with the abovementioned 
three unsolved IT issues in the existing IS discourse, a connection between these two aspects 
emerged. A study conducted by Gal and Kjaergaard (2009) summarized the existing identity 
research in IS realm. They looked through all the papers in mainstream IS journals, such as 
Information Systems Research (ISR), Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ), 
Journal of the Association Information Systems (JAIS) etc (See Table 2). Sample A consists 
of papers that have “identity” appeared in the papers. The total number gives 395. To further 
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reduce the number, Sample B with a total number of 27 was formed based on the number of 
papers that used “identity” as a peripheral concept but not the core concept. The authors did a 
reduction again and found out the papers among the basket of six IS journals only have 11 
papers used identity as the core concept.        
Table 2. Identity Articles in IS Research  
 EJIS ISJ ISR JAIS JMIS MISQ Total 
Sample A 57 2 45 63 105 123 395 
Sample B 15 1 4 4 1 2 27 
Sample C 5 1 3 2 0 0 11 
Among the 11 papers, only 2 papers focused on organizational identity. Given the 
importance of organizational identity in the existing management literature, the studies on 
this concept in the IS literature are still surprisingly scare, not to mentioning the need of such 
a concept in IS research to revolve in the abovementioned three IT issues. Moreover, IS 
literature has looked into many research areas that closely connect to IT organizational 
identity, such as organizational change, sense-making and knowledge management. 
Therefore, it also shows the theoretical importance of IT organizational identity here. To 
apply the concept of organizational identity into my research for resolving the three 
mentioned issues, a new concept, IT organizational identity was theorized and proposed 
based on existing literature. IT organizational identity is defined as collective understanding 
of the characteristics of IT organization presumed to be central and distinctive (Wang et al. 
2011). As IT plays a leading role in contemporary organizations, IT organizational identity is 
a key component that leads to the success or failure of an organization’s IT initiatives (Wang 
et al. 2011). This is due to two reasons. First, IT organizational identity provides shared 
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understanding between IT department and top management team (Alvesson and Willmott 
2001). Reaching a consensus on IT organizational identity enables high degree of cooperation 
and acceptance towards the IT changes in an organization. Second, IT organizational identity 
provides meanings and self-schemas for the employees within an organization. This will help 
the firm to spread out the IT initiatives in an effective manner (Gioia and Thomas 1996). For 
example, the giant mobile operating system producer, Symbian was overtaken by Android in 
2010. In this case, Symbian has failed to build up a strong and successful IT organizational 
identity that can be accepted internally and externally. When it came to the management and 
marketing issues, it was very difficult for Symbian to promote IT changes for adapting to the 
business environment. Therefore, lacking of IT organizational identity contributes 
significantly to the death of Symbian.            
The purpose of this theorization is necessary and twofold. First, the original concept 
of organizational identity emphasizes on “enduring” and “permanent” characteristics (Albert 
and Whetten 1985; Alvesson and Willmott 2001; Dutton et al. 2010) to be sustainable. Given 
the fast-paced IT industry, however, the proposed IT organizational identity must possess the 
characteristics of “adaptive” and “changeable” to fit with the need of dynamic and volatile 
environment. From this aspect, the IT organizational identity is different from organizational 
identity. Second, “IT organizations” as referred in the definition can be applied both at 
departmental and organizational levels. It could be an IT department within a firm or it could 
be a newly developing E-Commerce firm. The concept, IT organizational identity, must fall 
onto an entity to provide “self-schemas” (Gioia and Thomas 1996), and this entity could be at 
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different levels. As such, the theorization of IT organizational identity provides new insights 
and different understandings. Next, I will focus on my research strategy and research focus.  
1.3 Research Strategy and Focus  
 To conceptualize IT organizational identity, I began with reviewing papers on 
organizational identity from top management journals, including organization science (OS), 
Administrative Science Quarterly (ASQ), Academy Management of Review (AMR) and 
Academy of Management Journal (AMJ). Out of the identity papers, 20 papers were given 
profound reviews and understandings (See Table 3).  
Table 3. Organizational Identity Papers in Top Management Journals 
OS ASQ AMR AMJ 
Glynn 2000  
Fiol 2002  
Hsu & Elsbach 2006  
Voss et al. 2006 
Schultz & Hernes 2009  
Tripsas 2009   
Gioia & Thomas 
1996  
Dukerich et al. 2002  
Corley & Gioia 2004  
Brickson 2005  
Gioia et al. 2000  
Scott & Lane 2000  
Brown & Starkey 2000  
Livengood & Reger 
2009  
Cooper & Thatcher 
2010  
Dutton et al. 2010  
Derue & Ashford 2010 
Dutton & Dukerich 
1991  
Pratt & Rafaeli 1997  
Ravasi & Schultz 2006  
Nag et al. 2007  
 
 Specifically, these 20 papers have looked into the topics of organizational identity on 
identity changes that are triggered by new technology (Tripsas 2009), manager-stakeholder 
relationships (Scott and Lane 2000), strategic agenda building (Dutton and Penner 1993), the 
maintenance of competitive advantages (Livengood and Reger 2010) and the management of 
identity changes (Corley and Gioia 2004) etc. Also, some of these papers emphasized on 
what organizational identity can bring to an organization and why it is so important (Dutton 
and Dukerich 1991; Gioia and Thomas 1996). Some focused on how organizational identity 
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is constructed (Derue and Ashford 2010; Dutton et al. 2010). By giving in-depth reviews on 
these papers, three major themes are founded, see Table 4.   
Table 4. Themes of Organizational Identity Studies  
Identity Construction Glynn 2000; Scott & Lane 2000; Ravasi & Schultz 2006;  
Schultz & Hernes 2009; Dutton et al. 2010 
Identity Management Gioia & Thomas 1996; Pratt & Rafaeli 1997 ; Brown & Starkey 
2000; Gioia et al. 2000; Fiol 2002; Corley & Gioia 2004; Hsu & 
Elsbach 2005; Brickson 2005; Nag et al. 2007; Tripsas 2009; 
Cooper & Thatcher 2009 
Identity Enablement Dutton & Dukerich 1991; Gioia & Thomas 1996; Glynn 2000 ;  
Dukerich et al. 2002; Voss et al. 2006; Livengood & Reger 2009 
1) Identity Construction. A great deal of research on organizational identity has focused on 
how identity is actually constructed, at different levels such as individual, group and 
organizations (Dutton et al. 2010; Scott and Lane 2000). The connections between these 
three levels are closely associated by going through the process of identifications (Dutton 
et al. 1994; Fiol and OConnor 2005). Individuals associate themselves with group and 
organization identities by referring to the meanings and self-schemas that obtained from 
the other two identities (Gioia and Thomas 1996). In the context of IT industry, IT 
organizational identities may manifest also at different levels, such as individuals and 
organizations. The overly individualized organizational identities may bring huge 
hindrances when organizations are pursuing IT change and implementations at an 
organizational level. Therefore, it is necessary to look into how a coherent organizational 
identity was constructed during IT implementations.                      
2) Identity Management. The management of organizational identity accounts for majority 
of the research in this topic. Studies in this stream have explored how to manage 
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organizational identity during organizational changes (Corley and Gioia 2004), strategic 
changes (Gioia and Thomas 1996) and technological changes (Tripsas 2009). These 
studies took the assumptions that organizational identity is singular. Pratt and Foreman 
(2000) takes another perspective, however, and proposes that organizational identities are 
multiple and needs four types of managerial responses depending on different levels of 
identity polarity and identity synergy (Pratt and Foreman 2000b). Research in identity 
management category has shown that organizational identity can, and must be managed 
under different cycles of organizations and different contexts. By applying the same 
research direction, the need of studying management of IT organizational identity under 
the newly developing organizations such as E-Commerce is necessary.   
3) Identity Enablement. The appealing motivation for studying organizational identity is 
that what organizational identity can bring to an organization and why it is so important 
(Dutton and Dukerich 1991). This stream of research unveils the value and importance of 
organizational identity and how it plays a critical role in the success of an organization. 
For example, Livengood and Reger (2009) studied that competing on the right identity 
domain would bring more competitive advantages to an organizations, because of the 
maximized used of capabilities and resources. In studying the IT organizational identity, 
likewise, understanding the value of IT organizational identity is the fundamental 
motivations for organizations to pursue. As such, it would be interesting and important to 
understand what IT organizational identity can bring to the organization as a whole.  
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As such, my research questions are 1) how do firms construct and manage IT 
organizational identity? 2) how does firms’ IT organizational identity enable 
organizational performance? To answer these two questions, my research strategy can be 









Figure 1. Research Strategy of IT Organizational Identity  
 By following this research strategy, four case studies were conducted to explore each 
of these three research themes. Since identity management requires more diversifications, 
two studies were conducted in the theme. Among these four cases, two of them are traditional 
multi-national companies, namely Haier Group and Xugong Group. The other two are 
E-Commerce companies, namely Damai.com and Z.com. The first study, by using the case of 
Xugong Group, examines the building blocks of a coherent IT organizational identity. The 
company is China’s largest heavy machinery producers and is ranked as the seventh largest in 
the worldwide context. From 2011 to 2013, the firm managed to build up a coherent IT 
organizational identity by transforming the fragmented and ambiguous identities. The case 
investigates identity construction. The second study, by using the case of Haier, explores 
identity enablement through the attainment of IT-enabled enterprise agility in a phased 
approach. The firm is the biggest white goods manufacture in China yet very agile, with a 
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short new product development cycle of 7 days. The enterprise agility is attained because of 
its evolving IT organizational identity. The third study, by using the case of Damai.com, 
investigates the managerial mechanisms on organizational identity in the E-Commerce 
industry. Four types of managing steps were derived from the case. The fourth study, by 
using the case of Z.com, depicts four managerial mechanisms of multiple IT organizational 
identity in the E-Commerce industry, of which the characteristics of multiplicity can be 
observed commonly. These two studies explored the identity management in the newly 
developing industry.  
To sum up, these four studies covered the three research areas in Figure 1-1, namely 
identity construction, identity enablement and identity management. The study detailed is 
summarized in Table 5 below.                        
Table 5. Summary of Four Case Studies  
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Archival data: 116 
pages  
 
Direct observation:  
109 photos and 15 videos 
1.4 Potential Contributions 
 This thesis seeks to understand and theorize the concept of IT organizational identity 
for both researchers and practitioners. Specifically, through addressing the research gaps 
proposed in the previous sections, the four studies of this thesis aim to make the following 
contributions.  
 First, the study of Haier case provides insights into how IT organizational identity 
enables firm’s performance, in this case, IT-enabled enterprise agility. The study derives an 
empirically based framework that examines the holistic process of achieving IT-enabled 
enterprise agility over time, addresses the lack of specific actions for achieving IT-enabled 
enterprise agility and provides empirical evidence supporting the current propositions in the 
IT-enabled enterprise agility research. Specifically, it addresses the issues of lack of agile 
mindsets and behaviours that fundamentally inhibits the achievement of IT-enabled enterprise 
agility in existing literature.  
 Second, the study of Xugong case further explores the construction issues of IT 
organizational identity, which has been overlooked in the existing literature. This study 
provides the new insights on how IT organizational identities, such as ambiguous and 
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fragmented ones, are transformed into a coherent identity that enables firms to maintain a 
centralized IT management for IT effectiveness. Specific actions and building blocks that are 
considered as critical concepts were revealed in this study.   
 Third, although the management of organizational identity has been extensively 
studied in the existing literature, it rarely has been studied under the newly developing 
context, E-Commerce industry. Through the cases of Damai.com and Z.com, the managerial 
mechanisms of IT organizational identity in the context of E-Commerce industry have been 
revealed. These findings somehow complement the existing identity literature and further 
uncover how IT organizational identity should be managed with multiple mechanisms under 
the different contexts, such as traditional and E-Commerce, give the different weightings that 
IT may account for.   
 Moreover, this thesis also makes significant practical contributions. First, the  
proposed models help managers to concentrate on developing appropriate and positive IT 
organizational identity, which in turn can help firms to attain IT-enabled enterprise agility by 
fostering agile mindsets and behavior among firm employees and thus facilitate the 
reconfiguration of IT capabilities, IT knowledge integration and routine IT. Second, this 
thesis provides specific actions and suggestions to IT managers and CIOs in terms of 
maximized IT investments and post-IT implementation management. Third, in the context of 
E-Commerce, IT managers and CEOs are able to refer to the findings of thesis for IT 
branding and customer relationships management (CRM), as the concept of IT organizational 
identity in this context concerns more parties such as customers and external partners than the 
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traditional industries. These findings serve as clear and actionable suggestions to achieve 
better branding and CRM initiatives.  
 
1.5 Thesis Organization              
The Chapter 1 has provided an overview of this study including motivations and 
backgrounds, literature gaps and potential contributions. The rest of the chapters are 
organized as follows. Chapter 2 depicts the complete study of Haier case, which reveals how 
IT organizational identity enables firms’ performance. Chapter 3 depicts the complete study 
of Xugong Case, which reveals how IT organizational identity can be constructed and 
transformed. Chapter 4 depicts the complete study Damai.com, which explores how IT 
organizational identity was managed in the pursuit of ambidextrous needs for the 
E-Commerce firms. Chapter 5 describes the complete study of Z.com, which uncovers how 
multiple IT organizational identities can be managed in the context of E-Commerce industry. 
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarizing the findings and propositions of the four 






CHAPTER 2. STUDY I: ACHIEVING IT-ENABLED ENTERPRISE AGILITY IN 
CHINA: AN IT ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTITY PERSPECTIVE1
 
  
2.1 Motivation   
With the surge in environmental turbulence, the variety of customer demands, the 
rapidity with which products become obsolete and the degree of industrial competition, 
organizations need to rapidly seek new business opportunities and implement new strategic 
ideas (Jelinek et al. 1986). The ability of a firm to consistently identify and capture business 
opportunities more quickly than its rivals is commonly referred to as enterprise agility 
(Donald 2009; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). According to a survey conducted by McKinsey & 
Company, 9 out of 10 executives ranked enterprise agility as critical to business success and 
as growing in importance over time (Donald 2009). Peter Weill, the director of the Center for 
Information Systems Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), notes that 
“in today’s globalised, free-market environment, the ability to satisfy customer expectations 
is core to profitability. If you’re not agile, you can’t do it, because customer expectations are 
never static”(Glenn 2009). Enterprise agility has been directly linked to profitability, which 
is considered a critical factor in business success. Research conducted at MIT suggests that 
agile organizations generate revenue 37% more rapidly and generate 30% higher profits than 
those that are not agile (Glenn 2009).  
Recognizing this essential factor in today’s rapidly changing environment, many 
organizations have striven to attain enterprise agility through various initiatives, such as 
                                                 




in-depth market research, information integration and the swift implementation of new 
strategies.  Many of these initiatives require the use of information technology (IT), which is 
widely considered to occupy a vital role in imparting organizations with strong sensing and 
responding capabilities (Overby et al. 2006; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). In a survey of 300 
CIOs worldwide that was conducted by Capgemini, 87% of the respondents agreed that the 
capability of a firm’s IT department is critical to the firm’s agility (Gemini 2007; Pan et al. 
2006a). According to another survey conducted by InformationWeek’s Research Outlook 
2006, two in five managers cite improving enterprise agility as a key IT objective (McGee 
2006). The capabilities of an IT department that help an organization to achieve enterprise 
agility involve people, processes and systems (see Figure 2). However, the majority of 
existing information systems practices and research have only explored the ways in which an 
IT department can help organizations to advance business processes and system 
implementation and integration (Kettunen 2007; Oosterhout et al. 2006; Pan et al. 2006c), 
generally neglecting the relatively more important ‘people’ factor. We believe that IT 
departments have the important responsibility of fostering a culture and attitude that inspires 
employees inside and outside IT departments to adopt agile outlooks. According to the 
Capgemini survey, a key factor in enterprise agility is the ‘agile mindset’ of the employees 
and stakeholders who are responsible for managing the relationship between business and IT, 




Figure 2. Importance of IT Domains in Achieving Enterprise Agility (Gemini 2007) 
To achieve such goals, an IT department needs to foster agile mindset and behavior, 
thereby maintaining a culture of agility which leads to enterprise agility (Donald 2009). This 
important concept has been neglected in existing practice. To fill this important gap, firms 
must recognize that the identity of an IT department plays an irreplaceable role for two 
reasons. First, consider identity as the meanings that individuals attach to themselves (Gecas 
1982). These meanings can be understood as “self-schemas” comprised of features or 
characteristics that individuals associate with themselves (Dutton et al. 2010). From this 
perspective, the identity of an IT department is important because it functions as a mental 
guidepost that fosters meanings and attitudes among employees and stakeholders. Second, the 
identity of an IT department constantly strengthens employees’ beliefs and behaviors 
regarding “what we are aiming for as an IT department” (Kogut and Zander 1996; Tripsas 
2009). We propose the identity of an IT department as an organizational identity that includes 
the features and characteristics of the IT department with which insiders and outside actors 
can associate themselves (Cooper and Thatcher 2010; Corley and Gioia 2004) .  As such, IT 
organizational identity enables firm employees to maintain agile behaviors and attitudes 
using IT.  
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However, organizations have a constantly growing demand for agile behaviors and 
attitudes because of the increasing number of businesses and strategic changes, which 
generate large amounts of information that are stored within organizations.  As a result, 
different types of IT organizational identities are required to maintain sufficiently agile 
behaviors and attitudes during different phases of development and in concert with different 
strategies (Gioia et al. 2000b; Tripsas 2009). This process triggers the development of IT 
organizational identities over the lifetime of an organization. This paper therefore aims to 
explore how IT organizational identity is developed in keeping with changes in business 
strategies as required for firms to adapt to the environment.  
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, we explore the literature that is 
relevant to our framework. Next, we provide a case study that shows how our framework was 
developed. Finally, we discuss the practical contributions of our study and conclude the 
paper.  
2.2 Literature Review 
2.2.1 IT Organizational Identity  
Organizational identity includes the features and characteristics of an organization 
that are central, enduring and distinctive and influences how insiders and outsiders define the 
organization and associate themselves with it (Dutton and Dukerich 1991; Sutton and 
Callahan 1987). Organizational identity not only defines “who we are” as an organization but 
also suggests potential firm-level strategies: for instance, how to reconfigure capabilities and 
resources (Dutton and Dukerich 1991). Some have suggested that organizational identity and 
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other organizational concepts such as firm reputation are similar. However, a considerable 
segment of the literature is devoted to identifying the differences between organizational 
identity, image, reputation and transient impressions (Dutton and Dukerich 1991; Gioia and 
Thomas 1996) (See Table 6).   
Table 6. Comparisons of Organizational Forms 
Forms Definitions Example of literature 
Organizational 
Identity  
Enduring characteristics of an organization that maintain the 
distinctiveness and uniqueness of the organization for insiders and 
outsiders at the cognitive level  
(Albert and Whetten 1985)            
Organizational 
Image  
The manner in which an organization’s members believe others view 
the organization 
(Dutton and Dukerich 
1991; Gioia and 
Thomas 1996)        
Organizational 
Reputation  
Stable, long-term, collective judgments of an organization’s actions 
and achievements by outsiders  
(Fombrun 1996; 
Fombrun and Shanley 
1990)        
Transient 
Impressions  
A short-term impression constructed by a receiver either through 
direct observation or the interpretation of symbols provided by an 
organization  
(Grunig 1993)       
At the individual level, Dutton et al. (Dutton et al. 1994) defined organizational 
identity as a cognitive image held by the members of an organization. Similarly, Weick 
(Weick 1995) argued that organizational identity is a collectively held framework within 
which organizational participants make sense of their world. However, individuals form, 
transform and modify how they define themselves and others in the context of an 
organization (Dutton et al. 2010; Pratt 2000). Thus, we believe that organizational identity 
can be defined as the collective identity of a group of people who pursue specific goals 
(Cooper and Thatcher 2010; Hardy et al. 2005).  Correspondingly, we view the IT 
department of a firm as an organization with an organizational identity that possesses these 
same functions. We refer to the identity of an IT department as “IT organizational identity”. 
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IT organizational identity not only serves to guide the members of the IT department at the 
cognitive level but also establishes positive images of the department among outsiders that 
enable the IT department to effectively pursue its strategic goals.  
2.2.2  Internal Identity and External Identity  
Our proposed concept of IT organizational identity borrows from Tripsas (Tripsas 
2009), who defined organizational identity in terms of “internal identity” and “external 
identity”, which refer to the perceptions of insiders and outsiders regarding an organization’s 
core characteristics. In analyzing IT organizational identity, we define internal identity as a 
shared understanding held by the members of the IT department regarding what is central and 
distinctive about the department (Albert and Whetten 1985). Exploring internal identity might 
involve asking questions such as “Who are we?” and “What kind of strategic goals are we 
pursuing?” Likewise, internal identity provides key strategic decisions to the IT department, 
such as whether to input a system or spin off a division.  When IT departments are faced 
with difficulty and uncertainty, managers should be able to view these issues through the lens 
of the department’s internal identity. Thus, internal identity should facilitate interpretation 
and action (Dutton and Dukerich 1991).  
External identity, in contrast, concerns how outside audiences such as other firm 
employees, vendors and partners view the IT department (Tripsas 2009). These outside 
audiences will associate specific characteristics with the IT department and form expectations 







The range of influence 
Figure 3. IT Organizational Identity of a Firm 
Overall, IT organizational identity includes internal identity and external identity, 
both of which play significant roles in guiding the development of an IT department in terms 
of its strategies and actions. In seeking to analyze strategic issues internally and to 
communicate with other firm employees, managers should carefully consider establishing 
appropriate, positive IT organizational identity to achieve their strategic IT goals. Thus, IT 
organizational identity should also contribute to enterprise agility. As mentioned earlier, IT 
departments need to fundamentally inspire agile behavior to achieve IT-enabled enterprise 
agility.  An IT organizational identity that guides people’s behavior and beliefs is critical to 
inspiring agile behaviors. 
2.2.3 IT-Enabled Enterprise Agility  
To thrive in a dynamic business environment that features continuous innovation and 
change, organizations must possess enterprise agility, which is defined as the ability to sense 
changes in the environment and respond in a timely, cost-effective manner (Overby et al. 
2006; Seo and Paz 2008). However, it can be difficult for larger firms to quickly and 











(Jelinek and Schoonhoven 1990). IT has played a critical role in resolving this issue, 
especially in the manufacturing industry, where computers and communications technology 
have fundamentally changed the nature of the factory (Goldhar and Jelinek 1985). The role of 
IT in enabling enterprise agility has been well noted in practice and in the literature and has 
recently attracted substantial attention (Mathiassen and Pries-Heje 2006; Overby et al. 2006; 
Sambamurthy et al. 2003). However, some firms are unable to effectively leverage the role of 
IT to achieve enterprise agility for two reasons. First, as mentioned earlier, Capgemini’s 
survey showed that the key factor in enterprise agility is an ‘agile mindset’ among the 
employees who are responsible for managing the relationship between the firm and its IT. 
Many firms fail to achieve this mindset. Second, the gap between the IT functions and the 
rest of the organization hinders the enabling role of IT. Prior studies refer to this gap as the IT 
paradox, in which the top management team (TMT) perceives the value of IT but does not 
understand how IT makes an essential contribution to firm value (Mathiassen and Pries-Heje 
2006; Morgan 2004).     
Thus, we suggest that managers focus on establishing an appropriate and positive IT 
organizational identity. This IT organizational identity serves two purposes. First, it helps 
organizations to foster agile mindsets and attitudes by showing employees the need for agility. 
Second, it closes the gap between IT functions and other business units by fostering an 
understanding of how IT contributes to firm value. A strong IT organizational identity will 
help top management answer questions such as “what are our strategic IT goals?” and “how 
does an IT department improve firm value?”   
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As such, this paper explores how IT departments can develop appropriate and positive 
IT organizational identity, helping firms to become and remain agile at various phases. 
Toward this end, we use a case study of China’s largest white goods manufacturer, Haier.  
2.3 Methodology  
We used an inductive and field-based case study because the complex and 
multi-faceted phenomena that we address in this study are deeply embedded in the 
organizational context (Tan et al. 2010b). One of our authors has traced the development of 
the case organization for 5 years. Data covering the entire lifespan of Haier’s IT 
organizational identity was collected from four sources: 1) semi-structured interviews 
conducted in September 2010; 2) participant observation conducted from June 2005 through 
October 2010; 3) internal archival materials; and 4) public sources.  
Initially, one of the authors conducted a number of semi-structured interviews at 
Haier as part of another research project in 2005. The original purpose of the interviews was 
to examine Haier’s product innovation management. The central research topic, IT 
organizational identity, was gradually confirmed during 9 discussion sessions that the authors 
held in June 2010. In total, 52 interviewees from the top management in most of Haier’s 
functional areas participated (as in Table 7). The interviews averaged one-and-a-half hours 
each, were open-ended, and followed a protocol that evolved during the course of the 
research project (Strauss and Corbin 1998a). Some of the interviews lasted for half a day each, 
and we spoke to some of the interviewees multiple times. Between 2005 and 2010, one of the 
authors frequently engaged in participant observation and recorded detailed field notes 
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(Lofland et al. 2005a).  
Table 7. Research Activities  




Jun. 2005 Senior managers 9 Interviews on business process engineering  
Dec. 2005 Senior lecturers at 
Haier University 
5 Workshop on sale manager training 
Jun. 2006 Product developers, 
managers  
7 Interviews on product innovation management  
Mar. 2007  Deputy CEO 2 Onsite meeting on organizational strategies  
2008-2009 
Aug. 2008 Research analysts, 
Senior managers  
5 Onsite meeting on customer relationship managers 
and supply chain managers  
Apr. 2009  Senior Managers  5 Interviews on order fulfillment systems  
2010 





15 Interviews on the development of the IT department, 
its identity and its organizational strategies 
Oct. 2010  Senior IT 
executives 
4 Follow-up via email and offsite meetings on Haier’s 
order fulfillment systems  
All of the interviews were taped and transcribed. Before arriving onsite, we identified 
a number of pertinent themes from the literature that were potentially relevant to the 
development of IT organizational identity as a factor in enterprise agility. The internal 
archival materials were our starting point as we sought to refine our theme. The purpose of 
this process was to form our theoretical lens, which served as a “sensitizing device” (Klein 
and Myers 1999) in our subsequent data analysis. The majority of the data analysis occurred 
during the offsite period. To fully analyze the data, we employed the open coding and axial 




2.4 Case Description  
Haier Group is now the third largest manufacturer of white goods worldwide, 
covering a wide range of product categories that extends from refrigerators to computers. The 
company began as the Qingdao Refrigerator Plant in the early 1980s and nearly filed for 
bankruptcy after a few years of operation due to its deficit financing of US$ 230,000. In 1984, 
the current CEO of Haier, Ruimin Zhang, took over the company and began to make 
fundamental management changes. Since then, Haier Group has gradually established itself 
as a world-renowned brand that offers excellent quality and services. By 2009, the 
25-year-old Haier had successfully expanded its production and sales network to include 30 
overseas factories and manufacturing bases, 18 research and development centers, 10 
industrial parks, 58,800 sales offices and 96 product group categories. It currently has more 
than 50,000 employees worldwide (see Figure 4).    
   
Figure 4. Performance of Haier (Martin 2012; Willmott 2012) 
Haier’s IT department was established in the early 1990s and positioned Haier among 
the first Chinese enterprises to invest in the then-emerging IT sector. Intrigued by the IT 
boom, Haier invested substantial funds and resources in shaping its IT infrastructure and 
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transforming tits IT department. The department gradually shifted from a supporting role to a 
strategic, decision-making role during a period of 15 years (see Table 8. for IT expenses). 
The number of employees in the IT department increased from 10 at its inception to 265 (as 
of today). IT development at Haier includes three phases, namely automation, multiple 
system inputs and ubiquitous system integration.  
Table 8. Overview of Haier’s IT Expenses 
IT Portfolios 1996-1999 2000-2005 2006-2009 2010-2012 
IT infrastructure 31.2 23.1 62 130 
Call Center & Online Portal 18.5 45.1 13.2 12 
E-Commerce N/A 14.3 136.2 300 
ERP, CRM, Logistic System N/A 120.8 150.7 210.2 
High-End Technology Center N/A N/A N/A 1000 
Estimated Overall (million CNY) 49.7 203.3 362.1 1652.2 
2.4.1  Phase 1: Automation (1994-1997) 
In the context of the developments in IT that occurred in the mid-1990s, Haier’s top 
management envisioned leveraging new technologies to strengthen its existing business 
operations. Haier’s IT department invested more than US$ 31 million to install high-end 
technologies in an attempt to replace manual work with computer-based work. Although 
Haier’s first improvements to its IT infrastructure yielded some benefits at the operational 
level, its strategic IT vision in that period was not fully realized. Later, in 1996, triggered by 
Haier’s new aim of creating a famous brand in China, the IT department cooperated closely 
with an external vendor to build its first official corporate website. The website not only 
helped Haier to rapidly market the firm and generate more business globally but also served 
as an information-gathering center for its headquarters and subsidiaries across China.  
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In 1997, based on the positive feedback regarding the website project, the IT 
department was authorized to build Haier’s customer service center to provide a service 
information network that would be available nationwide. Upon the completion of the center, 
Haier was able to provide information services to more than 7,000 customers per day and 
thus gained a reputation for excellent customer service.  
From 1994 to 1997, Haier’s IT department established the foundations of its IT 
infrastructure, upon which multiple systems were later built. Because IT had only recently 
been introduced in China, most employees did not know how to use a mouse and keyboard 
properly. To solve this problem, the IT department recruited external experts to train its staff. 
After the IT staff had fully mastered these technologies, team training was provided to the 
rest of the staff, who might also need to use the technologies. To advance this technological 
progress, the top management declared that staff would only be qualified to work after they 
had received a training certificate from the IT department. A summary of the observations 
regarding these changes is provided in Table 9.  
Table 9. Development of IT organizational identity in Phase 1 
Sensing Identity-Strategy Alignment  
Business 
Strategy   
“In the period from 1995 to 1997, Haier aimed to build a nationally famous brand. So, we greatly 
expanded our production line, sales network and customer services. ” - Senior IT Executive A 
“Haier reached a new high in its business development through the establishment of 4 more 
factories in 1997, bringing the total number of agent companies selling Haier’s products up to 42.” 
–Head of Division One  
Identity 
Ambiguity  
“With the expansion, the traditional paper-based work model was unable to handle such a large 
amount of information simultaneously. We were then trying to fulfill what had been requested by 
the top management.  ” – Manager of Division Three 
“Because the firm expanded so rapidly, many problems started to emerge, including the 
requirement of just-in-time service, inaccurate product delivery and a drop in customer 







“To respond to the goals of top management, we aimed to build an intranet and official website in 
1996 and were among the first Chinese enterprises to offer a customer service center via phone in 
1997.”  - Manager of Division Two  
“We felt that the company needed a new approach to managing the overwhelming flow of 
information, so we proposed a number of plans based on current business operations and handed 
them over to an external software vendor for implementation.” – Head of IT Infrastructure Division 
Responding with Capability Reconfiguration 
Deidentifi-
cation 
“Because of the urgency of Haier’s new strategic vision, we introduced a number of technologies to 
our business operations. It was very challenging initially, as we lacked qualified employees to use 
the systems, but they understood that the IT changes were necessary and that getting used to the 
new way of doing things was a must. ” – Senior IT Executive B  
“The top management urgently wanted to see returns from the new system implemented at Haier, 
so a number of policies were developed to encourage employees to learn swiftly.”  - Head of 




“We did not provide formal training. All of our training was provided on a one-on-one basis. 
Employees from the IT department taught other system users step by step. We did not stop training 
them until they were able to use the system to receive orders and distribute jobs.”  - Manager of 
Division One  
“In the early stage of the new information systems, most employees of the firm could not even use a 
mouse and keyboard properly. With the training provided, they started to realize that the new 





“Prior to the introduction of these systems, employees did not understand the concept of so-called 
‘processes’. After we trained them, the first thing they came to understand was the processes in 
which they were involved. Gradually, they understood the value of their work and its relationship to 
the downstream and upstream elements of the process.” – Manager of Division Two  
Outcome 
“The implementation of CAD, led by the IT department, shortened the development cycles for IT systems, thereby 
transforming customers’ needs into actual products more quickly. Meeting market needs faster improved the 
company’s competitive edge tremendously.”  - Head of IT Strategy Division 
2.4.2  Phase 2: Multiple Systems Inputs (1998-2004) 
Before 1998, a product-oriented organizational structure governed by IT-enabled 
automation enabled Haier to rapidly diversify its product offerings. Although the rapid 
expansion exceeded Haier’s capability to handle information in 1998, the benefits of 
increased IT capabilities were diluted by the excessive coordination efforts between different 
product departments due to the emergence of information boundaries. Incomplete and 
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inefficient information flow within the organization would inevitably put Haier in a risky 
situation in which its current business model, including its marketing, logistics and finance, 
was seriously affected by the new, fast-paced market conditions, forming barriers to Haier’s 
aim of becoming an internationally recognized brand. From 1998 to 2004, to respond to the 
market in a speedy and flexible manner, Haier reengineered its business processes by 
unifying marketing, procurement and finance across all product departments. In addition, 
Haier aimed to increase its market shares worldwide and began to establish factories and 
research centers overseas. Therefore, a number of systems were introduced at Haier, 
including B2B and B2C platforms, procurement systems, and ERP.  
In the wake of the IT department’s efforts, Haier was able to outperform its 
competitors in swiftly responding to the market. For example, prior to the unification of the 
firm’s logistics procedures, each product department had to make its own procurements from 
a number of different vendors. By leveraging BBP systems, the firm was able to standardize 
the procurement procedure across all of the product departments, and purchases were made 
from two regular vendors only, which significantly reduced procurement costs. Based on the 
IT foundations that had been previously built, the IT department transformed Haier’s IT 
knowledge, transitioning the company from basic IT use to a higher level of IT-based 
business process standardization and thus reducing the necessary coordination efforts by 
spanning boundaries that blocked information flows between departments. A summary of 
these efforts is provided in Table 10.      
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Table 10: Development of IT organizational identity in Phase 2 
Sensing Identity-Strategy Alignment 
Business 
Strategy   
“Our CEO presented an idea for solving the ‘time’ and ‘space’ problems via ‘speed’. The main 
idea was to improve operational agility through integrated business processes.” –Senior IT 
Executive C  
“As our businesses expanded in 1998, the most important question we faced was how to shorten the 
information flow cycles across the globe to respond to the market more rapidly.” – Manager of 
Division Three  
Identity 
Ambiguity  
“Having started reengineering our business processes, we felt that although employees might be 
placed in the same department for the purpose of integrating business processes, the IT knowledge 
of each employee was still isolated. We in the IT department felt we should focus on crossing IT 
knowledge boundaries rather than on introducing new systems without being well prepared.” 




“Prior to installing these systems, we thought a project was completely finished if its 
implementation was complete. But now, we have to pay attention all the way through its 
implementation and use until we find it to be fully effective.”- Head of IT Strategy Division  
“With the strategic shift from business expansion to rapidly responding to the market, we realized 
that we had to integrate current business processes to better utilize our own performance.” – 
Manager of Division One  
Responding with Capability Reconfiguration  
Deidentifi-
cation 
“Beginning in September 1998, Haier started to transform its business processes. To facilitate 
these efforts, since each product department had its own IT division that was working on promoting 
the acquisition of new IT knowledge, we connected these divisions to build a unified platform for 
each process. ” –Head of Division Three 
“The impetus to use information systems came from the top management, which required the IT 
department to integrate IT knowledge across Haier. For example, we were required to interpret the 
data observed in each IT-enabled business process, and even the CEO and CIO did the same thing 
as we did to set examples for the rest. After these efforts, we are now getting used to linking up IT 





“Take procurement as an example. Prior to the introduction of ERP, the process was very 
complicated and time consuming. With the IT department’s long-term promotion of ERP systems, 
Haier grasped the essence of ERP systems.” – Manager of Division Two  
“After 1998, when Haier proposed some new management ideas, the IT department had to fulfill 
the requirements for these ideas based on prior IT knowledge and in close cooperation with 





“Compared with the period from 1994 to 1997, the biggest change in phase two was that we 
integrated the isolated systems across Haier to provide visualized data for the entire business 
process, providing the ‘end to end’ visualization required by the top management.” – Manager of 
Division One  
Outcome 
“The top management was able to visualize the entire business process to quickly find out which part of the 
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process was being affected by the information backlog, thereby responding to the market rapidly.” –Head of 
Division Two  
2.4.3  Phase 3: Ubiquitous System Integration (2005-Present) 
In 2005, although Haier had entered the strategic phase of developing a globalized 
brand, the backend systems could not maintain the pace necessary to support this vision. Two 
major problems from previous phases have yet to be resolved. First, the systems implemented 
in phase two were not fully utilized, and this failure resulted in inefficiency and information 
distortion. Second, the IT department had adopted a learning-by-doing approach to building 
information systems and lacked thoughtful overall implementation plans. In 2007, attempting 
to solve these problems, the CEO proposed the idea of a “1,000-day information revolution”. 
On this basis, the major responsibility of the IT department in phase three was to integrate all 
600 isolated systems and strive to establish connections with overseas factories to help 
configure resources in a global context. In addition, the CEO proposed another idea: that of 
an “order fulfillment system for every single employee.” Essentially, every employee must 
make his or her own sales predictions that indicate how many products he or she must 
produce or sell per day, week and month. This proposal put a great deal of pressure on the IT 
department, which was required to lead the transformation process. Once the system is 
successfully implemented, it will be the backbone of Haier’s entire operation. Therefore, the 
IT department must be able to drive the process.  
From 2005 to the present, the IT department has focused primarily on two missions. 
One is to build and operationalize the order fulfillment system; the other is to build the 
“Global Value Systems,” which are centered on the ERP system. Achieving these two 
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missions is vital to Haier’s survival in the global context. As such, the IT department is 
engaged in ongoing efforts to explore the value of its systems and generate better fit with its 
strategic targets. The department has become involved in many decision-making processes. 
For example, when the CEO proposed the “1000-day information revolution” in 2007, the IT 
department was the core decision-maker in the boardroom. The role of the IT department has 
been transformed from its supporting function to a strategic decision-maker (as in Table 11).  
Table 11. Development of IT organizational identity in Phase 3 
Sensing Identity-Strategy Alignment 
Business 
Strategy   
“The strategy had shifted from internationalization to globalization. These two strategies sound very 
similar, but there is a difference. Internationalization focuses only on the market perspective, whereas 
globalization must also consider service rather than only considering the market.” – Manager of 
Division One  
“Our group aims to set sales targets for every single employee within the group. The information 
systems have supported this vision.” – Manager of Strategy Division 
Identity 
Ambiguity  
“We were not clear about how we could help with the new strategy until 2007.” – Senior IT Executive 
D 
“Each IT division worked for its own product department, regardless of what was currently happening 




“Although each division had done its best to fulfill strategic needs, its cumulative efforts did not pay off. 
So we need to have a long-term development strategy in mind.” – Manager of IT Strategy Division  
“In responding to the development of order fulfillment systems, we have to integrate all the information 
into the same platform, which requires improved performance from the IT department.”-  Senior IT 
executive E  
Responding with Capability Reconfiguration  
Deidentifi-
cation 
“Since 2005, we have been working on integrating the information systems into a single platform from 
which every participant can access information directly. The platform will gradually change IT 
employees from boundary-spanners to major players.” – Manager of Division Three  
“Before 2005, the IT department was under the strategy department and was called the IT strategy 
department. To promote innovation, the IT department was spun off from the strategy department and 





“The IT department takes primary responsibility for leading the 1000-day information revolution and is 
the decision-maker for the  business process changes occurring within the organization to fulfill the 
order fulfillment system vision formulated by the top management” – Manager of Division Two 
“The ordering fulfillment system is to set individual targets for every employee and to be used as a 







“Based on our past achievements, we have been thinking about how we can make better changes for 
Haier, especially from the perspective of the IT department.” – Manager of Division Three 
“We are now pretty clear about what we are doing and where we are going.” – CIO of Haier  
Outcome 
“With the support of our Global Value Systems, our group is able to respond to the market in a swift and clear manner 
by providing localized production, design and marketing worldwide.”  - Manager of the IT Strategy Division  
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how IT organizational identity plays an 
important role in achieving enterprise agility and to provide suggestions that can help 
managers to develop appropriate and positive forms of IT organizational identity, fostering 
agile behavior and attitudes within organizations at various developmental phases. Figure 5 
presents the nature of the IT development at Haier.   
 
Figure 5. The Nature of IT development at Haier 
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2.5 Discussion and Analysis  
2.5.1 The IT Organizational Identity Development Process 
To develop a positive and appropriate IT organizational identity, an IT department 
must be capable of detecting misalignment between its organizational identity and business 
strategy. The IT department must also be able to respond to such misalignment by 
reconfiguring existing IT capabilities at the operational level. To achieve such goals, 
managers should use different control mechanisms to detect the misalignment and respond 
by using reconfiguration mechanisms to adjust its IT capabilities through an identification 
process (Larson and Tompkins 2005). For the case analyzed here, Table 12 summarizes the 
changes in the IT staff’s value and responsibilities and in the overall organizational identity 
of the IT department during different phases. 
Table 12. Perceptions of Value, Responsibilities and IT Identities 
 Phase One (1994-1997) 
 
 

























“We saw the massive use of IT 
in the western world, so we 
believed what we were doing 
was definitely worth pursuing 
and is critical to the firm as 
well” – IT researcher A 
“The employees were confused 
about the changes at that time. 
But we as the top management 
clearly understood what was 
going on. If we want to compete 
in this market, we must leverage 
these technologies” – Manager 
of Division one  
 
“We had to make sure that we 
inputted the right technologies 
that suited the strategies 
enforced at the organizational 
level.” – IT researcher C   
“Initially, employees did not 
want to use the technologies at 
all. Our duty was promoting 
their initiative in using them” – 
IT researcher E 
“We provided the firm with excellent 
communications, shortened 
production cycles, etc., all of which 
relied on our efforts to bridge the 
knowledge gaps” - Manager of 
Division four 
“It was a competition in the 
high-tech era; if we hadn’t adopted 
the technological way of doing 
business, we would be already 
eliminated by the competition” - IT 
manager B 
 
“We provided the firm with excellent 
communications, shortened 
production cycles, etc., all of which 
relied on our efforts to bridge the 
knowledge gaps”- IT staff A  
“Our responsibility was to support 
the information flow across the firm. 
Because we needed to respond to the 
market quickly, the IT department 
fully committed to this mission.” - 
Manager of Division one 
“Haier is really huge now, and 
therefore, we must rely on technology 
to communicate effectively across the 
globe. Without the excellent 
achievements made by the IT 
department, Haier wouldn’t be as good 
as it is today” - Manager of Division 
Three 
“Haier was falling into the trap of 
‘disease for huge enterprises’. The 
fulfillment of ‘1000-day information 
revolution’ was an excellent solution, 
and our department led the firm to 
change.”- CIO   
   
“Whenever there was an important 
meeting about strategic changes, we 
were guaranteed a seat in the 
boardroom. Because we are literally 
responsible for Haier’s every change” 
– Manager of Division two  
“We are not who we used to be. As 
Haier’s operations, sales, and 
marketing all rely on us, we are taking 
on decision-marking responsibilities 





































2.5.2 Sensing Identity-Strategy Alignment 
The IT department should seek to align IT organizational identity and business 
strategy using control mechanisms that allow IT managers to determine the alignment 
between employee self-images and business strategies (Alvesson and Willmott 2001). The 
purpose of “control” here is twofold. First, there are three types of control mechanisms: 
simple control, technological control and bureaucratic control. These mechanisms enable 
IT managers to understand what the current IT organizational identity is by obtaining 
individual opinions from employees. Second, when misalignment is detected, IT managers 
should search for identity-oriented Discrepancies to help their employees understand who 
they should be as an IT department, generating motivational drivers (Corley and Gioia 2004; 
Pratt 2000).  Through this process, IT Strategic Goals will surface across the IT department 
gradually. This process allows IT managers to understand the inconsistencies between the 
Current IT Organizational Identity and Business Strategies, thereby redefining the 
department’s strategic goals to develop a new IT organizational identity.   
“It felt like we were doing 
something quite unique and 
critical and we were the engine 
that was responsible of infusing 
such fighting spirit across the 
firm” - Manager of Division two 
“I was unsure of what the IT 
department was up to.  But after 
we realized how the new 
technologies benefited our 
working process, we believed the 
IT department was pushing our 
firm in a better direction. ” – 
Marketing Executive A 
“We were like a bridge.  The 
exchange of information in the firm 
was extremely important to our 
mission. We must ensure smooth 
exchange” - Manager of Division 
two 
“We were given many systems to 
learn in that period. It was quite 
inefficient before the IT department 
started to bridge the information 
gaps. Our efficiency improved 
significantly after the IT department 
integrated knowledge across 
divisions” - Sale manager A 
“Although our core competency is the 
production of electronics, our 
department plays a leading role in 
getting jobs done, from operations to 
production” – Manager of strategy 
division 
“The IT department is gradually 
stepping into the zone of core 
capabilities to transform Haier into a 
technology-driven company” - 
Manager of marketing department 
Phase 1: Revolutionary Driver 
 Simple Control 
 Feed-in Identification  
 
Phase 2: Boundary Spanner 
 Technological Control 
 Directed Identification  
 
Phase 3: Innovation Leader 
  Bureaucratic Control 




2.5.3 Responding with Capability Reconfiguration  
Recognizing the required strategic IT goals, an IT department should respond by 
reconfiguring its IT capabilities to allow employees to associate their self-image with the new 
IT organizational identity. Organizational identification is the extent to which individuals 
define themselves in terms of a specific organization and the value attached to that 
self-definition (Ashforth et al. 2008). Organizational identification is associated with many 
positive outcomes in organizations, such as cooperative behaviors that support organizational 
goals (Cooper and Thatcher 2010).  
According to Lavie (2006), three mechanisms are involved in reconfiguring 
capabilities: capability substitution, capability transformation and capability evolution. Our 
data revealed that an IT department must perform three steps during the identification process. 
The first is De-identification, which includes two components that are necessary to internal 
identity. The first is the loosening of ties to old identities during the reconfiguration of the 
firm’s current capabilities (Fiol 2002), and the second is institutionalizing means of lending 
coherence and stability to the reconfigured capabilities (Bingham 2009). The second step is 
Iterative Cycles of Feedback Process, which are ongoing processes in which the IT 
department closely observes and interacts with other areas of the organization to understand 
how others view the IT department and better realize the organization’s IT efforts (Hall 2002). 
The third step is organizational codification, a process in which, once the internal and 
external identities have been developed, the IT department solidifies the new beliefs as part 
of the organization’s core ideology by embedding the new knowledge derived from its 
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reconfigured capabilities into operating routines, thereby forming a deeply structured identity 
both inside and outside of the IT department (Ibarra 2003; Pratt and Foreman 2000c). Next, 
we will discuss how Haier developed the organizational identity of its IT department during 
different phases (See Figure 6).  
2.5.4 From Expendable Follower to Revolutionary Driver 
The IT department initially only had a minor supporting function within the 
organization and had much less of a positive impact on development (Dutton et al. 2010). 
Thus, the IT staff collectively saw themselves as Expendable Followers during that period. 
Due to Haier’s strategic goal of creating a well-known company, IT managers and employees 
at Haier realized that this organizational identity was not appropriate for the IT department. 
This sequence of events is consistent with the notion that an organization’s members 
recognize an inconsistency in identity claims when they compare a desired image to their 
current identity, which is still important to them (Corley and Gioia 2004). Our data also 
reveal that this type of inconsistency will subsequently lead an organization’s members to set 




Figure 6. The Development Process of IT Organizational Identities 
The IT department initially introduced advanced technologies to Haier that were 
consistent with its business strategy by using capability substitution, which can immediately 
and appropriately change a portfolio of IT capabilities (Lavie 2006). Due to these rapid 
changes, IT employees began to soften their identification with their old IT organizational 
identity (Fiol 2002) as Expendable Followers and became open to the new policies, training, 
and regulations from the top management, demonstrating characteristics of de-identification. 
Outside the IT department, IT employees who were well-trained in the new technologies 
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needed to drive the learning of external potential users and further help them to assimilate.  
A feedback process occurred in which the basis for the viability of an identity was the 
consistency of decisions and practices with that identity (Seidl 2005). Our data also revealed 
that norms regarding IT use were formed in response to the efforts by the IT department 
(Brown and Starkey 2000). This finding is consistent with the concept of organizational 
codification as proposed by Rousseau (Rousseau 1998). As a result, a new IT organizational 
identity was developed; the department began to function as a Revolutionary Driver, which 
enabled it to provide employees with a deeper understanding of firm agility and to generate 
agile behaviors and attitudes using high-end technologies. Developing this form of 
organizational identity also contributed significantly to operational efficiency (Conboy 2009; 
Lyytinen and Rose 2006). 
2.5.5 From Revolutionary Driver to Boundary Spanner 
In the second phase, Haier began to diversify its product lines, which required greater 
responsiveness to the rapidly changing market. Due to the increasing number of product 
departments across Haier, the overall time necessary to respond to the market was greater 
because of the longer time that it took to process information effectively across different 
departments. As a result, agile behavior and attitudes among the employees were significantly 
hindered again. The top management in the IT department again noted this identity 
discrepancy (Corley and Gioia 2004) caused by the misalignment between the organizational 
identity of the IT department as a Revolutionary Driver and the new business strategy. To 
facilitate enterprise agility, the IT department implemented a number of measures to bridge 
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the gaps between the different departments and establish a platform in which information 
could be shared freely and effectively. As such, a number of systems including Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Logistics were 
introduced in all of the departments. IT employees primarily identified their department as a 
Boundary Spanner as a result of these processes; their identity has changed just as it did 
from the first to the second phase.  
After the installation of new systems, the IT department modified its IT knowledge 
base and routines (Ravishankar and Pan 2008), reflecting the notion that changes in 
capabilities require gradual, limited changes and the integration of routines and knowledge 
(Lavie 2006). These efforts on the part of the IT department helped to rebuild the 
department’s internal identity and its external identity as a Boundary Spanner within the rest 
of the organization. As a result, a strong intra-organizational bond was formed (Gioia et al. 
2000b; Pratt 2000) was formed between the IT department and the different product 
departments seeking to leverage the new systems. By the end of the second phase, the IT 
department had helped Haier to span the boundaries among the departments and managed to 
fully transform its identity. Meanwhile, the transformation of the IT organizational identity 
contributed significantly to operational agility (Conboy 2009; Lyytinen and Rose 2006). In 
tandem with the new IT organizational identity, employees developed more agile behaviors 
and attitudes that satisfied the demands of the new business strategy and the firm-level 
organizational identity.  
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2.5.6 From Boundary Spanner to Innovation Leader 
Our data revealed that in the third phase, the top management of Haier began to 
expand its business landscape to a global scale and introduced a number of new ways to 
manage production and marketing, especially focusing on various aspects of 
micromanagement. To align itself with these new strategies, the IT department began to help 
to make critical strategic decisions at Haier. The department developed a new internal and 
external IT identity by leading strategic efforts and modifying employee routines (Pan et al. 
2007), reflecting the notion of capability evolution, in which the capabilities of a department 
depend strongly on prior configurations (Lavie 2006). By the end of the third phase, a shared 
vision of the future of IT had been generated; the firm’s employees relied heavily on 
leveraging IT to complete their jobs and actively provided suggestions for developing a more 
comprehensive IT system for Haier (Mathiassen and Pries-Heje 2006). The organizational 
identity of the IT department thus changed again: it became an Innovation Leader. 
Leveraging on the IT department’s cumulative efforts to develop its organizational identity to 
inspire agile behavior and attitudes among employees, the firm attained much greater agility 
(Overby et al. 2006; Seo and Paz 2008).  
Overall, the continual analysis and responses of the IT department during its efforts to 
develop its organizational identity (Overby et al. 2006; Seo and Paz 2008) will continually 
improve the agility of the firm’s employees in terms of both their mindsets and their behavior. 
The result will be greater IT-enabled enterprise agility. Using various control mechanisms 
introduced earlier, the IT department was able to detect the misalignment between its 
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organizational identity and the firm’s business strategy based on employee information, 
including evidence of the employees’ inability to cooperate effectively and the inadequacy of 
the firm's IT knowledge base, IT capabilities and information filters to achieve the firm’s new 
goals (Bingham 2009; Tripsas 2009). These discrepancies subsequently provided the IT 
department with the motivation to define new strategic IT goals (Pratt 2000).  
In response to the misalignment that it detected, the IT department developed a new 
organizational identity by reconfiguring its capabilities (Autio et al. 2011; Bingham 2009; 
Sapienza et al. 2006) through a three-step identification process that involved 
de-identification, iterative cycles of feedback and organizational codification. Step one 
focused primarily on the internal identity of the IT department because de-identification 
should begin within the IT department itself (Fiol 2002). Step two was the identification 
process in which the IT department and the rest of the organization developed the external 
identity of the IT department (Hardy et al. 2005; Pratt 2000). Finally, the aim of step three 
was to consolidate the organizational identity of the IT department both internally and 
externally by embedding the obtained routines, knowledge and capabilities into the firm’s 
daily operations (Rousseau 1998). The underlying process was one of constructing internal IT 
identity, reinforcing external IT identity, and solidifying both forms of identities.  
2.5.7 Topology of IT organizational identities  
Four categories of IT organizational identity emerged during three distinct phases: 
Expendable Follower, Revolutionary Driver, Boundary Spanner and Innovation Leader 
(See Table 13). Our data also revealed that Haier’s organizational structure shifted from 
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mechanistic to organic during the three change phases. In first phase (1994-1997), influenced 
by the Chinese business macro-environment, Haier adopted a more mechanistic structure 
because a relatively rigid and bureaucratic structure permitted deeper control mechanisms. 
For example, Haier distributed monthly sales targets to each product department. However, 
because of the need to respond to the market that rapidly emerged during the second phase 
(1998-2004), Haier began to gradually transform its structure from a mechanistic to an 
organic one. This change was triggered by the need for the firm to adopt a flexible structure 
with few hierarchical levels to maintain a shorter response cycle in the wake of Haier’s rapid 
business expansion.  During the second phase, as this more organic structure was adopted, 
departments were given permission to introduce internal changes. For example, the IT 
department was able to decide what types of technologies they needed to employ. By the 
third phase (2005-present), Haier had completed the structural transformation and had 
become a completely organic structure.  For example, sales targets can now be calculated 
and decided by the employees themselves without manager approval.     
Overall, our findings suggested that an IT department should develop an appropriate 
organizational identity based on the organizational structures in use. Identity researchers have 
discussed the role of organizational context in providing situational cues that can promote 
one aspect of identity over another (Dutton et al. 2010; Pratt 2000). Although organizational 
context includes many factors (Dutton et al. 2010), organizational structure is an issue for a 
wide range of organizations, and the four categories of IT organizational identity discussed 
above were closely linked with the organizational structure. A twofold typology of 
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organizational structure was identified in our research: both the mechanistic and the organic 
structures were used (Burns and Stalker 1961; Dutton and Dukerich 1991; Dutton et al. 2010). 
Mechanistic organizations are characterized by highly formalized employer-employee 
relationships, expected behaviors and an emphasis on the chain of command (Dutton and 
Dukerich 1991; Dutton et al. 2010). Organic organizations are characterized by broadly 
defined, overlapping employee responsibilities and decision-making authority that is 
decentralized to lower levels (Burns and Stalker 1961; Joshi et al. 2010).  






Since we focused on the developmental pathway toward organizational identity, we 
classified our four types of IT organizational identities based on the theory of developmental  
identity (Dutton et al. 2010; Joshi et al. 2010). In discussing developmental identity, prior 
research has primarily identified two approaches: adaptive and progressive (Dutton et al. 
2010).  The adaptive approach involves changing an identity to make it more consistent with 
the internal or external environment (Ibarra 2003; Pratt and Foreman 2000c), whereas the 
progressive approach involves moving the identity closer to an ideal of some type (Carlsen 
2006; Hall 2002). Based on the theory of organizational structures and developmental 
 “Communication was a real problem for us 
because of our diversified product lines. We then 
proposed to the TMT that more systems be put in 
place to bridge the knowledge gaps. Upon 
receiving support from the TMT, we implemented 
five to seven systems over 5 years.” – Head of the 
IT strategy division  
 
 “We made the firm connected through our 
systems, which promoted knowledge sharing, 
central management and standard procurement 




 “The most impressive part of working at 
Haier is that we have made a big leap from 
playing a supporting role to being a strategic 
decision-maker over the past 15 years.” – CIO 
of Haier  
 
 “With our current use of IT, our global value 
system enables us to respond to the market 
and customers’ needs in a swift manner. We 
got 0 inventory and controllable sales targets 
every month.” – Manager of division three  
  “To make fundamental IT changes, we needed to 
begin with our own IT people first. We hired 
outside professionals to train our staff in IT use. 
That was an eye-opening experience for them. 
Once they got to know IT, they could influence the 
people outside of our department to promote better 
IT initiatives.” – Manager of division two  
 
 “When the whole firm started to accept IT, the 
overall operational efficiency was significantly 
improved.” – Head of IT infrastructure division  
 
 “Before Haier introduced high-end 
technologies in 1992, our department only 
listened to what the TMT asked us to do; the 
majority of the work was merely security 
checks for machines.” – IT Researcher D 
 
 “Most of us did not know what technology 
was, I think; you could not find many people 
who understand it in China during that 































identity, our data revealed the following typology of IT organizational identity (refer to 
Figure 7).   
 
Figure 7. Typology of IT Organizational Identity 
The first two types of IT organizational identity were derived under the mechanistic 
system, in which the IT department was ordered to follow the instructions of the TMT (Burns 
and Stalker 1961; Joshi et al. 2010). IT employees associate “self-definition” with IT 
organizational identity, receiving encouragement from the TMT, understanding their value as 
an IT department in the information age and training potential users in technology use. The 
last two types of IT organizational identity developed under the organic system, in which the 
IT department was authorized to make its own decisions and changes to align itself with the 
strategy of the organization (Burns and Stalker 1961; Joshi et al. 2010). IT employees 
associate “self-definition” with a more proactive organizational identity, as the organization 
relied heavily on the IT department at this stage. IT employees actively seek improvements 
for the organization, such as the implementation of multiple systems and system integration. 
With respect to their developmental approach, the Expendable Follower and Innovation 
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Leader identities fall into the adaptive category and are triggered by different organizational 
structures. The Expendable Follower identity was derived from the adaptive developmental 
approach under a mechanistic system. Organizations often focus on strategy and business 
development in the early stages, and the organizational identity of the IT department must 
conform to its internal and external environment. However, at a much later stage of 
organizational development, the IT department developed into an Innovation Leader when it 
was delegated the necessary authority to adapt itself to its internal and external environments 
(Dutton et al. 2010). The Revolutionary Driver and Boundary Spanner fall into the 
progressive development category; both were developed as part of the department’s attempt 
to attain an ideal identity that aligns with the firm strategy.  
2.6 Conclusion  
The model of IT organizational identity development that emerged from the history of 
China’s Haier provides new insights into how IT can foster agile mindsets, attitudes and 
behaviors among the employees of an organization, thus improving its agility. Our study 
makes a number of important practical contributions. First, IT is a double-edged sword that 
can facilitate or hinder firm agility (Daniel and Wilson 2003; Overby et al. 2006). However, 
our study indicates how firms can avoid the latter possibility: by ensuring that their IT 
departments develop appropriate and positive IT organizational identities. Second, an IT 
department that has an appropriate and positive organizational identity can provide meaning 
and self-definition to employees who require agility, thereby ensuring the effective 
reconfiguration of IT capabilities as well as knowledge integration and routine modifications 
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(Bingham 2009; Tripsas 2009).  This paper also directs the attention of practitioners to the 
ways in which an IT department can construct a positive and appropriate IT organizational 
identity that adds value to the organization as a whole.  
Moreover, our proposed model can be seen as an important complement to the 
existing practical knowledge on achieving IT-enabled firm agility (Overby et al. 2006; Tan et 
al. 2010b) in that our model considers the “people” factor. This paper empirically illustrates 
how firms detect and respond to environmental change, advancing our understanding of the 
characteristics that facilitate agile behavior and mindsets, thus encouraging IT-enabled firm 
agility (Seo and Paz 2008). Our model shows that detection and response are necessary but 
insufficient conditions for enterprise agility (Overby et al. 2006). This study complements 
this information by arguing that firms must consider other influential factors if they hope to 
achieve IT-enabled enterprise agility. Most pressingly, an IT department must have an 
identity that provides meaning to and encourages agile mindsets among employees.  
Although prior research has shown that detection and response are necessary for 
enterprise agility (Overby et al. 2006; Seo and Paz 2008), the mechanisms and actors 
involved have remained ambiguous. In this sense, our study contributes to the knowledge of 
IT-enabled firm agility by illustrating that an IT department can be viewed as the detecting 






CHAPTER 3. STUDY II: ATTAINING COHERENT IT ORGANIZATIONAL 
IDENTITY: THE PROCESS OF TRANSFORMING THE FRAGMENTED AND 
AMBIGUOUS IT ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTITIES2
 
 
3.1 Motivation  
Over the last few decades, organizational identity has been extensively researched in 
the management and organization literature (Brown and Starkey 2000; Dutton and Dukerich 
1991; Foote 1951; Gioia and Thomas 1996). Organizational identity is commonly defined as 
an organization’s members’ collective understanding of features presumed to be central, 
permanent and unique (Albert and Whetten 1985). Organizational identity represents how 
organizational insiders and outside constituents perceive an organization (Hsu and Hannan 
2005b). Specifically, Tripsas (2009) used “internal identity” and “external identity” to clearly 
represent the perceptions of insiders and outsiders on an organization’s core characteristics. 
Internal identity is related to questions such as “Who are we?” and “In what kind of business 
are we?” In contrast, external identity captures how outsiders of an organization, such as 
institutional actors, customers and suppliers, view the organization (Gioia et al. 2000a). The 
significance of organizational identity is twofold. First, organizational identity is associated 
with routines that create informational and political resources and processes that affect 
strategic building processes and outcomes (Dutton and Penner 1993). Organizations must 
maintain a clear understanding of “who we are” for guiding strategic moves to effectively 
facilitate the attainment of business objectives. Second, organizational identity defines 
                                                 
2 The following manuscript is currently under first round review at Information & Management.  
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members’ schema in terms of understandings, beliefs and values about the organization 
(Gioia and Thomas 1996). In this sense, organizational identity plays an indispensable role in 
guiding and managing an organizations’ development in terms of strategic moves, capability 
acquisitions, brand building, and value congruencies of organizational members (Ibarra 2003; 
Kogut and Zander 1996).                       
Although the concept of organizational identity has received a great deal of attention 
in the management and organization literature, the current information systems (IS) literature 
has overlooked this vital notion that can be applied to resolve two major IS issues. First, firms 
often fail to reach IT strategic goals because of the lack of a coherent guidepost during IT 
implementation (Wang et al. 2011). This problem is exhibited in the form of a lack of 
motivated beliefs or objectives in relation to questions such as “Who are we as an IT 
organization?” and “What are our goals?” especially when facing disruptions and setbacks. 
Second, the lack of a shared understanding of the role of IT always exists internally and 
externally when new enterprise systems are introduced into an organization (Devadoss and 
Pan 2007; Preston and Karahanna 2009). To establish a coherent guidepost and shared 
understanding of the role of IT, we propose that the IT department of an organization must 
constantly maintain a coherent identity as a reminder of employees’ objectives and beliefs 
during the implementation process and keep the newly introduced enterprise systems aligned 
with organizational needs. Such identity of an IT department refers to IT organizational 
identity (Wang et al. 2011). We view the IT department of an organization as an IT 
organization whose identity may be manifested as a clear guidepost during IT implementation 
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and provide shared understanding of the role of IT inside and outside the IT department. 
Drawing upon prior literature on organizational identity, IT organizational identity is defined 
as an IT department’s insiders’ and outside constituents’ collective understanding of the 
features of the IT department that are presumed to be central, enduring and distinctive (Gioia 
et al. 2000a; Tripsas 2009; Wang et al. 2011). Therefore, an organization must maintain a 
clear IT organizational identity throughout its IT implementation and assimilation process.  
Although IT organizational identities are critical to organizations’ IT initiatives, many 
organizations may possess IT organizational identities that are unclear. These IT 
organizational identities could be either ambiguous or fragmented (Corley and Gioia 2004; 
Gioia and Thomas 1996). Identity ambiguity (Refer to Figure 8) refers to a collective state 
wherein organization members find themselves without a good sense of who they are as an 
independent organization or a sense of what the future holds for them as an organization 
(Corley and Gioia 2004). In this case, organizations need to re-establish a clear IT 
organizational identity to provide a coherent sense of identity for employees.  
 
  
Figure 8．Identity Ambiguity 
Fragmented IT organizational identity (Refer to Figure 9) refers to the lack of a 




Inside IT department Outside IT department 
Internal Identity  External Identity  
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externally (Wang et al. 2011). Fragmented IT organizational identities within an organization 
are manifested as a form of collective workgroup identities, which refer to the collective 
identity of organizational teams that work on interdependent tasks within an organizational 
text (Guzzo and Dickson 1996). Due to the limited influence of workgroup identity, which 
only provides defined actions and opportunities for employees to view their impact within the 
group (Aron and Mclaughlin-Volpe 2001), organization members may pay less attention to 
what is happening at the IT organizational level and thus retain a status of fragmented IT 
organizational identities over the long term. 
 
 Internal Identity                     External Identity  
Figure 9. Identity Fragmentation 
Given the lack of prior research on IT organizational identity and its correlative issues, 
there is great interest in understanding how organizations transform ambiguous or fragmented 
IT organizational identities into a coherent IT organizational identity. Many contemporary 
organizations have not given enough attention to the concepts of IT organizational identity 
and left the identity of IT department as it is, which commonly results in the two identity 
crises mentioned above. We define such identity of IT departments as initial IT 
organizational identity, which covers two scenarios: ambiguous identity and fragmented 
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their initial IT organizational identity into a coherent one. Thus, our research question is as 
follows: How can coherent IT organizational identity be attained? 
3.2 Literature Review 
3.2.1  IT Organizational Identity  
Organizational identity is widely defined as an organization’s members’ collective 
understanding of the features presumed to be central and relatively permanent and that 
distinguish the organization from others (Albert and Whetten 1985). Organizational identity 
depicts the collective beliefs that individuals share about the core features of the organization 
(Dutton and Penner 1993). Collective identity beliefs are sustained through socialization and 
institutionalization processes and are embodied in different organizational routines and 
programs (March and olsen 1989). Shared identity beliefs are communicated to individuals 
through a formal and informal socialization process through which individuals acquire “the 
social knowledge and skill necessary to assume an organizational role” (Van Maanen and 
Schein 1979, p.227). Therefore, the continuity of identity provides stability in terms of 
identity beliefs to employees within the organization and in its projects to outsiders, enabling 
long-term survival (Hannan and Freeman 1984).  
Although our cumulative knowledge of the dynamics associated with organizational 
identity is considerable, its application in the realm of information technology (IT) remains 
largely neglected. Given the two abovementioned identity-related issues with IT, we view the 
IT department as an IT organization and theorize that IT organizational identity is an IT 
department’s insiders’ and outside constituents’ collective understanding of the features of 
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the IT department that are presumed to be central, enduring and distinctive. This theorization 
is based on two important aspects of the literature on organizational identity. First, 
organizational identity is defined as an organization’s members’ collective understanding of 
the features presumed to be central, enduring and distinctive by Gioia et al. (2000b). Second, 
Tripsas (2009)  defines organizational identity as the organizational insiders’ and outside 
constituents’ collective understanding of the features of the organization that can be viewed 
as central, permanent and distinctive. As such, we propose that IT organizational identity not 
only serves as a guidepost during IT implementation but also acts as bridge to establishing 
shared understanding of the role of IT internally and externally. Overall, the collective 
impacts associated with IT organizational identity inside and outside IT departments enable 
an organization to effectively achieve its IT strategic goals. Due to the significant influence 
of IT organizational identity, ambiguous and fragmented IT organizational identity may cause 
negative effects on the organization, as previously discussed. We have identified two major 
areas in IT to which the concept of IT organizational identity can be applied: 
First, with the advancement of IT, organizations have continuously updated their 
enterprise systems to fit with increasing organizational needs (Strong and Volkoff 2010). 
Enterprise systems (ES), one stream of tailored software applications, are largely integrated 
and designed to fulfill organizational needs, including human resources, management 
reporting, and accounting and control. However, one of the major hindrances to achieving fit 
between organizational needs and ES lies in the organizational culture in which 
misalignments occur when ES require ways of operating that contravene organizational 
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norms (Kozlowski and Klein 2000). This is largely because of initial unclear IT 
organizational identity at the time of ES introduction (Corley and Gioia 2004; Tripsas 2009). 
IT organizational identity, which is deeply embedded within the context of organizational 
culture, provides collective identity beliefs regarding the core features of organizations inside 
and outside IT departments (Wang et al. 2011). As such, unclear or ambiguous IT 
organizational identity will only provide a collective state wherein organization members find 
themselves without a good sense of who they are as an independent organization (Corley and 
Gioia 2004), further disrupting organizational cultures and norms when introducing ES.  
Second, the strategic alignment of IS is one of the key concerns of an IT department 
and an organization’s top management team (TMT) (Chan 2002; Mayasandra et al. 2011; Pan 
and Tan 2011; Reich and Benbasat 2000). Shared understanding of the role of IT and IT 
organizational identity plays a critical part in achieving IS strategic alignment. However, 
fragmented IT organizational identity may blur shared language and IS knowledge across the 
organization, resulting in misunderstandings between the IT department and TMT (Preston 
and Karahanna 2009).  
Overall, IT organizational identity, which is currently neglected in the IS realm, plays 
a critical role in resolving existing IS issues. However, ambiguous and fragmented IT 
organizational identities, which are commonly observed in today’s organizations, may reduce 
the positive effect of IT organizational identity and instead hinder IT-related implementations 
and activities within an organization. As such, we propose that an organization must possess 
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a coherent IT organizational identity that positively sustains the development of the IT 
department.                 
3.2.2 Requisite Coherent IT Organizational Identity  
The definition of IT organizational identity accentuates the collective understanding 
of the core features of an IT department inside and outside an IT department. However, when 
such collective understanding remains ambiguous or fragmented on both sides, IS strategic 
alignment and fit between organizational needs and enterprise systems will be largely 
hindered in terms of providing shared understanding and consolidated IT organizational 
cultures and norms, causing planned IT strategic goals to drift from their original track 
(Corley and Gioia 2004; Wang et al. 2011). Therefore, we propose coherent IT organizational 
identity that constantly maintains a coherent degree of collective understanding inside and 
outside IT department (Refer to Figure 10). 
 
 Internal Identity                     External Identity  
Figure 10．Identity Coherence 
In the case of ambiguous and fragmented IT organizational identities existing within 
an organization, attaining coherent IT organizational identity is imperative for effectively 
achieving IT strategic goals. Therefore, we propose that the attainment of coherent IT 














internal and external identities (Balmer et al. 2009) and 2) Aligned identity domains 
(Livengood and Reger 2010). 
When organizations aim to establish coherent IT organizational identities, primary 
consideration should be given to parallelism of internal and external identities and secondary 
consideration to aligned identity domains. We define the term “parallelism” as the capacity to 
demonstrate coordination between internal and external identities. Attaining coherent IT 
organizational identity requires organizations to experience a number of stages that adjust 
internal and external identities to make them culturally paralleled. Upon attaining total 
parallelism, identity domains that refer to “ the TMT members’ consensual understanding and 
reinforcement of  organizational identity” (Livengood and Reger 2010, p.48) must be 
distinctly defined to complete the building cycle of coherent IT organizational identity. While 
organizational identity defines “who are we” as an organization, the identity domain defines 
“which platform is right for us to maximize our competitive actions.” For example, the 
identity domain of a football team is their “home turf,” where psychological value is highly 
associated with team performance.      
Overall, the lack of understanding of IT organizational identity and the dynamic 
identity transformation process indicates a weak theoretical foundation on which to broaden 
the application of organizational identity concept into an IS-related context. In this paper, we 
aim to address the abovementioned gap in both the organizational identity and IS literature to 
explore the transformation of IT organizational identity’s status from ambiguousness and 
fragmentation into coherence.         
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3.3 Research Methodology  
We used an inductive and field-based case study that is well situated for resolving our 
“how” research questions (Pan and Tan 2011; Walsham 2006) because we aim to understand 
the dynamic transformation process of IT organizational identity and because this process is a 
complex, multi-faceted phenomena that is deeply embedded in organizational context. For 
the purpose of case selection, two criteria were applied. First, the case organization must have 
attained coherent IT organizational identity. Second, the case organization should 
demonstrate an adequate level of organizational changes inside and outside the IT department 
during the transformation process. Guided by these two criteria, Xugong Construction 
Machinery Group (XCMG) was targeted as our case organization. XCMG has always been 
the leader of China’s construction machinery industry and is ranked 7th in the global 
construction machinery industry and 123rd in the top 500 enterprise ranking in China.  
3.3.1 Data Collection  
We collected data primarily from the following three sources: 1) semi-structured 
interviews conducted in June 2011; 2) internal archival materials; and 3) public sources, 
including books on XCMG and the group’s official website. Data were collected from 
multiple sources to establish a unique perspective that incorporates insiders’ and outsiders’ 
points of view (Evered and Louis 1981) and to triangulate themes and conclusions (Miles and 
Huberman 1984). Case access was granted in April 2010 by our gatekeeper, who is the 
current CIO at XCMG. The entire research process took more than 6 months. Through our 
contact with XCMG, we were given access to internal company documents, including partial 
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meeting minutes, and looked up available books and internet sources to establish an initial 
understanding of the case organization. All archival data were summarized in an equivalent 
document of 276 pages, which was completed by two research assistants hired specifically 
for this purpose. A number of semi-formal interviews were conducted via emails, 
videoconferencing and telephone before we went onsite. The purpose of these interviews was 
to verify the secondary data gathered and to establish a good overview of XCMG.  
Next, first-hand data were collected during our official onsite trip. During our visit to 
XCMG, extensive interviews and analyses were conducted. In total, 32 informants, who were 
primarily from the marketing, IT and finance departments, participated in our interview 
sessions. To minimize issues related to validity and reliability, the interview questions were 
open-ended, covering the history of the IT department, projects completed and a typical day 
for IT employees. Basically, we provided broad questions that relate to our theoretical lens 
and let interviewees talk freely.  
Interviews averaged one and a half hours each and followed a protocol that evolved 
during the research project (Strauss and Corbin 1998b). Some of the interviews lasted for half 
of a day, and we spoke to some of the interviewees multiple times. All interviews were taped 
and transcribed (Walsham 2006). After we completed our interviews, supplementary data 
from public sources were sought to corroborate the data obtained. The sources included 
books, newspaper articles and XCMG’s official corporate website. Field notes previously 
taken by one of the authors were also referenced to complement the primary source of data.  
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3.3.2 Data Analysis   
We analyzed the data in tandem with data collection (Kirsch 2004). Before arriving 
onsite, we identified a number of pertinent themes from the literature that might be relevant 
to the transformation of IT organizational identity. The internal archival materials were the 
starting point from which we conducted preliminary theme refinement. The purpose of this 
refinement was to form the basis of our theoretical lens, which severed as a “sensitizing 
device” (Klein and Myers 1999) for directing our later data analysis. To fully analyze the data, 
we followed the open coding and axial coding techniques introduced by Strauss and Corbin 
(1998). Specifically, we performed three separate steps to facilitate our understanding of data 
and ambiguous information while eliminating preliminary biases.  
First, we analyzed the transcripts for similar comments and issues. The same process 
was repeated until a final set of themes was developed. A number of analysis strategies were 
applied, including the temporal bracketing strategy, narrative strategy and visual mapping 
strategy (Langley 1999). The first step was to eliminate irrelevant information on the basis of 
the wealth of the information and its potential for variance (Strauss and Corbin 1998b). 
Second, we identified information that addressed our research question (Lofland et al. 2005a). 
Because the purpose of this paper is to explore how the transformation of IT organizational 
identity takes place, the storyline of the final set of themes was organized and codified based 
on this purpose without introducing preliminary analytic biases. Our goal was to capture the 
essence of coherent IT organizational identity over time. To eliminate bias in our 
interpretation, our conclusions were confirmed with archival materials and publicly available 
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materials. Third, we began to recursively focus on aligning the empirical data, our theoretical 
lens and the process model (Kirsch 2004; Ragin 1994a). Based on visual maps and the 
narrative created in the first step, our analysis of the interviews, internal archival materials 
and previous field notes revealed that XCMG reestablished its IT organizational identity, 
transforming it from a fragmented and ambiguous identity into a coherent one. Data were 
analyzed iteratively until a state of theoretical saturation was reached (Glaser and Strauss 
1967).  
3.4 Case Description and Analysis  
3.4.1 XCMG Overview   
XCMG was established in March 1989. Since it was founded, XCMG has been the 
leader of China’s construction and machinery industry. On a worldwide scale, XCMG has 
been ranked 7th in the same field. The operating income was 386 million Yuan at its creation 
and increased drastically to 66 billion Yuan by the year 2010. XCMG is ranked the No. 1 
construction and machinery provider in China. XCMG products are diversified and include 
up to 400 types of products for various purposes in the construction and machinery field, 
including loaders, cranes, land scrapers and road rollers. According to International 
Construction in UK, XCMG was ranked among the top three crane sellers in the world. 
XCMG has 19 subsidiaries, which are all located in Xu Zhou, China. It established a 
marketing network covering all of China and has more than 100 XCMG agents abroad 
providing omni-directional services for global customers. XCMG products have been sold to 
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over 130 countries in regions all over the world. The XCMG strategic objective is to attain an 
operating income of 100 billion Yuan by 2012 and over 300 billion Yuan by 2015. 
3.4.2 The development of IT Department at XCMG 
With the extraordinary performance of XCMG in the recent decade and the increasing 
size of the organization, the development of IT has undoubtedly been deemed the backbone 
that supports the rapid organizational development at XCMG. The IT department was 
established in 1998 at one of the subsidiaries of XCMG. Since its creation, limited services 
had been provided at the subsidiary level but never across the entire organization. Over the 
next four years, until 2002, XCMG introduced basic automation systems and dispersed ERP 
systems to 7 of 19 subsidiaries. The overall investment from 1998 to 2002 is estimated to be 
as high as 0.2 billion Yuan.  
3.4.3 Realizing decentralized IT management            
Although XCMG invested a vast amount of money in improving their IT development 
over the years since its creation, the outcome was always a minimum return. In the year 2002, 
XCMG recognized this continuous issue, and a new CIO was appointed by the top 
management team (TMT) who was primarily responsible for envisioning the future 
development of the IT department and redesigning the current IT strategic goals. It must be 
mentioned that XCMG has 19 subsidiaries located in Xu Zhou, China that are geographically 
separated. At each subsidiary, an IT department existed to support the operation at the 
subsidiary-level. As such, IT organizational identities of XCMG are fragmented into 19 
different subsidiaries, resulting in minimal IT cooperation and utilization at the firm-level. 
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The former CIO had not been able to envision what would occur in the near future. As soon 
as the new CIO was appointed, he tried to revolutionize IT development at XCMG and 
introduced a series of systems into the organization with the hope of maximizing return.  
From 2002 to 2007, XCMG introduced more than 11 systems, including ERP, CRM, 
CAPP and the simulation of mechanical operation and security systems. Although the former 
CIO made a tremendous effort to promote these systems during these five years, the 
subsidiaries had few effective responses. The typical subsidiary reluctance to accept these 
systems can be seen in the following quote: “We do not need these systems, as we are 
currently making money and are very comfortable with our current systems”. Other 
expressions of reluctance referred to the fact that although some subsidiaries accepted the 
implementation of these systems, they seldom used them. At that time, the former CIO met 
substantial barriers in the promotion of these systems. Nevertheless, the Return on Investment 
(ROI) remained at a level unsatisfactory to the top management team.   
Due to the former CIO’s inability to explore the potential of IT at XCMG, 
fundamentally owing to the lack of analytical skills necessary for realizing where the real 
problem stemmed from, the former CIO was again replaced. Based on such experiences, the 
TMT realized that the fundamental issue was associated with the decentralized IT 
management that existed across the entire organization. With the fundamental issue identified, 
Jiansen Liu, the current CIO of XCMG, was hired. A summary of evidence can be found in 





    Table 14. Realizing Decentralized IT Management 
“There were definitely not enough initiatives for adopting the IT systems at the subsidiary-level 
before I joined the group. This primarily, I think, rooted in the fact that each subsidiary had their own IT 
department and they were empowered to make own decisions without reporting to the top management.” 
– CIO of XCMG 
“We felt that we were left out of the whole organizations. They just came in and informed us we 
needed to get prepare for the new systems. We were even not informed what kind of systems it was.” – 
Senior IT executive A 
“Before 2008, the implementations carried out at our firm were divided on a subsidiary basis. 
But now we do things together and divide the implementations on the basis of stages.”- Deputy head of 
IT department 
3.4.4 Administering seismic shift 
Mr. Liu is an experienced IT-savvy professional who had been in top management in 
the IT industry for more than 10 years before coming to XCMG. He joined XCMG in June 
2008 and took two months to carry out fundamental organizational changes in two areas. 
First, heads of IT departments at the 19 subsidiaries must be involved in every project to be 
implemented, from the first meeting until the post-adoption period. Second, all of the systems 
at the subsidiary level must be integrated across the entire group before introducing other 
systems. Employees and top management at each subsidiary realized the sudden changes that 
would revolutionize the traditional approaches of working through the adoption of the 
decentralized IT management model.  
On the 2nd of February, 2009, the first period of the integration project began. ERP 
was the primarily targeted area to be updated and unified. Within only five months, on the 8th 
of July, 2009, the entire EPR system, including 11 modules in the areas of finance, 
production, and logistics, had been successfully completed. The swift implementation speed 
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had rarely been seen in the history of ERP. The changes were quick and enormous. 
Subsequently, the same approach was taken in the integration of other systems and resulted in 
similar positive outcomes. The summary of evidence can be found in Table 15. 




“We select the top management members from each subsidiary and provide 
training to them at the head office. We must to let them know that we are working 
as a whole team not as independent players. This is actually the first stage we need 




“We felt that the organizations are doing integrations across the whole group. We 
were initially requested to provide a requirement of ERP system to the head office 
and the current status of the usage of the systems, such as what do we think how 




 “A number of our colleagues were selected or promoted if you like to work under 
the head office of IT department directly.  This selection was primarily based on 
the KPI and our previous performances on IT-related projects. The current deputy 
head was one of them” – Staff, Subsidiary 2 
Operational 
Agility 
“During the first period of integration, we rarely went back home before 10pm 
every working day. We were told that this implementation must complete as soon as 
possible to act as the foundation for future development” – IT executive B 
“I have to make sure our employees working really hard and need to establish a 
sense that the organizational culture is now shifting into a rather swift manner of 




“Since from 2008, we have done a number of changes dramatically, including 
many fundamental stuff such as information security, staff relocation, construction 
of metropolitan area network and bandwidth ect. Before 2008, each subsidiary had 
its own bandwidth and subsequently we integrated these into one.” – Deputy head  
Upon analyzing the above data, we noted that there was no clear IT organizational 
identity during 2002 to 2007, as each subsidiary concentrated only on its own system 
implementations, regardless of matters at the organizational level. However, employees’ 
sense of belonging was manifested strongly at the subsidiary level. As such, we refer to such 
IT organizational identity as “Initial IT organizational identity,” which includes two types 
of IT organizational identities: fragmented and ambiguous (Brown and Starkey 2000; Corley 
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and Gioia 2004). Many of today’s organizations may face a similar situation without paying a 
great deal of attention to solutions due to the lack of understanding of IT organizational 
identity in current IS literature (Wang et al. 2011). As soon as the TMT recognized that the 
decentralized IT management approach caused a substantial hindrance to the promotion of 
the IT initiatives at XCMG, Jinsen Liu, who was appointed as the CIO, made dramatic 
changes within a very short period of time, engendering change overload and operational 
agility (Corley and Gioia 2004; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). Change overload refers to the 
introduction of many changes, both planned and expected, that will cause an increasing 
overload among employees (Corley and Gioia 2004). Operational agility refers to the ability 
of firms’ business processes to achieve speed and accuracy in carrying out innovation and 
competitive actions (Sambamurthy et al. 2003). 
To resolve the issues of unclear and fragmented IT organizational identities (see 
Figure 11), change overload and operational agility need to be achieved beforehand to 
unfreeze the beliefs associated with the current organizational culture (Burnes 2004; Lewin 
1992). Our data revealed that these two imperatives can be achieved with two mechanisms: 















Figure 11. Re-cultivating IT organizational identity beliefs   
Mobilizing resources helped XCMG reshape the organizational structure and fully 
utilized the slack sources that have been kept within the firm (Dutton et al. 2010). Meanwhile, 
organizations need to reconfigure their existing capabilities in order to substitute for the 
existing IT capabilities (Lavie 2006). Capability substitution had been observed as the most 
effective mechanism for achieving change overload and operational agility, as it changes the 
portfolio of capabilities, requires immediate action and has strong responsiveness (Lavie 
2006). This is in alignment with our data, which showed that the CIO had promoted a number 
of immediate actions and was met with strong responsiveness at the organizational level, 
including the completion of the ERP integration in only five months’ time.  
3.4.5  Suppressing reluctance to change         
After the completion of the first period of ERP integration, which took five months, 
the CIO summarized his own approach to managing projects, promoting the slogan, “There is 
a project, there is a need for time and progress.” Upon receiving the positive responses from 
both the TMT and subsidiaries, the CIO further understood that time is the key. At XCMG, 
there are 19 subsidiaries that need to be well managed. If a subsidiary’s IT department spends 
one year on implementation, it would take nineteen years to cover the entire group. This is a 
very unrealistic approach.  
However, dramatic changes may later cause many unexpected issues. As soon as the 
centralized IT management adopted the changes, many employees complained about the 
increase in tedious procedures that reduced the speed on the new processes. To a normal 
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employee, the greatest change induced is the replacement of the traditional order-execution 
manner of working with a normative business process that was embedded with high 
transparency. As such, most employees were reluctant to accept and use the systems in an 
active manner inside and outside the IT department. The manifestation inside the IT 
department can be viewed in light of some employees’ opinion that the sudden increase in the 
amount of work had taken too much of their personal time (before the current CIO came in, 
there was very little overtime pay). Aware of these concerns, the CIO has largely promoted 
the overtime pay scheme, which has brought about huge initiatives inside the IT department. 
Meanwhile, regular meetings have taken place to ensure that the staffs’ voices can be heard in 
time. Outside the IT department, the reluctance is mainly manifested as a downplaying of the 
necessity of the changes. Many employees outside the IT department talked to their heads of 
department to highlight the unnecessary features of the systems. Consequently, the CIO 
engaged with the heads of each department in the boardroom and clearly explained the 
necessities of implementing the projects within such short periods of time. As a result, the 
majority of heads started to buy in. A summary of evidences can be seen in table 16.                
Table 16. Suppressing reluctance to change 
Identity 
Ambiguity 
“It seems that everything we were doing yesterday has been revoked within a day. 
We were not clear about what the future would hold. ” – IT executive C 






“Although the TMT seems very serious about the changes but I think some of them 
are not necessary, at least not with such speed. I don’t think we have to finish the 
whole project within a year or something. But we have gotten very good overtime 




“I am sure that some people outside IT department must have absolutely no idea 
what we are doing right now, but I think they don’t have to. We are not what we 
were, so we need to have a brand new image to show them we actually a unified 
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Department) group and must work shoulder to shoulder.” – CIO  
The above data show some of the concerns raised internally and externally 
immediately after the overloaded changes. To comfort the employees, the CIO has dedicated 
much time and effort to unfreezing their prior beliefs regarding and recognition of the role of 
the IT department (see Figure 12). With such initiatives in mind, two approaches have been 
adopted for internal and external concerns, respectively. To unify IT organizational identity 
internally and externally, engendering identity ambiguity is the first key to helping them 








Figure 12. Loosening Identity Ties    
In the wake of identity ambiguity, identity ties with prior identity can be loosened 
(Fiol 2002). For employees inside IT departments, we propose that identity ties be loosened 
through label confusion (Corley and Gioia 2004). Label confusion refers to labels that best 
describe the features of an organization and are unclear (Corley and Gioia 2004). This is in 
alignment with the data that showed that internal employees had an unclear understanding of 
their IT department’s intentions regarding the introduction of changes in a rapid manner. For 
employees outside IT departments, temporal identity discrepancy had been applied to help 
the current IT department lose its existing identity ties with the previous identity (Brun 2002). 
Loosening Identity Ties via Label Confusion  
Loosening Identity Ties via Temporal Identity Discrepancy 
Total Misalignment 
  
Internal Identity  External Identity  
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Temporal identity discrepancies represent “instances in which organizational members 
recognize an inconsistency in identity claims when they compare a hoped for future image 
with present or past identities that are still salient for them” (Corley and Gioia 2004, p.204). 
Our data revealed that some external employees were unwilling to accept introduced systems 
and were unable to understand what is currently going on with the IT departments. This is in 
alignment with the concept of temporal identity discrepancy (Brun 2002). On the basis of the 
fact that employees inside and outside IT departments remained in the process of adopting to 
new organizational structures and daily routines within their own boundaries, it can be stated 
that internal and external IT organizational identities are currently in total misalignment due 
to lack of sufficient interactions and comprehension.  
3.4.6 Reestablishing new IT norms and cultures  
Realizing the tremendous reluctance of the employees regarding the rapid changes, in 
terms of their unwillingness to use the systems, the CIO sought support from TMT, including 
the CEO, in normalizing the new procedures in daily routines and regulations. He understood 
that this was the only way to force people to absorb the new technologies and systems within 
a short timeframe. After the TMT agreed to fully support the CIO, another human 
resources-related change was carried out. For each subsidiary, three to five IT employees 
were selected for centralized training at the head office. While they are trained, each team 
was required to provide a reflection on another team. Such measurement was used in the hope 
of establishing a mutual understanding among different subsidiaries.  
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Moreover, a number of new rules had been implemented across the whole of XCMG. 
First, a new type of uniform was distributed to each IT department at the subsidiary level and 
the head office with the clear regulation that every team member at the IT department wears 
their uniforms at all times. Second, the same type of laptop was selectively allocated to each 
IT department. Representatives taking part in the meetings at the head office were required to 
bring the allocated laptop and use the same settings for the laptop. Third, frequent social 
events for the group at large will be held regularly in the form of workshops, seminars and 
parties. These measurements help internal IT employees maintain a high level of collective 
belonging that is necessary before introducing further changes.    
Because an internal sense of belonging was established, an external sense of 
belonging should also be in place. The CIO clearly realized that those within and those 
outside the IT departments had a need for profound interactions and understanding. As such, 
five teams consisting of five IT employees each were formed to provide consultancy and 
trainings for employees outside the IT departments. This formation of training teams serves 
as a solid basis for promoting interactions across IT departments and helping IT departments 
to receive feedback from the business side. With the consistent promotion of interactions 
between those inside and outside IT departments, a mutual understanding in terms of the use 
of systems and daily routines was well established. Employees from different departments 
now had a common understanding of the role of the IT department. A summary of evidence 
can be found in Table 17.  
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“I have been in the IT industry for many years. My past experiences 
informed me that I have to play hard on them so as to facilitate the 
assimilation process of new systems. I told them do what I tell you to do for 2 
month, don’t make any changes. If you feel uncomfortable after 2 month 
period, let me know, I’ll make changes accordingly. After 2 month, I didn’t 




“We felt that we became a same team immediately on the day when we wear 
the uniforms; use same laptop and participant learning sessions together. I 
never had such feeling before. It made me realize that I am really a part of 














with the IT 
Department 
“One of our employees spent millions of hours on learning the new system 
with guidance from the IT department. I believe it must be much more 
efficient for me to learn with the help from IT department as they kept 
interacting with each other to establish a better understanding and learn 




“When I started to manipulate the system well, I suddenly realized that all 
my efforts worth it and understood why IT department has been trying so 
hard to promote these systems, it’s indeed very time-saving process now.”- 
Staff, Department of Marketing  
After we analyzed the above data, a number of theoretical themes emerged. In terms 
of the IT departments, operating routines have been institutionalized to establish a number of 
new regulations and approaches for improving IT capabilities (Pan et al. 2007). Furthermore, 
symbolic measurements must take place to consolidate the institutionalized operating routines 
by building symbolic recognitions (Anteby 2008), which are symbolic measures used to bond 
employees with the organization and foster a sense of belonging (Cooper and Thatcher 2010). 
In terms of those outside IT departments, a considerable level of interaction must be 
maintained while implementing IT projects. IT departments need to form a project team for 
the purposes of interactions and training so as to embed the new IT knowledge in the 
departments outside the IT department and provide effective IT assimilation (Ibarra 2003; 
Pratt and Foreman 2000b). With long-term interactions between IT departments and those 
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outside IT departments, inter-subjective understanding will subsequently be formed, which, 
in turn, fosters generic understanding: a sense of shared understanding on both sides 
(Ashforth et al. 2011).    
At this stage, the internal and external identities started to align and infuse with each 
other by providing a considerable level of shared understanding internally and externally. 
However, the alignment remains only at the partial level, and further measures are needed to 












Figure 13. Enforcing Organizational Codification 
3.4.7 Locking in new IT organizational identity beliefs  
The management ideology adopted by the CIO includes the following steps: enforcing 
changes, improving changes and locking in changes. This method has proved suitable in the 
case of ubiquitous integration at XCMG. During the implementation stage, a slogan was hung 
upon the main wall of the company, reading, “Same Platform, Same Dream”. It also includes 
other encouraging slogans such as “We can make it work”. The structural graph showing the 
project committee was hung on the other side of the wall. The names of persons who were in 
 
Refining Inter-subjective Understanding 
Partial Alignment 
  
Internal Identity  External Identity  
Embedding New IT Knowledge  
 Institutionalizing Operating Routines 
Identifying Symbolic Recognition 
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charge of each project were shown on the graph. The CIO followed this with a stringent way 
of managing current IT development at XCMG, including risk management, signature upon 
approval, and progress tracking.  
Furthermore, IT departments at XCMG established an internal magazine to inform the 
rest of the organization of the current events happening inside the IT department. Prior to 
introduction of new systems, the IT department will publish an edition on the future and new 
changes and notify the people outside the IT department about what they should expect in 
terms of IT in the near future. “We always tried to inform the rest of the organizations 
beforehand via our magazine. This approach helped us reduce a certain degrees of 
reluctance when our actual implementation kicked off. Because if people feel these changes 
are not convincing, they have the chance to let us know before we start. If there is no 
response, we deem everyone happy about the potential changes.” – CIO.       

















Ideology   
“We now currently felt like we are a unified entity that cannot be separated 
from each other across the whole organization.  We should think about 
what is currently happening at the organizational level rather than focus on 
the subsidiary level merely ” – Senior IT executive A 
















“We can see that the IT department is now working as an entire group rather 
than the fragmented working style before. They wear the same uniform, talk 
similarly and were motivated by the same slogan. We believe our IT 
department can perform very well in the near future with such unified 
beliefs” – Staff, Department of Finance  
Attaining a coherent ideology within an IT department proves that the transformation 
of IT organizational identity has been partially successful (Fiol 2002; Fiol and OConnor 
2005). Coherent ideology is the consistent beliefs and cultures in the new IT organizational 
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identity (see Figure 14). The internal staff of the IT department recognized that they are 
working as a unified entity that consists of elements that are different but of the same 
manifestation. As far as external identity is concerned, employees have received the 
embodied message from the IT department visually, verbally and emotionally and conclude 
that the IT department is now a coherent group that possesses the same objectives and visions 
(Fiol and OConnor 2005; Harquail and King 2010). Embodied cognition reveals how 
humans’ capacity to process information and gain knowledge is a function of bodily 








Figure 14. Freezing new IT organizational beliefs    
At the last stage of transformation, collective shared understanding has been widely 
established within the group. Thereby, people inside and outside the IT department shared the 
same views and awareness of what role the IT department is currently playing. As such, 
internal and external IT organizational identities have become totally aligned within XCMG, 
establishing a solid foundation for future IT changes.   
3.5 Discussion  
In the present study, we aimed to understand how coherent IT organizational identity 
can be achieved by transforming the initial IT organizational identity within an organization. 
Infusing Coherent Ideology 
Infusing Embodied Cognition   
Total Alignment 
  
Internal Identity  External Identity  
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By summarizing the abovementioned data analysis, we can obtain the following timeline, 
which describes the transformation process of IT organizational identity at XCMG.  
From 2002 to 2007, XCMG maintained a fragmented and ambiguous IT 
organizational identity, which can be considered the initial IT organizational identity because 
each of the 19 subsidiaries has its own IT organizational identity. The transformation began 
in 2008, when the current CIO, Jiansen Liu, joined the group. The transformation period took 
approximately 2 years and occurred between 2008 and the end of 2009. Coherent IT 
organizational identity was attained in 2010. On the basis of patterns that have emerged, our 
data have been classified into four main stages of IT organizational identity transformation 
from which our model for developing coherent IT organizational identity can be inductively 
derived (Refer to Figure 15). We will next demonstrate how our model is corroborated by the 
current literature on organizational identities and relevant IT concepts, and in turn, how our 





Figure 15. Attaining Coherent IT Organizational Identity   
Integrating our prior analysis for different phases, we can conclude that attaining 
coherent IT organizational identity primarily requires three stages. During the first stage, 
change overload and operational agility help organizations unfreeze beliefs so as to prepare 
for the upcoming changes (Corley and Gioia 2004; Lewin 1992; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). 
These two outcomes can be achieved through the introduction in the organization of resource 
mobilization and capability reconfiguration (Fichman et al. 2011; Lavie 2006). We view the 
first stage as the antecedent for identity transformation. To begin the transformation of IT 
organizational identity at the second stage, our data revealed that an IT department needs to 
perform three acts.  
Internal identity  External identity  
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The first act is the loosening of organizational identity ties, which is a process of 
unfreezing existing identity ties (Fiol 2002). Existing internal and external IT organizational 
identities start to be loosened through label confusion and temporal identity discrepancy 
mechanisms so as to make fragmented IT organizational identities unfreeze for identity 
transformation (Corley and Gioia 2004). The parallelism between internal and external 
identities is antagonistic because both identities remain unambiguous (Balmer et al. 2009). 
Without clear identities, parallelism cannot be achieved.  
The second act is the enforcement of organizational codification, a process in which, 
once the internal and external identity ties are loosened, the IT department implements the 
new IT organizational identities and beliefs as part of the organization’s core ideology by 
embedding the new knowledge derived from its reconfigured capabilities into operating 
routines, thereby forming a deeply structured identity both inside and outside of the IT 
department (Ibarra 2003; Pratt and Foreman 2000b). With frequent interactions and 
collaboration between the two sides, the underlying beliefs and recognitions of IT 
organizational identity start, at this phase, to move closer to each other internally and 
externally, thereby resulting in effectual parallelism.  
The third act is freezing IT organizational beliefs, and is the process of bonding the 
current IT organizational beliefs with the core ideology internally and externally (Fiol and 
OConnor 2005). Because employees from both sides are comfortable with recognizing the 
new IT organizational identity and positively cooperating with each other, the parallelism 
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between the two sides is thus synergistic. At the end of this stage, internal and external IT 
organizational identities are completely aligned.         
However, one more stage is needed to achieve coherent IT organizational identity. 
Although two identities are currently aligned, the identity domain for both sides must also 
achieve alignment and can be viewed as a post-condition for the transformation process. 
Drawing upon the existing literature on identity domain (Livengood and Reger 2010), we 
theorize four scenarios for different levels of aligned identity domain. An aligned identity 
domain shows that the collective understanding of the competitive actions that the IT 
department should adopt has been attained both inside and outside the IT department 
(Livengood and Reger 2010). In the case of XCMG, collective understanding of the identity 
domain existed internally and externally, resulting in what we proposed to be a 
joint-dominated domain. Next, we will discuss the four scenarios (Refer to Figure 16). 
 
Figure 16. Building Aligned Identity Domain   
Our data revealed that XCMG experienced all four scenarios in sequence at different 
periods of post-IT organizational identity transformation. Scenario A can be observed at the 
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beginning phase of post transformation when both identities remain in a state of 
disconnection. Without collective understanding of what competitive actions should be taken, 
IT departments can hardly recognize what the identity domains are, and they thereby lose 
competitive advantages over time. In scenario B, which is a reflection of the second phase of 
post transformation, IT department established the possible identity domain and led outsiders 
of the department to buy in. We name this process “Internalizing,” which means that the 
internal IT department transferred recognitions and beliefs to external IT department. 
Therefore, scenario B maintains an “Interior-Dominated Domain”. In the case of scenario C, 
external IT department established competitive actions and defined the identity domain, in 
turn leading inside employees of IT department to buy in. We refer to this process as 
“Externalizing,” which means that external IT department transferred recognitions and beliefs 
to internal employees of IT department. Scenario D, which is a reflection of the last phase of 
post transformation, describes the collective understanding of what competitive advantages 
can be derived from the aligned IT organizational identities that have been achieved. In the 
case of XCMG, at the end of 2010, when the transformation had been completed for nearly a 
year, the CIO finally achieved this recognition from the TMT after introducing the 
“Micromanagement System,” which calculates sale volume on a monthly basis. This 
movement was based on the collective understanding of the competitive advantages of the 
aligned identities inside and outside the IT department.          
Therefore, attaining coherent IT organizational identity consists of two requirements: 
1) Paralleled internal and external identities and 2) Aligned identity domain. We propose 
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that organizations should attain the paralleled identities prior to the achievement of aligned 
identity domain. This is because IT departments must firstly form a coherent IT 
organizational identity and subsequently recognize the associated identity domain for 
maintaining competitive advantages over time.  
3.6 Conclusion            
3.6.1 Theoretical and practical contributions  
The model of coherent IT organizational identity attainment that emerged from the 
history of XCMG provides new insights into how to transform a fragmented and ambiguous 
IT organizational identity into a coherent one, which is widely recognized as necessary for 
helping organizations effectively achieve IT strategic goals. By answering the research 
question set forth at the beginning of this paper, our study makes a number of important 
theoretical and practical contributions.  
In terms of theoretical contributions, this study first provides an empirically based 
framework that examines the holistic process of identity transformation for coherent IT 
organizational identity, addresses the lack of specific actions for establishing a coherent IT 
organizational identity and provides empirical evidence supporting current propositions in 
organizational identity research (Ashforth et al. 2011; Corley and Gioia 2004; Dutton et al. 
2010; Kogut and Zander 1996; Wang et al. 2011). Second, our proposed model has filled an 
important gap in the existing literature in which the concepts of coherent organizational 
identity have been largely neglected (Balmer et al. 2009; Corley and Gioia 2004). Our study 
has wholly addressed this literature gap by providing distinctions among different identities, 
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including fragmented, unambiguous and coherent identities, as most of the literature is 
currently focused on identity construction while neglecting the transformation of different 
identities (Dutton and Penner 1993; Dutton et al. 2010). Third, this study complements 
knowledge of the concept of identity domain by exploring different levels of alignment 
among internal and external identities (Livengood and Reger 2010). Our proposed four cases 
depict the different levels of collective understanding of the competitive advantages that 
organizational identity may bring about. Fourth, the parallelism between internal and external 
IT organizational identities has been introduced in the present study (Balmer et al. 2009). To 
the best of our knowledge, very few studies have explored the unification of different 
understandings of organizational identities. 
Additionally, our study has made significant contributions to the existing IS literature. 
First, we introduced the concept of IT organizational identity, which is an important concept 
that has been left out of existing IS discourses. This concept will deepen our knowledge in 
achieving IS strategic alignment, designing IT strategic goals and promoting IT initiatives 
(Reich and Benbasat 2000; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). Second, our proposed coherent IT 
organizational identity will help enterprise systems be better introduced to align with 
organizational needs (Strong and Volkoff 2010). Coherent IT organizational identity can help 
organizations maintain coherent organizational culture and beliefs inside and outside IT 
departments, thereby minimizing the misalignments between organizational needs and 
enterprise systems. Third, coherent IT organizational identity provides shared understanding 
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of the role of IT and IT departments internally and externally (Chan 2002; Preston and 
Karahanna 2009), which, significantly, keeps IT strategy aligned with business strategy. 
In terms of practical contributions, this paper provides insight, suggestions and 
practical actions for firms to use in obtaining coherent IT organizational identity through 
three major stages. Attaining IT organizational identity is strategically sound and important 
for an organization for realizing their IT investments in an effective manner. Without a 
coherent IT organizational identity, the decentralized management approach may cause 
severe hindrances to promoting IT initiatives at the subsidiary level, resulting in IT 
investment failure. Additionally, our proposed coherent IT organizational identity helps 
organizations to recognize their IT competitive advantages in different identity domains. 
Such a proposition will enable organizations to ensure that their IT departments have been 
implementing systems with their best competitive actions. This paper also brings practitioners’ 
attention to methods by which an IT department can construct coherent IT organizational 
identity in ways that add value to an organization as a whole.                         
Our study is not without limitations. This paper aims to understand the transformation 
of IT organizational identity, which is embedded in IT culture and strategy to some extent. 
However, we did not consider in-depth how the transformation process can be positively or 
negatively affected by these two elements. Future research should examine the relationship 
between IT organizational identity and IT culture and strategy to further advance our 
understanding of IT organizational identity and its effects within an organization.      
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CHAPTER 4.  STUDY III: MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE 
E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY: AN AMBIDEXTERITY PERSPECTIVE3
 
 
4.1 Motivation      
Extensive research has been conducted in the area of organisational identity over the 
past 50 years (Brown and Starkey 2000; Foote 1951; Gioia and Thomas 1996). 
Organisational identity has been recognised as the enduring characteristic of an organisation 
that maintains its the distinctiveness and uniqueness (Albert and Whetten 1985). The majority 
of the existing studies focused on exploring the significance and construction of 
organisational identity and how to generate identity change (Corley and Gioia 2004; Dutton 
and Penner 1993; Gioia and Thomas 1996; Tripsas 2009). Despite the great interest in 
organisational identity, we found that few studies examined how to manage organisational 
identity in the wake of business expansion, given that organisations have consistently sought 
continuing business expansion practices, which may cause identity change for organisations 
(Corley and Gioia 2004).  
In the e-commerce industry, such expansion is more frequent and rapid due to the 
volatile and fast-changing environment that firms must constantly adapt to for survival (Luo 
et al. 2012). As a result, e-commerce firms are more urged to manage their organisational 
identities under such environmental conditions. More importantly, e-commerce transactions 
have grown dramatically in recent years, are expected to continue rising, and should soon be 
characterised by double-digit annual growth rates (Grover and Teng 2001). In 2007, 
                                                 
3 The following manuscript has been accepted as forthcoming paper at Information & Management.  
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business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce and online retail sales in the United States reached 
$175 billion and are projected to grow to $335 billion by the end of 2012 (Mulpuru 2012). As 
such, it is extremely more important for e-commerce organisations to manage their 
organisational identities in such a fast-changing environment where business expansion 
happens frequently.    
Some organisations in the e-commerce industry, however, have failed to manage their 
organisational identities (Pratt and Foreman 2000b); this phenomenon has two primary 
causes. First, the rapid growth of e-commerce requires organisations to constantly expand 
businesses into multiple areas. As a result, these organisations may find it difficult to manage 
organisational identity because characteristics change quickly and cannot be easily captured 
by insiders and outside constituents (Albert and Whetten 1985; Tripsas 2009). Thus, the issue 
of identity ambiguity associated with organisational identity can blur the business objectives 
of these organisations (Corley and Gioia 2004).  
Second, when adopting an e-commerce model, additional effort and dedication are 
required to establish customer trust and to further manage organisational identity due to the 
nature of e-commerce, which separates an organisation and its customers by a spatial 
boundary (Coyne 2005). Therefore, organisations in e-commerce industry have faced 
on-going challenges in adapting to the need for rapid business expansions (i.e., profitability) 
while managing to gain a well-established organisational identity (i.e., sustainability). Thus, 
this paper is devoted to identifying the important challenges and uncovering the process of 




To balance profitability and sustainability, we argue that organisations in the 
e-commerce industry must possess ambidextrous capabilities. Ambidextrous organisations 
are “capable of simultaneous, yet contradictory, knowledge management processes, 
exploiting current competencies and exploring new domains with equal dexterity.” 
(Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009, pp. 696) Over-weighting one factor will have serious 
consequences. For example, Symbian, a mobile operating system developer, specialised in 
the design of computing platforms for mobile phones. Before June 2008, Symbian had 
established partnerships with a wide range of mobile phone companies, including Panasonic, 
Nokia and Sony Ericsson, and it had managed to stay profitable for a very long period of time. 
However, due to their profit-driven initiative and lack of strategies for managing 
organisational identities (i.e., few customers were made aware of Symbian), when 
BlackBerry and the iPhone entered the market and projected strong identities to their 
employees and customers, Symbian began to fade from the market. Therefore, organisations 
must possess ambidextrous capabilities to adequately manage these two conditions well. 
Given the limited research in managing organisational identities in the wake of business 
expansion that has been considered as a common phenomenon seen in e-commerce industry, 
our research question is as follows:  
How to manage organisational identity through ambidextrous capabilities in the 
e-commerce industry?  
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4.2 Theoretical Background  
4.2.1 Organisational Identity    
Organisational identity is commonly defined as an organisation’s members’ collective 
understanding of the characteristics presumed to be central, permanent and distinctive (Albert 
and Whetten 1985). “An organisation’s members” refers to insiders and outside constituents 
(Hsu and Hannan 2005b). Prior studies define organisational identity as internal identity and 
external identity (Tripsas 2009). Internal identity answers the questions “Who are we?” and 
“What kind of business are we in?” Conversely, external identity captures how organisation 
outsiders, such as institutional actors, customers and suppliers, perceive the organisation 
(Gioia et al. 2000a; Tripsas 2009). However, some may discover similarities between 
organisational identities and other organisational concepts, such as organisational reputation. 
A considerable portion of the literature is devoted to distinguishing the differences among 
organisational identity, image and reputation (see Table 19) (Dutton and Dukerich 1991; 
Gioia et al. 2000a).  
Table 19. Comparison of Organisational Concepts 




Enduring characteristics of an organisation that 
maintain distinctiveness and uniqueness.   
Albert and Whetten 




The manner in which organisation members believe 
others view the organisation 
Dutton and Dukerich 
(1991) 




Stable, collective judgments by outsiders regarding 
an organisation’s actions and achievements  





4.2.2 The Paradox of Managing Organisational Identity   
The bulk of the existing literature conceptualises organisational identity as a 
potentially stable and enduring notion (Albert and Whetten 1985; Brown and Starkey 2000). 
However, in recent years, an increasing number of studies have proposed that organisational 
identity should function as an unstable and precarious concept that changes according to the 
dynamic environment in which the organisation operates (Corley and Gioia 2004; Gioia et al. 
2000a; Tripsas 2009). These perspectives lead to provocative implications that emphasise the 
paradox concerning the relationship between organisations and their operating environments. 
On one hand, organisations must maintain an enduring and stable identity to gain long-term 
success (Albert and Whetten 1985). On the other hand, organisations must possess the ability 
to adapt quickly to an increasingly volatile environment for profitability and survival (Brown 
and Eisenhardt 1997; Gioia et al. 2000a), which may cause organisations to change their 
organisational identities.   
Organisations must maintain an enduring identity while remaining profitable by 
constantly using an adaptive identity to adapt to the changing environment (Gioia et al. 
2000a). Prior studies referred to adaptive identity as an identity that has continuity but differs 
from enduring identity, which implies that organisational identity remains the same. The idea 
of an identity having continuity emphasises the capture of core beliefs and values that extend 
over time (Gioia et al. 2000a). This type of identity change implies a process. Albert and 
Whetten (1985) acknowledged that identity could change through a sluggish process over 
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long periods of time, whereas Corley and Gioia (2004) suggested that identity change could 
be rapid and include such processes as spin-offs.  
However, given today’s turbulent e-commerce environment, the need for frequent 
organisational identity change to maintain survival and profitability would damage the 
long-term success and sustainability of an organisation (Corley and Gioia 2004; Gioia et al. 
2000a; Tripsas 2009). As a result, organisations may seek alternatives to produce optimal 
outcomes. This is a common phenomenon in practice that has not received enough attention 
in academia, although Gioia et al. (2000a) argued that the management of the 
interrelationships between identity and image allows the organisation to adapt to changes. 
The paradox between maintaining organisational identity and adaptability regarding the 
environment continues. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to fill this literature gap by 
proposing the use of ambidextrous capability in solving such paradoxes.                      
As previously mentioned, environmental changes are dramatic in the e-commerce 
industry because technology development occurs at a rapid pace. Under such conditions, 
organisations must swiftly adapt to the new technological environment to remain competitive 
in the industry (Overby et al. 2006; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). As such, the paradox between 
maintaining organisational identity and adapting to the environment is imperative to be 
resolved (refer to Figure 17). More importantly, an increasing number of organisations are 
pursuing omni-channel retailing and actively jumping on the e-commerce bandwagon (Rigby 
2011). Therefore, by examining an e-commerce case, this paper proposes a theoretical 
framework for managing organisational identity while maximising the profitability of the 
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organisation by adapting to the changing environment. We will introduce an important 
concept (i.e., ambidextrous capability) to assist in achieving our goal of resolving the 






Figure 17. Major Paradox in E-commerce Firms  
4.2.3 Ambidextrous Capability  
Organisations are constantly confronted with paradoxical challenges regarding the 
exploitation of existing competencies and the exploration of new opportunities (Jansen et al. 
2009). The pursuit of such paradoxical demands on an organisation is known as 
organisational ambidexterity (Gupta et al. 2006 ). Prior studies have provided various 
definitions of organisational ambidexterity (see Table 20). Because this paper focuses on 
investigating ambidexterity at the organisational level, we have adopted the original 
definition from Tushman and O’Reilly (1996).    
These paradoxical demands have been studied in various streams of literature (Raisch 
and Birkinshaw 2008), including technological innovation (Tushman and O'Reilly 1996), 
organisational learning (March 1991), strategic management (Burgelman 1991) and 
inter-organisational relationships (Tiwana 2008). However, to the best of our knowledge, no 
research has applied the concept of organisational ambidexterity to organisational identity, 
which has been increasingly considered a concept that is essential to an organisation’s 
Profitability Sustainability 




long-term success (Gioia et al. 2000a). In response, we sought to investigate how to manage 
organisational identity using ambidextrous capability in the e-commerce industry.      
Table 20. Various Definitions of Ambidexterity 
Terms Definitions Literature sources 
Ambidextrous  
Organisations   
 
Organisations with the ability to simultaneously pursue both 




Business Unit  
Units with the ability to produce high-level exploratory and 
exploitative innovations  
Jansen et al. (2009) 
Ambidextrous 
Capabilities   
Contextual: Behavioural capacity to simultaneously pursue 
conflicting demands  
Gibson and 
Birkinshaw (2004) 
   
 
 
Structure: The creation of “dual structures” to separate 
conflicting demands into responsibilities for different 





 4.2.4 Structural Ambidexterity 
Among the various types of organisational ambidexterity, two types receive a large 
amount of attention in the current literature: a) contextual ambidexterity; and b) structural 
ambidexterity (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004). Structural ambidexterity requires an 
organisation to create separate business units within the organisation, each with a separate 
specialisation and unique capabilities (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004; Pan et al. 2006b). At the 
same time, the top management team must ensure coordination between these two units. For 
example, innovations originating from the explorative unit can be managed and fully utilised 
by the exploitative unit. Organisations with this structure are considered to have an 
ambidextrous organisational form (O'Reilly and Tushman 2004).  
4.2.5 Contextual Ambidexterity  
Contextual ambidexterity requires the reasonability of achieving ambidexterity among 
individual employees within a business unit (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004). Specifically, 
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employees within a business unit are required to achieve common goals while quickly 
changing in response to dynamic market conditions, which reflects the trade-offs between 
alignment and adaptability (Pan et al. 2006d; Ramesh et al. 2011). “It [contextual 
ambidexterity] is achieved by building a set of processes or systems that enable and 
encourage individuals to make their own judgments about how to divide their time between 
conflicting demands for alignment and adaptability rather than by creating dual structures.” 
(Ramesh et al. 2011, pp3)        
These two modes of ambidexterity represent two distinct approaches to balancing 
exploration and exploitation (Raisch et al. 2009; Tushman and O'Reilly 1996), namely, 
bottom-up and top-down approaches. However, managing organisational identity in the 
e-commerce industry may be practiced in an organisation through the combined use of these 
two approaches by balancing exploration and exploitation. Therefore, we have applied 
structural and contextual ambidexterity at the organisational level as our theoretical lens 
throughout our research.  
4.2.6 Ambidexterity in Managing Organisational Identity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
To manage organisational identity in the e-commerce industry, organisations face a 
paradox between sustainability and profitability. On one hand, the e-commerce industry 
requires profitability due to rapid advancement of technologies, which challenges existing 
organisational identities. Conversely, organisations within the industry need to manage their 
identities to be stable, rigorous and disciplinary, making it necessary to sustain existing 
organisational identities. These paradoxical challenges reflect the notion of contextual 
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ambidexterity (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004). Prior to implementation of contextual 
ambidexterity, we propose that organisations in the e-commerce industry adopt structural 
ambidexterity to clearly separate two business units in a manner that will allow each unit to 
attain respective capabilities within a concentrated technological domain in a timely manner. 
Although recent literature on organisational ambidexterity identifies paradoxical challenges 
in many contexts, to the best of our knowledge, ambidexterity in managing organisational 
identity in the context of the e-commerce industry has not yet been studied. We address this 
gap by examining how organisations in e-commerce manage organisational identity by 
balancing these paradoxical challenges. 
The following three concepts were identified during our literature review, which 
guided data collection and analysis: 1) Paradoxical challenges: The challenges posed by 
sustainability and profitability in e-commerce industry. 2) Structural ambidexterity: The 
creation of “dual structures” to separate conflicting demands into responsibilities of different 
organisational units. 3) Contextual ambidexterity: The capability to pursue paradoxical 
challenges simultaneously. 
4.3 Research Methodology   
We adopted a case study design because our study was exploratory rather than 
confirmatory (Walsham 2006). The lack of a systematic framework for understanding 
ambidexterity in managing organisational identity prompts the use of the case study approach 
to conduct an inductive analysis (Eisenhardt 1989). Qualitative methods enable researchers to 
delve into the complexity of problems in organisational development, resulting in richer and 
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more informative conclusions (Walsham 2006). Because we examined a complex, 
multi-faceted phenomenon that is deeply embedded in an organisational context, our case 
study research met the criteria for qualitative methodology. Our qualitative study follows the 
SPS research method (Pan and Tan 2011), which systemically provides guidelines that serve 
as our research philosophy from theoretical background to framework proposition. This 
philosophy guided our framework for analysing the phenomenon that is central to the study. 
Our study is exploratory in that it focuses on theory building, which is based on element 
adoption from prior theory that might be of “great help in focusing research efforts at the 
outset of the project” (Pare 2004).     
4.3.1 Site Selection  
To select the most suitable case for the purpose our research, we used three selection 
criteria. First, the case organisation must have maintained sustainable organisational identity 
in the e-commerce industry. Second, the case organisation should have demonstrated an 
adequate level of ambidexterity in managing organisational identity. Third, the paradoxical 
challenges existing between adaptability and sustainability should have been in evidence. 
According to these criteria, Damai.com was selected as our case organisation. Damai.com 
was established in 1999, and has grown into the largest online ticketing seller in China and 
formed the strongest organisational identity within its field. Damai.com implemented a 
number of strategic shift practices in an effort to balance the paradoxical demands between 
sustainability and adaptability. Specifically, Damai.com must adapt to the fast-paced business 
environment in China by maximising profit while developing a sustainable organisational 
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identity that may damage its current ‘cash cow’ (i.e., profitability). Damai.com employees 
believed that their ability to balance these two conflicting demands was critical to the success 
of their company, which can be observed by examining Damai.com’s B2C and B2B models. 
For example, the B2C model entails selling tickets online directly to customers while the 
B2B model encompasses selling tickets online directly to third-party agents such as ticket 
dealers who compete for the same pool of customers. When Damai.com expanded its B2B 
model to increase profits, the B2C model that attempts to establish sustainable organisational 
identities might be affected, and vice-versa.       
4.3.2 Data Collection                 
Data were collected primarily from the following three sources: 1) semi-structured 
interviews conducted in October 2011; 2) internal archival materials; and 3) public sources, 
including books and news on Damai.com. The purpose of collecting data from multiple 
sources was to establish a unique perspective that incorporated organisational insiders’ and 
outsiders’ points of view (Evered and Louis 1981) and to triangulate themes and conclusions 
(Miles and Huberman 1984). Case access was granted in June 2011 through our gatekeeper, 
the current CIO of Damai.com. The entire research process, from literature review, data 
collection and analysis to finalised theoretical framework, took more than nine months. 
Through our gatekeeper at Damai.com, we were provided with internal company documents, 
including partial meeting minutes, and obtained available books and news to establish an 
initial understanding of Damai.com. Two research assistants were hired for initial data 
collection from multiple sources, which was summarised in a document numbering 223 pages. 
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With comprehensive initial data, we were able to highlight interesting issues and phenomena 
that pertained to our research purpose. A number of semi-formal interviews were conducted 
via email and telephone before we arrived at the company site. The purpose of these 
interviews was to verify gathered secondary data and establish an accurate overview of 
Damai.com.  
We also made an official research visit to Damai.com and collected primary data. 
During our visit to Damai.com, extensive interviews and analyses were conducted. In 
summary, 25 informants, who were primarily from IT, marketing and logistics departments, 
participated in our interview sessions. The interview questions were open-ended and covered 
the history of the company as well as its primary strategic shifts and business expansions to 
minimise issues related to validity and reliability. The underlying philosophy was to provide 
an open environment for the interviewees by probing for answers to broad questions that 
pertained to our research topics.  
Next, a total of five researchers joined the interview sessions where one researcher 
focused on recording important research-related answers and a second focused on asking 
interview questions. The remaining three researchers paid close attention to the comments 
provided and probed for clarification, if necessary. The average interview session took one 
and a half hours, and the interviews adhered to a protocol that evolved during the research 
project (Strauss and Corbin 1998b). All interviews were taped and transcribed for detailed 
analysis (Walsham 2006). Supplementary data were collected from public sources to 
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corroborate primary data that were collected. Public sources included books, newspaper 
articles and Damai.com’s official website.  
4.3.3 Data Analysis             
Before arriving onsite, we identified a number of pertinent themes from the literature 
that might be relevant to the management issues connected to organisational identity. The 
purpose of this refinement was to form the basis of our theoretical lens, which served as a 
“sensitising device” (Klein and Myers 1999) for directing data analysis. During our visit, we 
analysed the data in tandem with data collection (Kirsch 2004) and verified the alignment 
between our preliminary model and the collected data. After the data were transcribed during 
the offsite period, we spent the majority of time and effort on data analysis and used the open 
coding and axial coding techniques introduced by Strauss and Corbin (1998b). Specifically, 
we performed three separate steps to facilitate our understanding of the data and ambiguous 
information while eliminating preliminary biases.  
First, we highlighted similar comments and grouped them into themes, which 
continued until a final set of themes was developed. A number of analysis strategies were 
applied, including temporal bracketing strategy, narrative strategy and visual mapping 
strategy (Langley 1999). The primary aim was to eliminate irrelevant comments based on the 
wealth of information and its potential for variance (Strauss and Corbin 1998b).  
Second, we conducted a detailed analysis (Lofland et al. 2005b). The storyline 
containing the final set of themes was organised and codified without introducing preliminary 
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analytic biases. To eliminate bias in our interpretation, our conclusions were confirmed by 
consulting archival and publicly available materials.  
 Third, we aligned empirical data as well as our theoretical lens and research model 
(Kirsch 2004; Ragin 1994b). By applying visual maps and the narrative created in the first 
step, our data from both primary and secondary sources revealed that Damai.com 
successfully established a sustainable organisational identity with its ambidextrous 
capabilities. This observation resonated with the findings from the ambidexterity and 
organisational identity literature (Gioia et al. 2000a; Tushman and O'Reilly 1996). Strategic 
decisions, events and activities were classified into these three stages based on the phases 
themselves and our confirmed theoretical lens. Data were analysed iteratively until a state of 
theoretical saturation was reached (Glaser and Strauss 1967).  
4.4 Case Description and Analysis  
Damai.com was established in Beijing in 1999 when information technology began to 
flourish in China. After 13 years of growth, Damai.com is now considered China’s number 
one online ticket-selling platform and controls up to 70% of the markets, equating to 10 
million registered users. The entire ticket-selling market in China reached up to 800 billion 
Yuan ($127 billion) in 2011. Damai.com’s primary business activities cover five service 
areas, including sports, concerts, Chinese opera, entertainment and children’s shows. These 
business activities are designed to access customers through both online and offline business 
modes. In terms of offline modes, Damai.com now has more than 30 subsidiaries located in 
major cities across China and establishes a wide range of partnerships with travel agents, 




hotels and small- to medium-sized ticket sellers that are allowed to trade and purchase tickets 
from platforms provided by Damai.com. Moreover, Damai.com will release its first mobile 
platform in the coming months to allow customers to purchase tickets on-the-go. Thus, 
Damai.com has created three major channels to reach its customers using the widest range 
possible.  
Prior to the official launch of Damai.com, the company used piao.com.cn, which still 
exists. However, due to the focused strategy implemented by upper management, Damai.com 
is currently merging with piao.com.cn and aims to project a unified organisational identity to 
its employees and customers. The success of Damai.com is actually built upon the solid 
foundation created by piao.com.cn during the early stages of the company. Recognising 
Damai.com’s wide coverage, Lenovo invested in the company and became a Damai.com 
shareholder in 2005. Ticketmaster, the world’s largest player in this field, twice expressed 
interests in acquiring Damai.com, but the founder and CEO rejected these offers.   
4.4.1 Phase 1: Establishing Strategic Logic (Paradox A: Focused Strategy & Divergent Strategy) 
Damai.com began as a ticket delivery company in 1999 and swiftly expanded into the 
ticket-selling business under the leadership of Damai.com’s founder two years later. From 
2001 to 2004, Damai.com’s primary business focused on ticket selling and delivery. At the 
beginning of 2005, a milestone in the history of Damai.com was reached when the first 
ticket-business system was officially launched, which allowed Damai.com to be widely 
exposed on the Internet and increase its online presence.  
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Until 2005, Damai.com utilised a single business model, which meant that the 
company sold tickets directly to its customers. Although the business model produced a 
considerable amount of profit for the company, the top management team (TMT) had to face 
a fatal problem that could have damaged the entire ticket market. The surplus of tickets 
purchased from the sponsors could not be sold on time, and sponsors were urgently seeking 
partnership to sell all of the tickets. Thus, it was extremely difficult for Damai.com to 
estimate how many tickets they actually needed due to the varying levels of popularity of 
different shows and concerts, which resulted in the supply chain problem. Recognising the 
severity of the problem, the TMT of Damai.com’s TMT had to make the following two 
strategic shifts: 1) the establishment of a strong organisational identity to increase the 
customer base or, in other words, whenever there is a show, Damai.com should be the first 
ticket-buying entity to enter customers’ minds; and 2) the establishment of a B2B department 
with the purpose of helping sponsors distribute the tickets to other sellers within the shortest 
period of time, thereby cutting profits.  
To minimise the conflict of interest between the existing B2C model and the newly 
founded B2B model, the TMT decided to separate these two departments physically and 
utilise different strategies and personnel for each. A summary of evidence can be observed in 
Table 21.        
Table 21. Establishing Strategic Logic 
Strategic  
Shifts  
“Sticking with the B2C model will surely enable us to have a sustainable customer 
base. However, we have to increase the size of the cake rather than only take one 
piece and walk away. So, we have to involve more sellers to join us to increase the 





“All employees during that period understood what was going to happen in the 
firm. Looking back, it was a wise choice to establish the B2B model in another 
department; otherwise, the internal competition won’t bring anything good to us” – 




“The mission of our department is that we try to sell as many tickets as possible 
through our B2C platform, that’s our official website. However, we also agreed 
that we need more sellers to open up multiple channels for ticket selling, but our 




“We are a pretty new department but our objective is very clear and 
straightforward. Our CEO has emphasised the importance of our department and 
granted us the permission to engage sellers freely, regardless of their backgrounds. 
The aim is to increase market size” – Senior Staff of B2B Department 
Reaping the 
Outcomes  
“It is impossible for us to cover all of the customers out there who are looking for 
tickets. On the flip side, the B2B model covers those customers who did not 
purchase from our website and brings us considerable extra profitability. 
Currently, we have 60% from the B2C side and 40% from the B2B side” – Vice 
President  
Following data analysis, the organisation conducted a strategy renewal when the crisis 
was fully exposed. The change of strategy concerned organisational structure, personnel and, 
more importantly, a new organisational identity that causes the organisation to move forward 
(Olins 1989). The paradoxical demand here reveals the core on-going challenge faced by the 
organisation, which is maintaining organisational identity while maximising profit. Focusing 
on its current B2C model would enable the organisation to maintain a stable organisational 
identity, but the surplus of unsold tickets would lower profitability if the B2B model is not in 
place to assist. Strategic renewal (Agarwal and Helfat 2009) introduces both opportunities 
and challenges for organisations. However, separating the two business units may allow 
Damai.com the flexibility to manage its B2B and B2C functions simultaneously. This is 
consistent with the logic of optimality, which states that when organisations in the same 
organisational niche compete for the same resources, a natural selection process results that 
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expels weaker organisational forms (Hannan and Freeman 1984; Hannan and Freeman 1977; 
Tan et al. 2010a). 
4.4.2 Phase 2: Framing the Marketing Network (Paradox B: Tight Coupling & Loose Coupling) 
Subsequent changes were still necessary to conduct such functions as human 
resources in the wake of unit separations. The boundary and business objectives for these two 
units were much clearer before this stage. Beginning in 2006, Damai.com focused on 
competing for market shares as more competitors, such as Yong Le and Zhong Yan, began to 
enter the online ticket-selling arena. For its B2C model, Damai.com adopted the strategy of 
one-stop services. Given the nature of the ticket business, sellers would normally complete 
their jobs once the tickets are sold to the customers. Unlike other sellers, Damai.com 
provided comprehensive services to its customers in terms of ticket selling, delivery, 
verification, seat selection, check-in and fan clubs. All services allowed Damai.com to 
establish strong customer loyalty and clearer organisational identity. Three systems were 
implemented during the year 2007 that allowed Damai.com to achieve its business objective 
for its B2C model, including CRM, a ticketing selling system, and ERP. 
Damai.com’s CIO revealed that the B2B department was established to focus on 
expanding its current marketing network to “increase the size of the cake”; however, the 
initial response to the initiative was significantly smaller than expected. The possible 
explanation suggested by the Vice President was as follows: “There are primarily two 
reasons. First, the overall market was not mature enough to conduct frequent online 
transactions among the sellers. Second, our channels for reaching the sponsors were too 
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limited. We need to expand our B2B marketing network.” Recognising the dilemma, 
Damai.com again made a strategic decision to primarily focus on its B2C model while 
maintaining basic B2B operation and waiting for the overall market to mature. Establishing 
strong partnerships with a wide range of sponsors was the primary discussion topic in the 
boardroom because it concerned the future of both the B2C Sand B2B models.  
Because the overall market had matured significantly by 2009, Damai.com 
successfully built a stable organisational identity within its field through its B2C model and 
began to focus on that model. The B2B trading platform “Mai+” was first released to 
strengthen its B2B capability. As the project director of the B2B side noted, “Beginning in 
2009, we began to implement our B2B plan step by step. The B2B trading platform we 
currently use is actually the third generation based on the first version, which was launched 
in 2009.” Based on the solid relationship built with sponsors over the years, the impact of 
Damai.com in the ticket-selling industry has significantly increased, which attracts many 
sellers to use the B2B platform to close deals with others. By now, the odds of success favour 
Damai.com’s B2B models.                         




“Having these two models at the same time is good but difficult to manage. We 
need to find a better way of highlighting their own merits and pulling them 
together. So the first thing we did is to let them use different ways to build their 
own marketing networks.” – Vice President  
Logic of the 
B2C Model  
“Steve Jobs stated that the company should offer something that customers cannot 
think of. We provide a wide range of pre-sell and post-sell services to distinguish 
ourselves from other companies. It works well for us” – President of Website   
Logic of the 
B2B Model  
“Beginning in 2009, we engaged massive small- and medium-sized sellers in the 
field, including travel agents and hotels. We also contacted a wide range of 
supermarkets to ask them import our ticket-selling machine in their locations. 
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They can take a cut from our profit.” – Senior Manager  
Reaping the 
Outcomes 
“The B2B model covers those customers who don’t use the Internet often. The 
entrainment expenditure stimulates consumption. For example, if a customer 
passes by a travel agent or stays in a hotel, they won’t be interested in seeing a 
show unless they occasionally saw the ads. That’s the main purpose of our B2B 
model” – Vice President    
Data from Table 22 reveal that Damai.com has focused on building its marketing 
blueprint over the past five years. Two contrasting marketing strategies were adopted for the 
B2C and B2B models. For the B2C model, one-stop services enable Damai.com to tightly 
follow its customers’ needs. This practice is consistent with the notion of tight coupling for 
customer orientation (Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009). Tight coupling refers to an emphasis 
on needs and constraints. In terms of B2B, Damai.com urgently needed to establish 
partnerships with other sellers in the market and, therefore, reached out utilising multiple 
channels. Consistent with the notion of loose coupling, which refers to an emphasis on 
freedom and possibilities, Damai.com attempted to increase the size of the market by 
grasping all possible manners of promoting the ticket business (Andriopoulos and Lewis 
2009). In terms of ambidexterity, the B2C-B2B relationship can be conceptualised as 
exploration-exploitation activities, which have been considered to constitute a continuum in 
recent literature due to Damai.com’s tendency to transition from exploration and exploitation, 
and vice-versa, over time (Raisch et al. 2009).             
4.4.3 Phase 3: Consolidating Organisational Identity (Paradox C: Social Embeddedness & 
Symbolic Embeddedness) 
To consolidate the current organisational identity established primarily through its 
B2C model, a technological breakthrough was conducted to increase customer loyalty and 
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organisational identity. Damai.com’s official website enabled online seat selection that allows 
customers to select their favourite seats prior to show time. Damai.com was the first company 
in China to own such technology. This breakthrough offered Damai.com an advantageous 
position in terms of future development. The first seat selection trial occurred for a Chinese 
pop singer’s concert. Within 24 hours of the tickets becoming available, the concert was sold 
out. This event led to a record in the ticket industry because customers had never attempted to 
select seats online before the show rather than making calls to book seats. Additionally, 
Damai.com initiated a membership scheme to attract more customers. Membership benefits 
include discounts, free points and free entrance to member clubs and events. For example, the 
‘Show for Children’ channel was added to the website in response to members’ requests.   
As more partners joined its B2B platform, Damai.com began to realise that the 
increasing number of competitors could damage its organisational identity on the B2C side. 
With such concerns in mind, Damai.com initiated a number of measurements to consolidate 
its organisational identity for the B2B model. First, every ticket sold by the sellers whose 
ticket source is Damai.com must bear the Damai.com logo on both sides of the ticket. Second, 
Damai.com will be responsible for machine installation for ticket sellers, thus providing 
customers with a sense of Damai.com’s service. Third, Damai.com gained the authority from 
all of its sponsors to be the only party who can perform ticket check-in. While checking in 
tickets, all employees wear Damai.com uniforms and use Damai.com-enabled PDAs.            
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With the consolidation of its organisational identity in terms of both B2C and B2B 
models, Damai.com has been able to occupy the leading position in the market since 2010. 
Additional measures will be initiated to achieve the same goal in the coming years.   
Table 23. Consolidating Organisational Identity 
Consolidating 
Organisation-
al Identity  
“We have two very strong competitors, Yong Le and Zhong Yan. They are almost 
using the exactly same business model as we are, like having both B2C and B2B 
models. At this stage of development with our company, we must distinguish 
ourselves from them in terms of management and marketing strategies” – Vice 
President 
Consolidation 
of the B2C 
Network 
“To gain more member points, more customers are willing to come to our website 
for ticket buying. As Damai.com is becoming more and more popular, we are 
becoming the general agent for all tickets in the major cities in China” – Vice 
President   
Consolidation 
of the B2B 
Network  
“We must make sure that customers understand that it is Damai.com who has been 
serving them. Of course, profitability is the key for any business. However, for 
long-term survival in the field, I believe that organisational identity plays a 
significant role as well” – Senior Staff A 
Reaping the 
Outcomes 
“According to our initial data analysis, the ratio of ticket buying for the B2C and 
B2B models was 60%-40% initially and has now become 70%-30% ” – Senior 
Staff B    
Data from Table 23 demonstrate that Damai.com’s efforts in this phase were 
primarily focused on consolidating organisational identity by focusing on balancing both 
B2C and B2B models. Prior studies assumed that exploration and exploitation activities could 
be conducted in multiple domains (O'Reilly and Tushman 2004). The measurements 
undertaken by Damai.com are consistent with the notion of embeddedness. Embeddedness 
refers to companies’ relations with and dependence on various types of networks (Halinen 
and Tornroos 1998). Our data reveal that Damai.com applied social embeddedness to 
establish better relations with its customer network while using symbolic embeddedness to 
strengthen its organisational identity for its partner network. Given the paradoxical nature of 
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these two models, Damai.com performed exploration for the B2B model while 
simultaneously performing exploitation for the B2C model utilising two different 
embeddedness mechanisms.           
4.4.4 Phase 4: Articulating Paradoxical Demands (Paradox D: Breakthrough Emphasis & Profit 
Emphasis)   
“In fact, Damai.com includes two primary business models – B2C and B2B – 
bringing us sustainability and profitability, respectively,” noted the vice president. “The 
conflicts between these two models are unavoidable, so we must develop the optimal solution 
for minimising the influence,” stated the Vice President.  
Damai.com has developed a clear understanding of the dilemma it has faced. 
However, the nature of businesses requires Damai.com to maintain its current business 
models by seeking balance. Social media initiatives constitute the next spotlight in which 
Damai.com will continue its organisational identity building. The B2C and B2B departments 
have now been given clear instructions regarding their business objectives. B2C employees 
were instructed to create the best and most stable organisational identity in the industry and 
within the organisation itself. B2B employees were instructed to maximise profitability by 
persuading an increasing number of small- and medium-sized sellers to join Damai.com’s 
B2B platform. Damai.com has also implemented a commission-based scheme.          




“Some people asked why we adopted a B2B model which allowed others to share 
the market and we should only focus on our B2C model. That was logical thinking 
but the reality is not what we thought. B2C model can help us to be more 
recognizable to customers while B2B model can help us to be more profitable, we 
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need both of them, even though the B2B may harm our B2C model a little.” - CIO 
Emphasis on 
Sustainability  
“I think our B2C model is actually eating the cake alone to be recognisable in the 
market, whereas the B2B model is trying to help the entire industry by increasing 
the size of the cake” – CIO  
Emphasis on 
Profitability  
“We have been given specific tasks to be completed every month now. The 
pressures on our B2B department are very obvious ” –Market Manager  
Reaping the 
Outcomes 
“On the flip side, our two business models actually complement each other. That’s 
also the ultimate goal we want to achieve at this stage of development ” – 
Network Director   
The paradoxical demands have been explicitly observed within Damai.com to 
establish a clear business objective for every employee, which has guided Damai.com’s 
future development. On the one hand, the B2C model concentrates on breakthrough emphasis 
(Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009) with a focus on reputation building and risk-taking for 
long-term survival. On the other hand, Damai.com’s B2B model concentrates on profit 
emphasis (Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009) and entails seeking stable revenues via repeat 
clients and careful resource allocation for fostering efficiency.       
4.5 Findings and Discussion    
In the present study, our purpose was to understand how organisational identity can be 
managed with ambidextrous capabilities in the e-commerce industry. By summarising the 
above-mentioned data analysis, the following theoretical framework has been inductively 
obtained based on the paradoxes embedded at each phase of development (see Figure 18).  
Overall, the case organisation’s efforts in managing organisational identity in the 
e-commerce industry relied on two levels of operations, namely the strategic level and the 
operational level. For its B2C model, the strategies regulated directed actual operations 
where customer-centric strategies are fully implemented. In turn, feedback received during 
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operations redirected the regulations and strategies. This set of movements is consistent with 
the concept of “exploitation” (Gupta et al. 2006 ; March 1991) and further extends the 
literature by proposing the mechanisms of exploitation in the e-commerce industry. The 
overall strategy of the B2B model is to diffuse its operation to allow more sellers and partners 
to engage with the B2B platform. However, the joined sellers and partners need to be 
controlled. As a result, those at the operational level must aggregate sellers and partners at a 
strategic level so that outsiders can follow the rules and regulations set by the case 
organisation. The notion of “Exploration” is observed here (Raisch et al. 2009), and we 
propose these two mechanisms to further extend the literature in the e-commerce industry.        
 
Figure 18. Paradoxes at Strategic and Operational Levels  
4.5.1 Strategic Level: Creating Dual Organisational Identities 
While balancing the paradox between sustainability and profitability, Damai.com first 
became aware of the necessity to restructure its current organisational strategy to address this 
issue within different business units. With this initiative in mind, spatial and cultural 
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boundaries were created to separate the B2C and B2B departments in terms of organisational 
structures and strategies (Levina and Vaast 2005). Because Damai.com was fully aware of 
the impact of maintaining a stable organisational identity for long-term survival, a focused 
strategy was adopted in the B2C department (Dutton and Penner 1993). In contrast, a 
divergent strategy was adopted in the B2B department in an effort to establish solid 
partnerships with a wide range of sponsors and downstream sellers. These measures are 
consistent with the notion of structural ambidexterity, which requires an organisation to 
create separate business units within the organisation, each with a specialisation that entails 
different capabilities (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004).  
 
Figure 19. Process Model of Managing Organisational Identity With Ambidexterity  
To minimise the paradoxical demand between sustainability and profitability, our data 
reveal that the first move undertaken by organisations is to create dual organisational 
identities (Moss et al. 2010; Pratt and Foreman 2000b) that entail structural ambidexterity 
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(See Figure 19). Such dual identities must be managed simultaneously on both sides of 
business units and strengthened with different effects as organisations develop. 
4.5.2 Strategic Level: Cementing Identity Ties 
Given the strategic logic designed during Phase One, our data revealed that the 
management of dual identities that concerned both streams of customers (i.e., consumers and 
downstream sellers) was conducted during Phase Two. Tight coupling and loose coupling 
strategies were utilised to manage customer orientations for its B2C and B2B models, 
respectively (Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009).  
Faced with constraints in terms of the lack of market maturity, the performance of the 
B2C unit largely surpassed that of the B2B unit. As a result, the balancing mode of temporal 
separation that emphasises sequential shifts over time from exploration to exploitation, and 
vice-versa, was adopted in cementing identity ties (e.g., refer to members’ identification with 
the organisational identity) with customers for both units through tight and loose coupling 
mechanisms (Duncan 1976; Fiol 2002). Consistent with our data, the organisation focused on 
the B2C model during the initial stage and later shifted to the introduction of measures for 
managing its B2B model. These two phases occurred at the strategic level.                                          
4.5.3 Operational Level: Infusing Embodied Cognition 
The case organisation adopted a number of approaches for maintaining organisational 
identity for both of its business units. Our data revealed that both social and symbolic 
embeddedness (Halinen and Tornroos 1998) helped the firm to achieve this vision. In 
managing organisational identity at the operational level, domain separation (Lavie and 
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Rosenkopf 2006) that typifies exploration can be conducted in one domain while exploitation 
is conducted simultaneously in another. This type of ambidextrous capability helped the case 
organisation to balance social embeddedness for the B2C domain and symbolic 
embeddedness for the B2B domain. By doing so, embodied cognition, defined as humans’ 
capacity to process information and gain knowledge that is based on a function of bodily 
experiences, was achieved through the visual, verbal and emotional provision of embodied 
messages for customers (Fiol and OConnor 2005; Harquail and King 2010). Consequently, 
the dual organisational identities were consolidated strongly within Damai.com’s own 
business units. However, the level of manifestation of these dual identities includes both a 
phenotype for its B2C unit and recessiveness for its B2B unit. Damai.com maintained a lower 
level of organisational identity for its B2B unit to allow other downstream sellers to join 
Damai.com and maximise profitability (Hannan and Freeman 1977). Symbolic 
embeddedness was initiated for this purpose.               
4.5.4 Operational Level: Aligning Identity Domains  
Reaping the positive outcomes of the previous stages, the case organisation articulated 
the basic operation model to balance sustainability and profitability in terms of profit 
emphasis and breakthrough emphasis. Dual organisational identities had been well 
established for both business units, and the final stage focused on aligning the identity 
domains for these two models. Identity domains define the competitive actions that the 
organisation should engage in with current identities (Livengood and Reger 2010). The 
fundamental purpose of dual organisational identities is to maintain the organisation’s 
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competitiveness in different competitive domains through the balancing of breakthrough 
emphasis and profit emphasis. Clearly articulated paradoxical demand would help the 
organisation to constantly align its identity domain for the achievement of effective 
competitive actions (Livengood and Reger 2010). Contextual ambidexterity, defined as 
concurrent performance of exploitation and exploration at the group and individual levels, 
balanced such paradoxical demands adequately through the nurturing of an appropriate 
organisational context that combines stretching, discipline, support and trust (Gibson and 
Birkinshaw 2004; Pan et al. 2008). Specifically, the supportive context empowers 
organisational members to meet performance standards guided by shared ambition and a 
collective identity (Ghoshal and Bartlett 1994). Thus, nurturing well-articulated strategies, 
culture and organisational identities enables the simultaneous alignment of identity domain 
and organisational adaptability (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004).    
4.6 Conclusion    
4.6.1 Theoretical and Practical Contributions  
The two theoretical frameworks, identification of paradoxes and its managing process, 
which emerged from the development of e-commerce company Damai.com provide new 
insights into how to manage organisational identity through the balance of paradoxical 
demands between sustainability and profitability. The first theoretical framework, 
identification of paradoxes, identifies four pairs of critical paradoxes that e-commerce firms 
must address in managing organisational identity through interactions between strategic and 
operational levels. The second theoretical framework, managing process, further parses how 
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to leverage on four modes of ambidextrous capabilities for revolving these four pairs of 
paradoxes identified. Specifically, our study makes a number of important theoretical and 
practical contributions.  
In terms of theoretical contributions, first, this study proposes four ambidextrous 
capabilities for resolving the existing paradoxical challenges in managing organisational 
identity in the literature, namely, seeking sustainability while adapting to the existing 
environment for profitability (Brown and Eisenhardt 1997; Eisenhardt 1989; Gioia et al. 
2000a), and empirically illustrates how organisations in the e-commerce industry manage the 
strategic and operational paradoxes during the development journey. Second, our study 
provides empirically based frameworks that examined the holistic process of organisational 
identity management over time, addressed the lack of specific actions for managing identity 
and provided empirical evidence in support of current propositions in the ambidexterity and 
organisational identity literatures (Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009; Duncan 1976; Gibson and 
Birkinshaw 2004; Moss et al. 2010). Third, our proposed models can be viewed as important 
complements to the existing conceptual knowledge on managing organisational identity that 
adopts the novel perspective of ambidexterity, which provides theoretical guidelines for 
future research along this line.  
In contrast, existing studies on ambidexterity or managing exploitation-exploration 
tensions lack comprehensive understanding in practice, presenting either architectural or 
contextual approaches and employing conceptual anecdotal studies (Gibson and Birkinshaw 
2004; Jansen et al. 2009). As a response to the current literature, this paper provides holistic 
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research on empirically applying the conceptual knowledge of ambidexterity into practice 
(Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009). Our results shed light on how the concepts of ambidexterity 
can be operationalised at the organisational level and validated a number of balancing modes 
proposed in prior studies (Raisch et al. 2009; Tushman and O'Reilly 1996). More importantly, 
our study extends the existing knowledge of ambidextrous capabilities into e-commerce 
literature and brings the novel perspective of managing organisational identity in e-commerce 
industry.       
In terms of practical implications, this paper provides insightful and detailed practical 
actions with which organisations can manage their organisational identities by adopting 
ambidextrous capabilities in the context of the e-commerce industry, within which 
paradoxical challenges exist universally. The paradoxes identified in this study that can be 
commonly observed in practice shed light on the necessary considerations when 
organisations in the e-commerce industry aim to establish strong organisational identities. By 
unpacking the black boxes of organisational identity management, our study provides 
organisations with phased means of concentrating on balancing sustainability and 
profitability through the use of ambidextrous capabilities to ensure long-term success. This 
paper also shifts practitioners’ attention to ways in which an e-commerce company can 
manage organisational identities that add value to the development of the organisation as a 
whole.          
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4.6.2 Limitations and Future Research  
One limitation concerns the case organisation itself. We only explored dual 
organisational identities based on the nature of the e-commerce industry in which B2C and 
B2B models are very common. In future similar studies, multiple organisational identities 
should act as the proper theoretical lens in investigating such phenomena to increase the 
applicability of the research findings. Second, the operationalisation of contextual 
ambidexterity entails more data for support. This paper’s unit of analysis is the organisation, 
whereas contextual ambidexterity is more concerned with the individual and group levels. 
Finally, we consider questions for future work. Our study investigated the managerial issues 
of organisational identities for which the basic assumption is that the organisation has 
established organisational identities. However, future studies on how to establish 
organisational identities in the context of the e-commerce industry may provide insightful 
theoretical and practical contributions. Reflecting on the research of ambidexterity 
(Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009; Cao et al. 2009; O'Reilly and Tushman 2004), one might 
explore the optimal balance levels for exploration and exploitation under varying conditions 








CHAPTER 5. STUDY IV:  MANAGING MULTIPLE IT ORGANIZATIONAL 




5.1 Motivation   
IT department is an imperative of achieving innovation and profitability for 
contemporary organizations in today’s volatile business environment, because the sensing 
and responding capabilities equipped by IT departments enable organizations to make 
strategic adjustments and implementations in a timely and effective manner (Overby et al. 
2006; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). Although the enabling role of IT department has been 
widely affirmed by practitioners and researchers, two primary issues that diminish the 
benefits and values stemmed from IT department remain unsolved, which we believe it is 
critical to be addressed. First, organizational insiders such as employees lack of faiths and 
beliefs in IT departments, resulting in limited cooperation degrees when organizations 
promote IT initiatives. Second, organizational outsiders such as customers lack of 
confidences and satisfactions in using technologies of IT departments, further projecting a 
negative image towards the organizations. These issues become even more severe for 
organizations whose business models highly reply on the competencies of their technologies 
such as those in the E-Commerce industry.       
In order to revolve these negative perceptions on IT departments for maximized 
values, we believe that organizations must pay close attention to IT organizational identity, 
                                                 




which is defined as the core and distinctive characteristics of an IT department perceived by 
insiders and outsiders of the IT department (Wang et al. 2011). This concept is proposed 
based on the literature of organizational identity, which is commonly defined as an 
organization’s members’ collective understanding of features presumed to be central, 
distinctive and permanent (Albert and Whetten 1985). Organizational identity represents how 
both organizational insiders and outside constituents perceive the organization (Hsu and 
Hannan 2005a) and answers questions concerning an organization’s set of beliefs and 
meanings, such as “Who are we?” Likewise, the IT department of an organization can be 
viewed as an IT organization whose identity provides beliefs and means to those inside and 
outside the IT department. IT organizational identity is critical in enabling organizations to 
achieve better organizational performance from two aspects. On one hand, IT organizational 
identity provides meanings or “self-schemas” comprised of features or characteristics that 
employees and customers associate with themselves (Dutton et al. 2010). In this sense, IT 
organizational identity functions as a mental guidepost that fosters meanings and attitudes. 
On the other hand, IT organizational identity strengthens employees’ and users’ beliefs and 
behaviors towards the objective of the IT department (Tripsas 2009).    
Therefore, IT organizational identity is a key driver to the success of an organization’s 
IT initiatives, especially to those E-Commerce organizations whose IT departments act as the 
core competencies to their businesses. In E-Commerce organizations, IT departments have to 
directly meet multiple needs from various parties such as customers and external partners, 
resulting in multiple perceptions on the same IT department. For example, IT departments 
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need to project an identity of “innovating leader” to employees of the E-Commerce 
organizations, whereas project an identity of “trustworthy provider” to their customers. These 
multiple perceptions manifest as “multiple IT organizational identities” for the E-Commerce 
organizations. Prior research demonstrates that organizations have been conceptualized as 
having many “selves” (Albert and Whetten 1985; Cheney 1991). Therefore, we believe that 
IT organizational identity in the E-Commerce industry may have the characteristics of 
multiplicity. As such, this paper defines multiple IT organizational identity as an IT 
department’s insiders’ and outside constituents’ various perceptions on the IT department that 
are presumed to be central, enduring and distinctive.  
Multiple IT organizational identities allow E-Commerce organizations to meet the 
expectations of multiple stakeholders; in particular, those organizations that can manage 
multiple identities effectively will have a significant competitive edge over those that cannot 
(Nkomo and Cox 1996). Such organizations retain a broader range of people, thereby 
enhancing their capacity for creativity and learning (Ashforth and Mael 1996). Pratt and 
Foreman (2000a) emphasized the necessity of managing multiple organizational identities 
and proposed four managerial responses to multiple organizational identities: “Contemporary 
organizations do more than manage issues by inculcating values; they also manage identities. 
The nature of organizational rhetoric in the industrialized world in the late twentieth century 
is the management of multiple identities”. (Cheney 1991, pp.9). The purpose of this paper 
therefore is twofold. First, we aim to advance our understandings on the concept of “multiple 
IT organizational identity” that is considered as a key driver to the success of E-Commerce 
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organizations. Second, we explore the managerial mechanisms for multiple IT organizational 
identity. Given the scant research on multiple IT organizational identities and its related 
management issues in the E-Commerce industry, our research question is as follows:  
How can multiple IT organizational identities be managed in E-Commerce industry? 
5.2 Theoretical Background  
5.2.1 Multiple IT Organizational Identities  
Since the concept of organizational identity was introduced by Albert and Whetten 
(1985), a steadily growing volume of research has demonstrated the application of identity 
construct and philosophy, employing it in a variety of manners to explore and interpret a 
range of organizational phenomena. For example, the concept of organizational identity has 
been applied to understand the identity change triggered by new technology (Tripsas 2009), 
manager-stakeholder relationships (Scott and Lane 2000), strategic agenda building (Dutton 
and Penner 1993), the maintenance of competitive advantages (Livengood and Reger 2010) 
and the management of identity changes (Corley and Gioia 2004). Majority of existing 
research has seen organizational identity as a singular and relatively consistent form of entity 
for organizations, neglecting the multiple and mutable characteristics of organizational 
identity that are more commonly observed in today’s E-Commerce organizations operating 
under a mutable business environment (Cheney 1991; Pratt and Foreman 2000b).  
The existing research on multiple organizational identities has borrowed logics and 
insights from multiple individual identities to enrich the understanding of organization-level 
dynamics (Foreman and Whetten 2002; Sillince and Brown 2009). Organizations are said to 
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have multiple identities when different discursive formulations exist regarding what the core 
characteristics of the organizations are that are thought of as central, distinctive and enduring 
(Ravishankar and Pan 2008; Sillince and Brown 2009).  
We view the IT department of an organization as an IT organization. In the context of 
E-Commerce industry, organizations may place their IT departments at a leading position for 
advancing the entire operations from order taking to product delivery. Through the full 
operation cycle, IT departments have been heavily engaged and maintaining close contacts 
with a variety of different parties from suppliers and internal employees to customers, all of 
which identify themselves with different meanings and understandings towards the IT 
department (Foreman and Whetten 2002; Sillince and Brown 2009). 
The existence of multiple IT organizational identities in E-Commerce organizations 
enable IT department to associate different meanings and understandings with multiple 
parties. Pratt and Foreman (2000, pp.22) also make note of “…the belief that entities with 
multiple identities usually have the capacity to meet a wider range of expectations and 
demands than similar entities with only one identity.”  Therefore, we posit that 
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5.2.2 Managing Multiple IT Organizational Identities  
Although multiple IT organizational identities may bring strong and distinctive set of 
beliefs and meanings about what composed the essence of the organizations, managerial 
mechanisms should be in place to help organizations to manage their multiple IT 
organizational identities (Pratt and Foreman 2000a). This is an imperative for three reasons.  
First, multiple identities within an IT organization can conflict with one another and, 
therefore, must be managed (Pratt and Foreman 2000b). Some theorists proposed that 
multiple identities may lead to role conflict and overload, which will eventually trigger 
inaction or inconsistent action (Pratt and Foreman 2000a).  
Second, multiple-identity IT organizations are more likely to expend valuable IT 
resources in negotiating among entities holding different identities (Golden-Biddle and Rao 
1997; Pratt and Rafaeli 1997). As a result, multiple IT organizational identities may not be 
able to effectively associate with organizational members and external stakeholders (Foreman 
and Whetten 2002; Pratt and Foreman 2000a; Sillince and Brown 2009).  
Third, multiple IT organizational identities manifest as ideographic multiplicity. 
Organizations are said to have ideographic multiplicity when multiple organizational 
identities are associated with different collectives that exist in different parts of the 
organization, thus, identities are not held by all organizational members but are retained only 
by specific subgroups (Albert and Whetten 1985; Pratt and Foreman 2000a). Because of 
different meanings and beliefs held by subgroups, E-Commerce organizations therefore must 
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manage their multiple IT organizational identities to ensure they maintain the corresponding 
identities to the right subgroups.  
Overall, these three reasons comprehensively imply the need for the management of 
multiple IT organizational identities, especially in the e-commerce industry, in which IT 
departments must face different stakeholders and thus have more responsibilities. As 
emphasized by Pratt and Foreman (2000a), managing multiple organizational identities is to 
realize the benefits of multiple organizational identities and minimize their costs. Therefore, 
we aim to provide theoretical insights and suggest practical actions in terms of how to 
manage multiple IT organizational identity in the context of the e-commerce industry. Next, 
we will introduce another important theoretical dimension for our research topic.   
5.2.3 Polymorphism and Niche Width   
In managing multiple IT organizational identities, we posit that E-Commerce 
organizations must pay attentions to two important managerial concepts borrowed from 
organizational ecology literature, polymorphism as managerial mechanisms and niche width 
as managerial outcomes (Kuilman and Li 2006).   
First, the managerial mechanisms of multiple identities may exhibit the characteristics 
of polymorphism. To manage multiple identities, we argue that organizations should 
understand that two types of identities exist within an organization, namely latent identity 
and dominant identity (Pratt and Foreman 2000a). Here, we propose “latent identity” as 
those identities within an organization with a lower level of manifestation among internal 
employees and external stakeholders. We also propose “dominant identity”, which, in 
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opposition to latent identities, refer to identities with a higher level of manifestation among 
internal employees and external stakeholders (See figure 21).  
 
Figure 21. Latent and Dominant Identities 
Dominant and latent identity states are transformable. Latent identities can be 
transformed into dominant ones under certain conditions, and vice versa. We theorize such 
identity transformation as “identity polymorphism”. In biological terms, polymorphism is 
commonly defined as the distribution of a single species throughout the environment and the 
specialization of individual subspecies in relation to different environmental states (Levins 
1968). The organizational ecology literature has borrowed this concept to analyze firm-level 
dynamics, proposing that polymorphism is a multiunit strategy that allows organizations to 
adapt to the business environment, in which they operate using different strategies and 
capabilities (Kuilman and Li 2006; Usher 1999). Identity polymorphism serves the same 
purpose here. First, the dynamics of identity polymorphism require management mechanisms 
to minimize the cost of conflicts and maximize the benefits of multiple IT organizational 
identities. Second, identity polymorphism allows organizations to conceptualize the 
appropriate dominant and latent identities under various environmental conditions for 
long-term sustainability. Therefore, organizations with multiple IT organizational identity 
must maintain an adequate level of identity polymorphism to manage the dynamics of 






Second, the managerial outcome of multiple identities can be better understood by 
niche width. Niche width refers to the variety of resources that a population exploits 
(Roughgarden 1972). A population that exploits few types of resources has a narrow niche, 
and a population that exploits many types of resources has a wide niche. In the organizational 
ecology literature, the population that exploits few resources is a specialist organization, and 
the population that exploits many resources is a generalist organization (Usher 1999). 
Multiple IT organizational identities characterized by polymorphism allow for the 
exploitation of more resources for an organization, thereby widening the niche width to a 
greater extent.  
Overall, multiple IT organizational identities enable organizations to meet various 
stakeholders’ expectations and to respond to the fast-changing environment with superior 
creativity and learning capacity. In the context of E-Commerce, multiple IT organizational 
identities further necessitate identity polymorphism for long-term organizational 
sustainability, as the rapid advancement in technology requires a wider niche width for 
survival, which the management of multiple IT organizational identity, in reducing conflicts 
and confusion, will eventually provide. In this paper, we will explore the underlying 
mechanisms of managing multiple IT organizational identities from primarily two 
perspectives: managing identity polymorphism and enhancing niche width.    
5.3 Research Methodology  
For our study, we adopted the case study design, which is categorized as exploratory 
rather than confirmatory (Walsham 2006). The existing literature lacks a systemic framework 
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for understanding the management of multiple IT organizational identities, especially in the 
e-commerce industry, which motivates the creation of an inductive analysis that allows us to 
examine a complex, multi-faceted phenomenon that is deeply embedded in an organizational 
context (Eisenhardt 1989). We applied a detailed qualitative research method proposed by 
Pan and Tan (2011) that systemically provides guidelines for our research philosophy 
throughout the entire research cycle. Our study is exploratory in that it focuses on theory 
building that is based on elements adopted from prior theory that might be of “great help in 
focusing research efforts at the outset of the project” (Pare 2004).         
5.3.1 Site Selection  
We sought a suitable case that meets three criteria. First, the case organization must 
exhibit the characteristics of multiple IT organizational identities in the e-commerce industry. 
Second, the case organization should demonstrate an adequate level of management 
mechanisms. Third, identity polymorphisms and niche width should be in evidence. Guided 
by these criteria, we selected the largest B2C player in China, Z.com. This company, 
established in 2004, established very strong multiple IT organizational identities in the 
e-commerce industry within less a decade. During the year 2010, Z.com earned an income of 
10 billion RMB (1.6 billion USD) and employed more than 5,000 staff members nationwide. 
The case organization implemented a number of managing mechanisms in an effort to 
maximize the benefits of its multiple IT organizational identities, enhancing the company’s 
niche width.  
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5.3.2 Data Collection                      
Three primary sources provided very rich data for us. We collected data from 1) 
semi-structured interviews; 2) internal archival materials; and 3) public sources, including 
books and news. The purpose of using multiple sources was to establish a unique perspective 
that incorporates insiders’ and outside stakeholders’ points of view (Evered and Louis 1981) 
and to triangulate themes and conclusions (Miles and Huberman 1984). Case access was 
granted in June 2011 by our gatekeeper (i.e. a vice president of Z.com). The overall research 
process lasted more than 7 months. The initial raw data collected from multiple sources were 
summarized into an equivalent document 116 pages in length. To verify gathered secondary 
data that offered us an initial overview of the case organization, we conducted semi-formal 
interviews with employees in the company via email and telephone.  
Subsequently, we paid an official research visit to the firm and began our primary 
data collection. Eighteen informants, primarily from IT, logistics and marketing departments, 
participated in our interview sessions. We also interviewed five regular customers of Z.com 
during offsite period. We adopted an open-ended approach for interview questions that cover 
the history of the IT department and managerial practices for managing multiple IT 
organizational identities. This approach was used to minimize issues related to validity and 
reliability. A total number of six researchers participated in the interview sessions and 
adopted the interview strategy as follows: one researcher acted as the primary interviewer and 
was responsible for asking research-related questions, and a second researcher made note of 
important details provided by the interviewees. The remaining four researchers paid close 
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attention to the interviewees’ comments and probed for clarification whenever necessary. The 
interview sessions were made to last one and a half hours, on average, by following a 
protocol that changed during the research project. All interviews were taped and transcribed 
for detailed analysis (Walsham 2006). Supplementary data were collected from public 
sources to corroborate primary data collected, including books, newspaper articles and the 
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A. Established an overview of the case company to guide the preliminary data 
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5.3.3 Data Analysis          
To form the “sensitizing device” suggested by Klein and Myers (1999), we identified 
pertinent themes in the existing discourse on identity that relate to the managerial issues 
associated with multiple IT organizational identities before we ventured onsite. We analyzed 
the data collected in tandem with data collection while onsite (Kirsch 2004). During the 
offsite period, we spent the majority of time and effort analyzing the transcribed raw data by 
following open coding and axial coding techniques (Strauss and Corbin 1998b).  
To assess the managerial mechanisms of multiple IT organizational identities, we 
needed to understand how the informants from different groups view the IT department. 
These groups include customers, IT employees, employees of logistics department who have 
close contacts with IT department and employees of marketing department who have close 
contacts with both IT department and outside stakeholders. With this purpose in mind, we 
read through the interview transcripts and highlighted the descriptions and comments that 
were related to the perceptions, beliefs and opinions on the IT department. The existing 
discourse informed us to the importance of IT-enabled organizational performance but 
stopped short of indicating how we should maximize the values brought by the IT department, 
especially for those in E-Commerce industry highly replying on IT. Therefore, we applied 
inductive approach to uncover new insights and relationships that could enrich our 
understanding of the phenomenon and assist theory building process.    
First, we developed a few common topics from each of the four groups  including 
their views on the IT department and how they see each other. The primary purpose here is to 
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eliminate unwanted information on the basis of the wealth of the information and its potential 
for variance (Strauss and Corbin 1998b). We have adopted three analysis strategies, including 
temporal bracketing, narrative strategy and visual mapping (Langley 1999).  
Second, we conducted a detailed analysis to locate further information pertaining to 
the managerial mechanisms of multiple IT organizational identity, based on the analysis 
result achieved during step one (Lofland et al. 2005b). By performing an axial coding process, 
we linked up the relevant topics from comments of the four groups (Strauss and Corbin 1990), 
presenting with four prominent themes concerning about the core research purpose of this 
paper, including positioning identities, reducing discrepancy, forming boundaries and forging 
ties. We confirmed our conclusions by using external data from publicly available materials 
and archival materials to eliminate interpretation biases. By the end of this stage, we were 
presented with four types of managerial mechanisms on multiple IT organizational identities 
(described in the case analysis section below).  
Third, we began to ensure alignment among empirical data, the theoretical lens and 
the research framework (Kirsch 2004; Ragin 1994b). Using visual maps and the narrative 
created during the first step, our primary and secondary data revealed that the case 
organization successfully managed its multiple IT organizational identities with four types of 
managerial mechanisms under different conditions. This observation resonated with the 
findings from the organizational identity and information systems literature (Pratt and 
Foreman 2000a; Rigby 2011). Data were analyzed iteratively until a state of theoretical 
saturation was reached (Glaser and Strauss 1967).            
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5.4 Case Description and Analysis  
Within less than a decade, Z.com has grown into the largest B2C player in China and 
has received abundant positive feedback from consumers. More importantly, Z.com has 
established a very successful organizational identity in the e-commerce industry in terms of 
reliability, agility and comprehensiveness. Currently, Z.com has more than 25 million 
registered users nationwide and approximately 6,000 suppliers, including online white goods, 
digital products, computers and furniture, all of which have been widely accepted and are 
distinguished by first-rate service and product qualities. The orders received number up to 
300,000 forms per day, and more than 500 million page views occur each day. During the 
year 2010, Z.com was ranked as the first billion-RMB-annual-income online company and 
has had an increase rate of more than 200% over the past six years. This level of profit has 
hardly been observed in the Chinese e-commerce industry. Z.com’s market share is currently 
approximately 35.6%, which ranked the company as the leading performer in the market. 
Z.com’s foundational business logic is classified under the service concept of “people 
foremost”, which provides guidelines for employees in addressing customer requests and 
inputting novel technologies. Z.com outperformed other competitors by providing abundant 
products, unbeatable prices and accurate logistic systems, all of which are fully supported by 
its IT department from the beginning to the end of the buying cycle.  
The CEO of Z.com aimed to develop the largest online shopping mall in China and 
thus initiated the B2C era in the e-commerce industry. Because of his technical background 
and the nature of the e-commerce industry, the CEO focused on a technology-oriented vision 
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by strategizing the IT department’s leading position, as one of the informants noted that “we 
consider ourselves a technology company”. Such a vision allowed the capabilities of the IT 
department to embody the core competence of Z.com, which certainly corresponded with the 
nature of the e-commerce industry, in which technology drives innovation. The IT 
department was established with only 6 members and, today, has more than 800 employees. 
The massive recruitment of IT staff reflects the surge in Z.com’s businesses. Conversely, the 
large number of IT staff members recruited further proves that the IT department has 
garnered much attention from upper management, who believe that the IT department should 
act as the locomotive of the company.                     
5.4.1 Positioning Multiple IT Organizational Identities  
With numerous cash injections from a number of venture capital companies, Z.com 
witnessed a surge in its businesses. As a result, the number of employees working in the IT 
department increased significantly, reaching approximately 150 people at the end of 2009. 
Departments that have close contact with the IT department include the product, logistic and 
marketing departments. As a player in the e-commerce industry, the function of the IT 
department has a thorough, vital impact on the entire business cycle, from the first step of 
offering customers an online presence to the last step of updating the “delivered” status in 
users’ personal accounts. During such a business cycle, the role of the IT department must be 
well perceived by both internal employees and external stakeholders, including customers 
and suppliers, to realize the strategic agenda and establish positive organizational identities, 
as the IT department serves as the backbone of the business chain, which provides a solid 
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foundation for operation for other departments, including the marketing and product 
departments.  
However, perceptions of the IT department’s role varied from one interested party to 
another. Specifically, customers consider the features of the website to be very easy to use 
and to offer various types of products. More importantly, they believe that Z.com is a very 
reliable company that can deliver products in a timely manner, as promised. Another 
company can hardly be found that is able to achieve the same goal in China. In addition, 
suppliers are very willing to work with Z.com, as Z.com is capable of presenting their 
products to customers within the shortest period of time. Suppliers consider Z.com a 
trustworthy partner, as the ERP system provided by the IT department largely increased the 
transparency of stock. Within the company, the IT department must work closely with all 
other departments, as it has been considered to constitute the e-commerce company’s nerves 
because of its ability to maintain an excellent level of information flow among departments. 
Finally, within the IT department itself, employees also credited the department with having a 
significant leading role within the context of the company. Several pieces of data can be 
observed in Table 25.              
Table 25. Positioning Multiple IT Organizational Identities 
Identity A 
(Personal) 
“We consider ourselves the engine of the department, which provides direction and power” – 
Head of research department 
Identity B 
(Relational) 
“We have maintained very close contacts with departments such as the product, research and 




“As a customer of Z.com for more than five years now, I think it is the best online shopping 






“For example, we can predict how many products will be sold next week and pass that 
information to the suppliers immediately. This process allows us to manage the stock by using 
information systems” – Head of database department   
Upon analyzing the above-mentioned data, four IT organizational identities were 
initially established that were intended to manage relationships with customers, external 
stakeholders, such as suppliers, and employees inside and outside the IT department (See 
figure 22). This strategic setup resonated with the concept of organizational orientation 
(Cooper and Thatcher 2010; Flynn 2005), which assists employees and stakeholders in 
defining themselves in relation to other entities by situating them within a given context 
(Dutton et al. 2010). Such identity orientations cover three levels: personal, relational and 
collective (Flynn 2005).  














Niche Width: Specialist 
Identity Synergy: Low 
Figure 22. Establishing Multiple IT Organizational Identities 
The personal-level orientation features the focal person defining him/herself as a 
unique individual who derives feelings of self-worth from the evaluation of their personal 
traits and is motivated to act solely on behalf of his or her own interest rather than on the 
behalf of others’ interests (Flynn 2005). Our data reveal that the IT organizational identity 
presented to customers is located at the personal orientation level in a manner that concerns 
online personal shopping experiences. The relational-level orientation features the focal 
A:  Internal IT department 
B:  IT department Exterior 
C:  Customers  










person/party defining the self as a member of an interpersonal relationship that concerns the 
interests of all parties involved (Flynn 2005). The identities presented to external 
stakeholders fall within the relational-level orientation, as the parties in this relationship not 
only pursue self-interest but also produce benefits for the other party in their relations. 
Furthermore, the identities presented to employees who are internal and external to the IT 
department appear within the collective level orientation, which emphasizes the pursuit of the 
interests of a social group to which the focal person is attached (Aron and Mclaughlin-Volpe 
2001).  
As a result, multiple IT organizational identities must be established at levels of 
identity orientation that vary according to the nature of their intended recipients. We theorize 
a managerial response such as “orientation” as one that must be achieved as the first step of 
multiple IT organizational identity management. In terms of identity synergy, proposed by 
Pratt and Foreman (2000a), the four IT organizational identities manifest the low level of 
identity synergy in such a way that they are not related and may increase the potential for 
identity conflicts if no further managerial responses are applied (Scott and Lane 2000). As 
such, the niche width provided by multiple IT organizational identities is narrow, as the lack 
of identity synergy results in a limiting of the organization’s ability to exploit resources 
internally and externally (Usher 1999).           
5.4.2 Integrating Multiple IT organizational identities  
Along with the increasing popularity of Z.com in China’s e-commerce industry, the 
strategic vision of being China’s no.1 player in online shopping demanded tremendous efforts 
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and knowledge of the IT department, which is considered to occupy the leading role in 
e-commerce companies. With such a vision in mind, the IT department further expanded their 
businesses in terms of the number of staff members, department size and necessary functions. 
After two years of execution beginning in December 2009 and ending at the end of October 
2011, the number of staff members working in the IT department dramatically increased from 
approximately 150 to more than 800; the to-be-achieved functions assigned to the IT 
department have significantly increased as well. The strategic considerations for enhancing 
the capabilities of the IT department are twofold.  
On the one hand, to stand out among the online shopping competition in China, 
Z.com positioned itself as a company that specialized in cutting-edge technology and logistic 
systems, both of which are considered the critical successful factors of conducting an online 
shopping business. Obviously, the burden once again fell on the IT department. On the other 
hand, with the largest and foremost department in the firm, the IT department carried more 
responsibilities than others to establish a widely recognized organizational identity that 
enables Z.com to top the e-commerce lists, including Taobao.com, Dangdang.com and 
egou.com. Several pieces of data can be observed in Table 26. 
Table 26. Integrating Organizational Identity with IT Organizational Identity 
Strategic 
Vision 
“Looking at the long-term goal of the company, we are working toward being a 
technology-driven company that also specialized in logistics.” – Head of trading system 
department  
“Our strategic shifts were led by the dynamic environment in the e-commerce industry in which 
IT department means everything” – Head of research department 
Identity 
Integration 
“The enabled functions on our website helped us significantly in satisfying our customers. We 
focus much more on the users’ experiences. For example, a function designed by our department 
allows customers to modify or cancel their orders anytime before delivery. ” – Head of product 
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department   
“IT department literally needs to deal with customers directly in the e-commerce industry” – 
Senior IT executive A  
The data above reveal that multiple IT organizational identities are associated with 
organizational identities through the use of the managerial response of “integration” (Pratt 
and Foreman 2000a); see Figure 23. Integration should be performed when fusing multiple 
identities into a distinct new whole. In the case of Z.com, the IT organizational identities 
presented to customers and stakeholders are integrated with organizational identities. Simply 
stated, how stakeholders and customers perceive the case organization relies heavily on these 
two IT organizational identities. The integration creates excellent synergies between multiple 
IT organizational identities and organizational identity, facilitating managerial action by 
reducing competing demands on organization members (Pratt and Foreman 2000a; Pratt and 
Rafaeli 1997). As revealed from our data, the managerial mechanism for integration 
contributes to the reduction of identity discrepancy that transforms organizational identity 
into latent identity (Corley and Gioia 2004). The process involves customer-centric and 
stakeholder-centric IT organizational identities that comprehensively bear the characteristics 
of organizational identity at the firm level. For example, the IT department maintains 
constantly direct contacts with customers by presenting them with easy-to-use website 
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Reducing identity discrepancy 
Managerial Response: 
Integration 
Niche Width: Generalist 
Identity Synergy: Low 
Figure 23. Integrating Organizational Identity with IT Organizational Identity 
Although the identity synergies between multiple IT organizational identities and 
organizational identity appear harmonized, synergies among multiple IT organizational 
identities remain low, due to a lack of communication with the other two IT organizational 
identities. However, the integrated multiple IT organizational identities widened the niche 
width by exploiting many more resources from stakeholders and customers (Usher 1999). For 
example, with Z.com’s increased popularity, customers actively participate in Z.com’s online 
communities, from which large amounts of user data can be extracted.                              
5.4.3 Compartmentalizing Multiple IT Organizational Identities  
With the fundamental transformation incurred on the IT department, the management 
of the IT department temporarily lagged behind the department expansion in terms of the 
ambiguity of multiple IT organizational identities, functions, business scope and so on. Upon 
noticing these problems, the top management team (TMT) decided to divide the IT 
department into two major offices in an effort to narrow the functions and business scope in a 
distinct manner. One office is responsible for the business directly concerning customers and 
is referred to as the front office; the other is in charge of business concerning the inside of the 
organization, such as logistics, and is referred to as the back office. Likewise, 370 of the staff 
A:  Internal IT department 
B:  IT department exterior 
C:  Customers  
D:  Stakeholders  









members were assigned to the back office and 400 to the front office. By enacting this 
division, the IT department made their business goals specific for each office and handled the 
relationships with customers and stakeholders in an improved manner.  
As far as the division was concerned, collaboration and communication among 
concerned parties must always be managed first. Therefore, the CEO insisted on holding a 
morning meeting everyday at 9 o’clock, and the length of each meeting depends on the 
matters that must be solved. Furthermore, staff training was provided to employees of both 
offices after work at 6:30 pm. Attendance is not compulsory but is encouraged. With such 
efforts, the relationship between the offices has been managed smoothly in terms of close 
contacts and improved understanding, although each of the offices maintained different 
business objectives and working cultures. Data of this fact can be observed in Table 27.     
Table 27. Compartmentalizing Multiple IT Organizational Identities 
Spin-Off  “Our front office, which is responsible for the website, and back office, which is responsible 
for logistics, have made our revenue reach up to 5 billion. The increasing rate is significant 
after spin-off ” – Head of software and quality assurance, in the front office  
Front 
Office 
“We have close contacts with customers. For example, lately, we have used an email direct 
marketing strategy to promote our products. In return, we can extract user information using 
this strategy” – Head of database department, in the front office  
Back Office  “I believe the competitor in the e-commerce industry focuses more on the back office today 
because we take care of the whole logistic system and the information systems within the 
firm” – Head of product department, in the back office 
Different 
Cultures  
“We have different perspectives and working styles than the front office. The front office 
normally provides a creative atmosphere for a working environment, and the people they hire 
always have a creative spirit. On the other hand, the back office needs people who are more 
dependable and can get the job done.”– Head of product department in the back office 
Z.com conducted a series of strategic and structural changes during this period. Its 
movement is consistent with “compartmentalization”, proposed by Pratt and Foreman (Pratt 
and Foreman 2000a), which depicts compartmentalization occurring when the organization 
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and its members choose to preserve all current identities; see Figure 2. However, the identity 
synergy among them increased significantly, as revealed by the data.  

















Niche Width: Specialist 
Identity Synergy: High 
Figure 24. Compartmentalizing Multiple IT Organizational Identities  
Compartmentalization can be achieved in a variety of manners (Pratt and Foreman 
2000a), including physical, spatial and symbolic means. Our data fully supported such 
theoretical propositions. The back and front offices were separated physically and spatially, 
with different job functions and uniforms, which resonates with definitions of spatial and 
cultural boundaries (Levina and Vaast 2005). In contrast, to maintain an adequate level of 
collaboration between these two offices, the identity synergy manifest as high and superior 
through the measures enforced by the TMT. Our data revealed an outcome different from the 
original concept of compartmentalization (Pratt and Foreman 2000a). One of the possible 
explanations is that our unit of analysis focuses on multiple IT organizational identities that 
were observed at the departmental level. These units required high identity synergy but 
different cultures and business objectives. For this reason, the majority of activities conducted 
during this period of time were limited to the interior of the organization; niche width that 
A1:  IT dept. back office  
A2:  IT dept. front office 
B:   IT department exterior 
C:   Customers  
D:   Stakeholders  
 









associated more with the other two IT organizational identities thus retains as the same 
degree of narrowness.     
5.4.4 Aggregating Multiple IT Organizational Identities 
After the structural changes enacted in October 2010, the firm concentrated on 
managing the interactions and collaborations among different departments, especially the IT 
department, marketing department and logistic department. Specifically, as it embodies the 
core competency of the firm’s business initiatives, the IT department must establish close 
partnerships with other departments in an effort to generate high-quality synergy that enables 
the firm to acquire more resources from stakeholders and increase the customer base. With 
their goals in mind, the IT department was divided into back and front offices that 
accomplished two important assignments. Externally, the front office must manage the 
company’s online presence, as well as the analysis of customer data, including shopping 
behavior, the use of website features, community activities and the handling of complaints. 
The back office must address external stakeholders and ensure that the logistic system runs 
smoothly. For example, the ERP systems largely enabled the transparency of stock that 
Z.com provided for its suppliers. Internally, both offices must manage relationships and 
handle requests from other departments. For example, the front office must work closely with 
the marketing department on strategies for branding, promotion and so on, whereas the back 
office must work closely with the logistic department on issues related to system upgrading, 
requirement changes, and so on. Several pieces of data can be observed in Table 28.  
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Table 28. Aggregating Multiple IT Organizational Identities 
Internal 
management 
“We need to ensure that the business operates smoothly. To do so, we establish a panel team 
to examine the fundamentals of our operation by visiting the end-users instead of sitting in the 




“We have input a program called ‘recommendation for a reason’ to facilitate customers’ 
spending. For example, if customer A recommends a product to customer B in our web 
community, A will be rewarded for 3 credits, which can later be redeemed for gifts”- Manager 
of data mining department 
Collaboration  “Although we are physically divided into two offices, we are still all working for the IT 
department as a whole. So, we need to maintain close contacts with each other. After all, 
when there is an issue that was caused by the IT department, the responsibilities will still be 
traced at the department level, not at the office level” – Head of database department, in the 
back office  
The above data revealed that the firm further facilitates the identity synergies among 
multiple IT organizational identities by reconfiguring the capabilities of the organization as a 
whole (Lavie 2006; Pan et al. 2007); see Figure 25. The strategies for tightening relationships 
by reconfiguring capabilities with other departments placed the IT department in an 
advantageous position for aggregating multiple IT organizational identities, which retain all 
of its identities while forging links between them (Pratt and Foreman 2000a). Internally, both 
offices strengthened their identity ties to generate stronger synergy within the IT department 
(Fiol 2002), thereby projecting a very positive image outside the IT department. As a result, 
beliefs and recognitions regarding the IT department manifest a high level of alignment 
inside and outside the IT department. Externally, the back office tightened identity ties with 
stakeholders, whereas the front office tightened identity ties with customers, thereby largely 
widening its niche width (Usher 1999). Therefore, the ecosystem of multiple IT 
organizational identities created the widest niche width with the highest identity synergy 
during this stage.   
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Forging identity ties 
Managerial Response: 
Aggregation 
Niche Width: Generalist 
Identity Synergy: High 
Figure 25. Aggregating Multiple IT Organizational Identities  
5.5 Discussion  
In the present study, we aimed to understand how to manage multiple IT 
organizational identities in the e-commerce industry. Our data revealed four types of 
managerial mechanisms based on the managerial responses proposed by Pratt and Foreman 
(2000a). In summarizing the above-mentioned data analysis, we can obtain the integrated 
theoretical framework that classifies the managerial mechanisms according to different 
scenarios, see Figure 26. 
Beginning with positioning multiple IT identities, both niche width and identity 
synergy remain low and specialist in nature, respectively. Organizations at this stage should 
concentrate on the orientation of the multiple IT organizational identities based on the 
personal, relational and collective levels prior to the imminent further management (Flynn 
2005). Our result revealed that identities concerning customers should be classified as 
personal-oriented, identities concerning stakeholders must be classified as 
relational-orientated, and identities focusing on employees inside the organizations must be 
characterized as collective-orientated. We argue that this stage serves as the management 
A1:  IT dept. back office  
A2:  IT dept. front office 
B:   External IT department 
C:   Customers  











foundation for multiple IT organizational identities. Reducing identity discrepancy largely 
increased the organization’s niche width because organizational identity was integrated with 
relational-oriented IT organizational identities, which exploits many more resources for the 
organization (Pratt and Foreman 2000a; Usher 1999). Conversely, the synergy among 
personal-oriented and collective-oriented IT organizational identities remains low, as 
organizations devote less effort to managing internal multiple IT organizational identities, 
which results in a lack of communication and collaborations (Flynn 2005).                  
Resonating with the concept of compartmentalization (Pratt and Foreman 2000a), 
forming spatial and cultural boundaries can be implemented for collective-oriented IT 
organizational identities that are located within the organization to maintain multiple 
identities and increases the likelihood that the IT department can be responsive to multiple 
requests from other departments. As such, the identity synergy generally manifests at a high 
level due to the bridging mechanism enforced by the TMT. In contrast, niche width is 
 
Figure 26. Typology of Managerial Mechanisms  
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classified as specialist because of the insufficient managerial measurements of personal- and 
relational-oriented IT organizational identities. The fundamental infrastructure of multiple IT 
organizational identities was put in place based on the foundation built during the last three 
stages. Identity tie forging should be implemented to increase collaborations and 
communications in terms of the personal- and relational-oriented IT organizational identities 
with the synergy generated from collective-oriented IT organizational identity. As a result, 
the ecosystem of multiple IT organizational identities will enable the organization to obtain 
foremost resources from stakeholders and customers, thereby widening niche width to the 
greatest extent.  
While selecting the managerial mechanisms, another two important factors must be 
taken into consideration as well. One of these factors is identity polymorphism, which depicts 
the need to maintain the positioning of the three levels of orientation for IT organizational 
identities between latent and dominant statuses; the other factor is the e-commerce 
environment, meaning the environmental conditions. Our data revealed that all identities 
manifest as latent when positioning multiple IT identities, as the newly oriented IT 
organizational identities are not capable of providing beliefs and views to their intentional 
recipients (Brickson 2000). The Reducing identity discrepancy mechanism allows 
collective-oriented identity to become a dominant identity in providing guidelines and beliefs 
to employees inside the organization, yet the other two types remain latent as the integration 
of organizational identity and IT organizational identity occurs. Due to the low identity 
synergy of these two mechanisms, static identity polymorphism can be observed, which 
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manifests a relatively decreased frequency of switches between latent and dominant statuses. 
As compartmentalization was implemented in the IT department, dynamic identity 
polymorphism began to emerge as identity synergy become higher (Pratt and Foreman 
2000a), resulting in frequent switching between latent and dominant statuses among multiple 
IT organizational identities.  
Conversely, the e-commerce environment determines the conditions for applying the 
managerial mechanisms as well. This factor also significantly impacts niche width. Our data 
revealed that the IT department is encouraged to focus on managing collective-oriented 
identities while the e-commerce environment is in a stable condition, as personal- and 
relational-oriented identities were more highly correlated with the environmental conditions 
than with the collective-oriented identities. As such, a stable condition provides relatively less 
competition and requirements from customers and stakeholders, and the IT department 
should thus focus on managing its identities within the organization. Under such conditions, 
due to a lack of management of the other two types of identities, niche width is largely 
limited. In contrast, a multivariate e-commerce environment suggests that the IT department 
manages multiple IT organizational identities as whole, with a particular focus on the synergy 
among them. Under such conditions, niche width has been maximized, as the volatile 
condition impels the firms to exploit more resources through the management of its multiple 
IT organizational identities.                          
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5.6 Conclusions  
5.6.1 Theoretical and Practical Contributions  
In the present study, we aimed to understand how multiple IT organizational identities 
could be managed in the context of e-commerce. By answering the research question set forth 
at the beginning of this paper, four managerial mechanisms and their applicable conditions, 
which emerged due to the management of multiple IT organizational identities at the largest 
B2C firm in China’s e-commerce industry, provide new insights into the organizational 
identity literature, especially regarding the management of multiple IT organizational 
identities.  Therefore, our study makes a number of crucial theoretical and practical 
contributions.  
In terms of theoretical contributions, this study first has filled an important gap in the 
existing IS literature, in which the concepts of multiple IT organizational identities have been 
largely neglected (Cheney 1991; Foreman and Whetten 2002; Sillince and Brown 2009). Our 
study has wholly addressed the benefits and costs of managing multiple IT organizational 
identities by providing actionable mechanisms for enterprises in the e-commerce industry. 
Second, drawing upon the organizational ecology literature, our study sheds light on the 
relationships between multiple IT organizational identities and niche width, as well as 
dynamic switches of identity status (i.e., between latent and dominant) (Amburgey and Rao 
1996; Kuilman and Li 2006; Usher 1999). We theorized a crucial concept named “identity 
polymorphism”, which can be applied as managing conditions that reflect the level of 
sophistication for managerial mechanisms. Our study determined that the identity synergy 
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among multiple IT organizational identities and the e-commerce environment have direct 
various impacts on the niche width of the e-commerce companies whose businesses heavily 
reply on the IT department (Pratt and Foreman 2000a; Usher 1999). 
 
In terms of practical contributions, our study provides insightful suggestions and 
actionable mechanisms for organizations in the e-commerce industry to use in managing 
multiple IT organizational identities with four major managing mechanisms and responses. 
The linkage between mechanisms and responses further deepens the understanding of 
multiple identities management for organizations. Managing multiple IT organizational 
identities is strategically sound and important for an e-commerce organization in realizing 
their IT investments through an effective approach. Without managerial concerns, multiple IT 
organizational identities may conflict with each other’s interests and may load their impacts 
onto unintentional recipients. Additionally, our proposed identity polymorphisms allow 
organizations to avoid identity conflicts by selecting the appropriate latent and dominant 
multiple IT organizational identities based on the three levels of identity orientation. More 
importantly, this paper also brings practitioners’ attention to the methods by which an IT 
department can manage multiple IT organizational identities in manners that add value to an 
e-commerce organization as a whole.  
5.6.2 Limitations and Future Research  
One limitation concerns the case organization itself. Our perspective of multiple IT 
organizational identity analysis covers primarily three parties: customers, stakeholders and 
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organization employees. Due to the restricted access to stakeholders, we sought some of 
organization employees’ opinions to understand the IT identity for stakeholders. Second, the 
linkage between multiple IT organizational identities and organizational ecology entails 
in-depth analysis concerning the issues of context, population and organizational forms, 
which is beyond the scope of this paper. In our future research, we will explore more 
elements of organizational ecology that may have contacts with multiple IT organizational 
identities. Finally, we consider questions for future work. Our present study investigated the 
managerial issues of multiple IT organizational identities based on the assumption that 
multiple IT organizational identities have been established in the firm. However, future 
studies on how to construct multiple IT organizational identities in the context of e-commerce 
may provide insightful theoretical and practical contributions. Drawing on the prior research 
on organizational identities (Cheney 1991; Pratt and Foreman 2000a; Sillince and Brown 
2009), one might further explore the switching process of identity statuses under the 
conditions of identity polymorphisms and delve into how latent and dominant identities can 









CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
Based on the findings obtained from the four studies, a typology of IT organizational 
identities has been derived. The typology is constructed from two dimensions namely, 
internal organizational structure and external business environment in which the companies 
are operating. Under organizational structure, two types of structures are commonly 
discussed in existing literature, including organic and mechanistic (Burns and Stalker 1961; 
Dutton and Dukerich 1991; Dutton et al. 2010). Organic organizations are characterized by 
broadly defined, overlapping employee responsibilities and decision-making authority that is 
decentralized to lower levels (Burns and Stalker 1961; Joshi et al. 2010). Conversely, 
mechanistic organizations are characterized by highly formalized employer-employee 
relationships, expected behaviours and an emphasis on the chain of command (Dutton and 
Dukerich 1991; Dutton et al. 2010). On the other dimensions, under the natures of business 
environment, two types of environments are discussed in existing literature, including 
technology-dominant and business-dominant. Technology-dominant emphasized on the 
fast-changing technology environment in which the firms are operating (Tripsas 2009). 
Business-dominant, on the other hand, depicts a relatively stable business environment where 
the changes are in a slow pace. For example, firms are producing the same type of products 
for many years and still can survive.       
According to these various internal and external factors, organizations are suggested 
to develop different types of IT organizational identities that enable firms’ to maximize the IT 
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investment and to perform efficient and effective IT changes. To this end, four future 
research topics have been identified and discussed below.  
6.1 Damai.com: Adaptive IT Organizational Identity 
Damai.com is a very successful E-Commerce firm in China and adopts B2C and B2B 
two business models. Under the pursuit of ambidexterity for managing paradoxical demands, 
Damai authorized the different departments to make their own decisions in terms of 
managerial mechanisms and product developments. Thus, Damai has undoubtedly followed 
the organic structure where employees responsibility and decision-making authorities are 
decentralized to lower levels (Dutton et al. 2010). In the context of E-Commerce, the 
technological changes are boosting (Pan et al. 2006a; Reich and Benbasat 2000). As such, 
Damai is operating under such an environment and must be able to keep up with the change 
timely from time to time so as to maintain the strong competitiveness.  
Given the fast changing technology-dominant environment, organizations must make 
strategic and operational adjustments in a timely manner as responses to the environmental 
changes (Oosterhout et al. 2006; Sambamurthy et al. 2003). Under such conditions, 
organizations must be able to adjust their IT organizational identities accordingly to align 
with the corresponding strategies and operations. On the other hand, this change is possible 
based on the organic structure of the firms where decentralized authorities allow firms to 
swiftly make decisions. Therefore, the first proposition is as follows: 
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Research Topic 1: Organizations adopting organic structure and operating 
under technology-dominant environment should develop adaptive IT 
organizational identity.            
The adaptive identity is defined as “changes in identity content toward a better fit 
with internal and external standards”(Dutton et al. 2010). Under the technology-dominant 
environment, firms must develop adaptive IT organizational identity to fit with the internal 
and external changes. This initiative is with most effective under the organic structure as IT 
firms need to swiftly make decisions. The development of adaptive IT organizational identity 
allows firms to adapt to the environmental changes more quickly and effectively as it 
develops a better fit with internal and external standards (Pratt and Foreman 2000b). Under 
the context of E-Commerce, the adaptive IT organizational identity enables the firms to keep 
up with the fast-changing technological updates as it provides meanings and self-schemes to 
the employees and lower levels of a firm adopting organic structure (Aron and 
Mclaughlin-Volpe 2001; Ashforth and Mael 1996; Lavie 2006).      
6.2 Haier Group: Evaluative IT Organizational Identity 
Haier group is the world’s largest white goods manufacturer. Its products include 
washing machines, air-conditioners and fridges etc. Despite Haier’s large scale, the previous 
study revealed that the CEO of Haier adopted a decentralized authority to manage the 
decision-making process of each department. The IT department of Haier thus was authorized 
to make its own decisions and changes to align itself with the strategy of the organization 
(Burns and Stalker 1961; Joshi et al. 2010). Under the business environment of traditional 
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commerce, organizations are operating stably and competing at the product levels. 
Organizations must maintain strong competiveness in terms of product development and 
customer service rather than pursue the external changes. Haier is operating under such an 
environment.  
Given the stable nature of business environment, organizations operating under such 
an environment should focus on internal operations and productions. Employees therefore 
associate themselves with internal IT organizational identities to seek for instructions and 
advices (Alvesson and Willmott 2001; Gioia and Thomas 1996). In the case of Haier’s 
organic structure, employees are forming agile mindsets and behaving agilely by associate 
their selfs with the IT organizational identity. Under such a structure, employees can choose 
freely to associate their self-schemas with IT organizational identity (Balmer et al. 2009). 
Therefore, employees maintain favourable regard for identity content in this case (Dutton et 
al. 2010). The second proposition is thus as follows: 
Research Topic 2: Organizations adopting organic structure and operating 
under business-dominant environment should develop evaluative IT 
organizational identity.              
 The evaluative identity is defined as “favourable regard for identity content” (Dutton et 
al. 2010). Under the organic structure and business-dominant environment, employees are 
authorized to derive self-esteem from subjective evaluations of their identity characteristics 
and identity groups. The case of Haier demonstrated that employees derived self-esteem and 
agile mindsets from subjective evaluations. Thus, evaluative IT organizational identity should 
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be developed for organizations operating under an organic structure and business-dominant 
environment.   
6.3 Z.com: Complementary IT Organizational Identity  
 Z.com is the largest B2C platform in China. Differing from the case of Damai.com, 
the CEO of Z.com adopted a mechanistic structure that centralized the authorities and forced 
employees to accept changes. The case of Z.com demonstrated that E-Commerce possess 
normally more than one IT organizational identity and must seek for managerial suggestions. 
Without a proper managerial mechanism, the IT organizational identities can somehow 
conflict with each other, thus causing misalignment between the need of the organization and 
the performance of the employees (Pratt and Foreman 2000b). On the other hand, the 
fast-changing technology environment may cause overlaps between one identity and the other. 
Thus, the management of multiple IT organizational identity is a must.  
  Organizations operating under mechanistic structure and technology-dominant 
environment must seek for the management of multiple IT organizational identities. In the 
case of Z.com, multiple IT organizational identities must be managed under the mechanistic 
structure as the conflicts of identities should be forced to revolve. On the other hand, the 
technology-dominant environment requires organizations to change in a fast pace so that the 
overlaps between multiple IT organizational identities commonly exist. Thus, the third 
proposition is as follows: 
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Research Topic 3: Organizations adopting mechanistic structure and 
operating under technology-dominant environment should develop 
complementary IT organizational identity.     
The complementary identity is defined as “Building linkages or connections between 
the various facets of the self”(Dutton et al. 2010). The development of complementary 
identity is a must for organizations operating under technology-dominant environment and 
the mechanistic structure, because multiple identities are viewed as compatible with one 
another in that the possession of one identity can facilitate the execution of expectations 
related to the other identity (Dutton et al. 2010). Mechanistic structure ensures the effective 
management of such multiple IT organizational identities that commonly exist in the 
technology-dominant environment. As such, complementary IT organizational identity must 
be developed in this case.      
6.4 Xugong Group: Progressive IT Organizational Identity  
 Xugong group is one of the world’s largest heavy machinery producers. The case of 
Xugong group depicted that the development of coherent IT organizational identity required 
three major processes. Under the business-dominant environment, same as Haier group, 
Xugong group is adopting the mechanistic structure that centralizes authorities to the top 
management team. Xugong integrated its 19 IT organizational identities into a coherent one.  
The relatively stable business environment allows organizations to adapt to the 
changes but not in a drastic manner, which differs from the case of Z.com. Considering the 
mechanistic structure, organizations must use firm and strong authorities to make sure the 
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changes of IT organizational identities fit with the need of the organizational development. 
Based on these conditions, the fourth proposition is as follows:  
Research Topic 4: Organizations adopting mechanistic structure and 
operating under business-dominant environment should develop progressive 
IT organizational identity. 
 The progressive identity is defined as “Change in identity content toward a more 
developed or ideal identity” (Dutton et al. 2010). It emphasizes that individuals naturally 
progress toward the “ideal” self through stages over time and/or through changes that indicate 
growth. In the context of business-dominant environment and mechanistic structure, 
organizations must develop progress IT organizational identity to fit with the need of 
organizational development. Progress IT organizational identity aligns the employees’ 
mindsets and self-schemas with the organizations’ needs by progressing toward the ideal 
selves (Dutton et al. 2010). On one hand, such an identity fits with the business-dominant 
environment because it develops in a relatively stable and progressive approach. On the other 
hand, such an identity is derived under the mechanistic structure where the centralized 
authorities can facilitate the change of IT organizational identities in an effective manner.  
In sum up, the typology is still at its development. Although the framework has 
provided the classifications of different types of IT organizational identities, the existing 
theoretical arguments have not been tested and new arguments needed to be developed 
around the causal relationships between these two dimensions. In the future, more types of IT 
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organizational identities can be developed and more data can be collected for further 
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6.5 Contributions  
The thesis makes significant theoretical and practical contributions. Specifically, the 
contributions are twofold. First, the introduction of IT organizational identity into IS research 
domains deepens our understandings toward some unresolved IS issues. Our findings provide 
managerial mechanisms to make employees more willing to adapt to the IT changes through 
developing appropriate IT organizational identities at different phases. Also, the IT 
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studies offer refreshing insights into the organizational identity (OI) literature and verify and 
complement the existing propositions with empirical evidences. Next, the contributions to IS 
and to OI will be described in details.   
6.6 Contributions to IS Literature 
 Although the IT management accounts for an important domain of IS research, the 
existing discourses have focused on strategic, operational and cultural aspects (Fombrun and 
Shanley 1990; Hannan and Freeman 1984). Very little studies looked into the issues of IT 
organizational identities and employees’ mindsets that concern the fundamental knowledge 
pool of an organization. Our four studies aspire to fulfil this gap from the following three 
aspects.  
First, the study of Haier Group demonstrated that IT organizational identity improves 
organizational performances. The existing studies of IT-enabled organizational performances 
focused on the system developments and process reengineering (Borjesson et al. 2006; Kirsch 
2004), thus neglecting the very important factor of “people” in these research. Our study of 
Haier showed that IT organizational identity should be developed to inspire employees to get 
closely involved and participated in these initiatives, in the Haier case, to achieve IT-enabled 
enterprise agility. The study revealed how organizations should develop IT organizational 
identities for improving organizational performances and why it is so important. In terms of 
practical contributions, our study provides firms with specific actions and mechanisms on 
how IT organizational identities should be developed and redeveloped over time. IT 
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managers can use these mechanisms as an effort to cultivate certain IT cultures so as to 
enhance organizational performances.  
Second, the study of Xugong Group revealed that IT organizational identity has 
different manifestations, persistent or changeable. In order to achieve Enterprise-System fit 
and alignments (Reich and Benbasat 2000; Strong and Volkoff 2010), the existing literature 
overlooked the shared understanding between the CIOs and TMTs (Strong and Volkoff 2010). 
As such, the study explored that a coherent IT organizational identity serves as an important 
bridge between the two parties. Because it offers meanings and self-schemas that can be 
understood by both the CIOs and the TMTs (Cooper and Thatcher 2010). For practitioners, 
our findings reveal actionable guidelines for IT managers to achieve the ubiquitous 
acceptance of systems in the post-implementation stage.    
Third, the study of Damai.com and Z.com depicted that the importance of managing 
IT organizational identity under the context of E-Commerce. The findings revealed that IT 
organizational identity must be well managed under the context of E-Commerce, as these 
identities may face directly with customers and external partners, unlike those in the 
traditional industries (Grover and Teng 2001; Sillince and Brown 2009). In most cases, the 
study found that, organizational identities are more closely linked and associated with IT 
organizational identities than other nature of businesses. As such, the managerial issues of IT 
organizational identities are critical to be addressed. In terms of practical contributions, 
E-Commerce firms may need to pay extra attentions to managing their IT organizational 
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identities, which are considered as critical successful factor in E-Commerce industry. These 
studies offer in-depth insights for IT entrepreneurs to manage IT organizational identities.               
6.7 Contributions to OI Literature  
 The findings of this thesis offer refreshing insights to the organizational identity 
literature. The existing literature proposed that organizational identity is persistent and 
enduring (Albert and Whetten 1985). However, this thesis demonstrated that organizational 
identity is somehow changeable and transitory. Moreover, the findings provided strong 
empirical evidences for the existences of multiple organizational identities (Sillince and 
Brown 2009), and complemented that these multiple identities could be in different states, 
latent or dominant. The derived models and frameworks systemically and empirically verify 
some of the propositions from the organizational identity literature (Corley and Gioia 2004; 
Pratt and Foreman 2000b). By responding to the call from Pratt and Foreman (2000), the 
findings provided managerial mechanisms to the organizational identity literature from the 
case of Z.com. In terms of practical contributions, managers and CEO are able to refer to the 
findings of this thesis to develop appropriate IT organizational identities under different types 
of organizational structures and business environments. Moreover, the actionable findings 
and mechanisms can serve as the guiding principles to contribute to the development of the 






6.8 Final Remarks  
By introducing the concept of IT organizational identity into IS research, this thesis 
serve as the first attempt to relook some of the existing issues and challenges in IS research 
and offer refreshing perspectives to these issues and challenges. As the E-Commerce industry 
is becoming the leading industry in the near future, IT organizational identity will play a 
critical and indispensable role in the operational and strategic levels of the firms. This thesis 
offer insights on how E-Commerce firms should manage IT organizational identities for 
competitiveness. IS researchers can conduct further studies to complement the findings and 
verify propositions of this thesis, thus creating a solid and deeper understanding toward the 
concept of IT organizational identity. Meanwhile, CIOs and CEOs of IT firms may pay 
attentions to the construction, management and enablement of their IT organizational 
identities so as to fundamentally epurate the value of IT investments and comprehensively 
utilize the benefits of IT.    










CHAPTER 7 APPENDICES 
7.1 Design of Case Study for Xugong 
Themes Description 
Case Company  Xugong Construction Machinery Group (XCMG) 
Main Data 
Source 
27 semi-structured interviews, each of which lasted up to 2.5 hours and were 
transcribed to a 116 page document. 32 pages of field notes were noted down.  
Other Data 
Sources 
Archival data was highlighted and summarized to a document with 276 pages  
Direct observation includes 109 photos and 15 videos  
Informants TMT (CIO: 1; CMO: 1; Senior managers: 7) 
IT Department (Senior managers: 4; Senior IT executives: 6; IT researchers: 5) 
Business Units (Head of finance department: 2; Senior managers of marketing: 3; 
Managers: 3)  
Note: some informants participated more than one session of interviews  
Theoretical 
Lens 
Organizational Identity, IT Organizational Identity, Organizational Change  
 
7.2 Core Interview Questions for Xugong Case  
Core Interview Questions  




1. Can you describe how IT was implemented and used from 2002 to 
2007? 
2. Was there any significant IT change that you can remember?  
3. What trigged those changes? 
4. Did you have close contacts with IT departments of other 
subsidiaries?  
Transformation 
Process of IT 
Organizational 
Identity  
1. What are the milestones of XCMG’s organizational strategy? 
2. When was the latest change of organizational strategy? 
3. How did the IT employees adapt to the new IT changes?  





1. Can you describe how IT was implemented and used during 2008 to 
now?  
2. What are the major differences do you feel between 2006 and now in 
terms of IT project execution? 
3. How long does it take to complete an IT project cycle now?  
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4. Did you spend much of the time on assimilating the newly 
implemented IT?   
IT Organizational 
Identity Domain  
1. As an employee at the marketing department, how do you see IT 
department and what are the improvements needed for IT department 
to work on?  
2. As an employee at IT department, how do you see your department in 
terms of role and contributions to the whole organization?    
 
7.3 Selective Coding for Xugong Case   
Interview Context Key Phases Theoretical Concept 
“There were definitely not enough 
initiatives for adopting the IT systems at 
the subsidiary-level before I joined the 
group. This primarily, I think, rooted in 
the fact that each subsidiary had their 
own IT department and they were 
empowered to make own decisions 
without reporting to the top 
management.” – CIO of XCMG 
“…each subsidiary had their own 
IT department and they were 
empowered to make own 




Organic Structure  
“We felt that we were left out of the 
whole organizations. They just came in 
and informed us we needed to get 
prepare for the new systems. We were 
even not informed what kind of systems 
it was.” – Senior IT executive A 
“We felt that we were left out of 





“We felt that the organizations are 
doing integrations across the whole 
group. We were initially requested to 
provide a requirement of ERP system to 
the head office and the current status of 
the usage of the systems, such as what 
do we think how effective it was using 
the system” – Staff, Subsidiary 9 
“We felt that organizations are 





“Before 2008, the implementations 
carried out at our firm were divided on a 
subsidiary basis. But now we do things 
together and divide the implementations 
on the basis of stages. We select the top 
management members from each 
 
“…now we do things together and 
divide the implementations on the 







subsidiary and provide training to them 
at the head office. We must to let them 
know that we are working as a whole 
team not as independent players. This is 
actually the first stage we need to 
complete ” - Deputy head of IT 
department 
“A number of our colleagues were 
selected or promoted if you like to work 
under the head office of IT department 
directly.  This selection was primarily 
based on the KPI and our previous 
performances on IT-related projects. 
The current deputy head was one of 
them” – Staff, Subsidiary 2 
“…our colleagues were selected 
or promoted if you like to work 





“During the first period of integration, 
we rarely went back home before 10pm 
every working day. We were told that 
this implementation must complete as 
soon as possible to act as the foundation 
for future development” – IT executive 
B 
“…we rarely went back home 




“Since from 2008, we have done a 
number of changes dramatically, 
including many fundamental stuff such 
as information security, staff relocation, 
construction of metropolitan area 
network and bandwidth ect. Before 
2008, each subsidiary had its own 
bandwidth and subsequently we 
integrated these into one.” – Deputy 
head  
“…we have done a number of 
changes dramatically…each 
subsidiary had its own bandwidth 
and subsequently we integrated 




“It seems that everything we were doing 
yesterday has been revoked within a day. 
We were not clear about what the future 
would hold. ” – IT executive C 
 
“…We were not clear about what 
the future would hold” 
 
Change Overload & 
Identity Ambiguity 
“Although the TMT seems very serious 
about the changes but I think some of 
them are not necessary, at least not with 
such speed. I don’t think we have to 
finish the whole project within a year or 
“…I think some of them are not 
necessary, at least not with such 
speed…but we have gotten very 
good overtime pay…” 
 




something. But we have gotten very good 
overtime pay, I think it’s ok so far. ” – 
Senior IT executive B 
“I am sure that some people outside IT 
department must have absolutely no idea 
what we are doing right now, but I think 
they don’t have to. We are not what we 
were, so we need to have a brand new 
image to show them we actually a 
unified group and must work shoulder to 
shoulder. I have been in the IT industry 
for many years. My past experiences 
informed me that I have to play hard on 
them so as to facilitate the assimilation 
process of new systems. I told them do 
what I tell you to do for 2 month, don’t 
make any changes. If you feel 
uncomfortable after 2 month period, let 
me know, I’ll make changes accordingly. 
After 2 month, I didn’t receive any 
complain at all ” – CIO  
“…we are not what we were, so 
we need to have a brand new 
image to show them we actually a 
unified group and must work 
shoulder to shoulder…I have to 
play hard on them so as to 
facilitate the assimilation process 








“We felt that we became a same team 
immediately on the day when we wear 
the uniforms; use same laptop and 
participant learning sessions together. I 
never had such feeling before. It made 
me realize that I am really a part of the 
team.” – IT executive D  
“…we became a same team 
immediately on the day when we 
wear the uniforms; use same 





“One of our employees spent millions of 
hours on learning the new system with 
guidance from the IT department. I 
believe it must be much more efficient 
for me to learn with the help from IT 
department as they kept interacting with 
each other to establish a better 
understanding and learn faster” – 
Manager, Department of Finance   
“…I believe it must be much more 
efficient for me to learn with the 
help from IT department as they 






“When I started to manipulate the 
system well, I suddenly realized that all 
my efforts worth it and understood why 
IT department has been trying so hard to 
promote these systems, it’s indeed very 
“When I started to manipulate the 
system well, I suddenly realized 






time-saving process now.”- Staff, 
Department of Marketing  
“We now currently felt like we are a 
unified entity that cannot be separated 
from each other across the whole 
organization.  We should think about 
what is currently happening at the 
organizational level rather than focus on 
the subsidiary level merely ” – Senior 
IT executive  
“…we are a unified entity that 
cannot be separated from each 





“We can see that the IT department is 
now working as an entire group rather 
than the fragmented working style 
before. They wear the same uniform, talk 
similarly and were motivated by the 
same slogan. We believe our IT 
department can perform very well in the 
near future with such unified beliefs” – 
Staff, Department of Finance  
“…IT department is now working 
as an entire group rather than the 








7.4 Definitions of Key Constructs for Xugong Case   
Key Concepts Definition Source 
IT Organizational 
Identity 
An IT department’s insiders’ and outside constituents’ 
collective understanding of the features of the IT 
department that are presumed to be central, enduring and 
distinctive. 
 
Gioia et al. (2000)  
& Tripsas (2009) 
Identity Ambiguity A collective state wherein organization members find 
themselves without a good sense of who they are as an 
independent organization or a sense of what the future 
holds for them as an organization. 
 




The lack of a collective and coherent recognition of the 
features of an IT department internally and externally. 
 
Wang et al. (2011) 
Identity Coherence Constantly maintains a coherent degree of collective 
understanding inside and outside the IT department. 
 
 
Proposed based on 
Ibarra and 
Barbulescu (2010)  









Reshapes capabilities of an organization and includes 
three mechanisms, namely capability substitution, 
capability transformation and capability evolution.  
  
Lavie (2006)  
Operational Agility The ability of firms’ business processes to achieve speed 





Label Confusion Unclear about labels that best describe the features of an 
organization. 
 




Represent instances in which members recognized an 
inconsistency between their organizational current 
identity and claims of what it would be or what members 
would like it to be in the future.  
 




A collective sense of grasping or comprehending the 
meaning of human actions that is accessible to multiple 
minds.   
 
Brown and 
Starkey (2000)  
Coherent ideology Unified beliefs and cultures towards the coherent IT 
organizational identity.    
 
Fiol (2002) 
Embodied cognition Capacities to process information, draw conclusions, 
gain knowledge, and interact with the world are 
functions of experiences.  
 
Harquail and King  
(2010) 
Identity Domain The competitive arena that best represents the 





7.5 Timeline of IT Development at Xugong   
 
 
7.6 Design of Case Study for Z.com   
Themes Description 
Case Company  Z.com (Largest B2C company in China) 
Main Data 
Source 
23 semi-structured interviews, each of which lasted up to 1.5 hours and were 
transcribed in a 113 page document. 32 pages of field notes were taken.  
Other Data 
Sources 
Archival data were highlighted and summarized in a 116-page document.  
Direct observation includes 109 photos and 15 videos.  
Informants TMT (Senior managers: 2) 
IT Department (Senior managers: 7; Senior IT executives: 3) 
Business Units (Senior managers of marketing: 3; Other staff: 3)  
Customers (5) 







































Ubiquitous integration across the whole XCMGSubsidiary-level
































































































































































































7.7 Core Interview Questions for Z.com   
Core Interview Questions  
1. Can you describe how IT department has contributed to the overall development of 
the company?  
2. Who are the stakeholders you have been dealing with everyday? How do you 
manage your relationships with them? 
3. Do you feel that your department presents itself as different entities when facing 
different stakeholders?  
4. How many of IT identities do you feel your department possesses?  
5. How do you determine their intentional recipients? 
6. Given the importance of IT department in E-Commerce industry, do you think that 
you are actually meeting the direct needs from your customers?  
7. Do you consider IT department directly represent the image and reputation of your 
company? 
8. What are the strategic considerations of separating the IT department into two sub 
divisions? 
9. Do the responsibilities of each division become clearer after the separation?   
10. Were there initially any cultural conflicts between two divisions? And how did you 
solve them?  
11. How do you think the capabilities of IT department in managing the perceptions on 
the company from different parties?  
12. Have you successfully managed to project the appropriate images to the right 
recipients, including customers, stakeholders etc?  
 
7.8 Definitions of Key Constructs for Z.com Case 




An IT department’s inside and outside constituents’ 
different understandings of the features of the IT 
department that are presumed to be central, enduring 
and distinctive. 
 
Proposed based on 
Pratt and Foreman 
(2000)   
 
Polymorphism   
Commonly defined as a single species that is 
distributed over an environment but whose 
individual subspecies are specialized to adapt to 




Latent Identity Identities with lower levels of manifestations that are 
associated with internal employees and external 
Proposed based on 






Dominant Identity   Identities with higher levels of manifestations that 
are associated with internal employees and external 
stakeholders 
 
Proposed based on 
Nkomo & Cox 
(1996) 




Identity Orientation   Includes three levels of orientation, personal, 
relational and collective 
Flynn (2005)   
 
 
Identity Synergy  
 
The degree to which the identities are “tightly or 
loosely” related to each other 
 
 
Pratt & Foreman 
(2000) 
Identity Ties   The internal connections among multiple identities  
 




Represents instances in which members recognize an 
inconsistency between their current organizational 
identity and claims of what it would be or what 
members would like it to be in the future.  
 
Corley & Gioia, 
(2004) 
7.9 Data Analysis: Open Coded Topics Corresponding to IT Employees 
Characteristics Representative Quotes  
Topic 1: Leadership of the entire firm “Our business is inclined to rely more and more 
on the IT department” 
“We are a technology company now” 
Topic 2: Taking full responsibility for 
presenting a firm’s image 
“The value of the IT department goes beyond 
our firm, reaching out to customers ” 
“Customers don’t care whose fault it is, they 
will see the IT’s fault as the firm’s” 
Topic 3: Physically and mentally separated “Our front and back offices have different job 
scopes” 
“I don’t need to speak to them for days ” 
Topic 4: Closing knowledge gaps between the 
back and front offices 
“I don’t see the necessities of distinguishing 
between front and back offices, we all work for 
the firm ” 
“Our boss Mr. Jiang mentioned we must 




7.10 Data Analysis: Open Coded Themes Corresponding to Customers   
Characteristics  Representative Quotes  
Topic 1: Perceived as best B2C firm  “Given my 5 year experiences of online 
shopping, I have to say Z.com is the best” 
“It’s like China’s Amazon” 
Topic  2: Acculturation between firm and IT “The online tracking function is amazing” 
“I think IT is everything for them” 
Topic 3: Psychologically same “I see no difference of Z.com between now and 
before. I only feel they are more efficient” 
“They are an Internet company all the time” 
Topic 4: Receiving enhanced services   “Z.com covers wide range of products, from 
cloths to computer accessories” 
“I can receive my order the next day. Really 
impressive” 
 
7.11 Data Analysis: Open Coded Themes Corresponding to Logistics Employees 
Characteristics Representative Quotes  
Topic 1: Foundation to the operation of the firm “Based on IT, we provide two streams of 
support to the firm, logistic research and supply 
chain management” 
“We have more than 56 warehouses across the 
country, IT links up all these and so it must be 
very sophisticated” 
Topic 2: Offer support to IT department in 
maintaining image 
“We are the only department that gets close to 
the customers physically. What says online must 
be met by us” 
“IT is like the water, we are the fishes.” 
Topic 3: Establishing partnerships with back 
office 
“After the IT department separated, we have 
close contacts with back office with a clearer 
job scope” 
“The people from back office always join in our 
discussion to understand our needs” 
Topic 4: Streamlining delivery process with IT 
support   
“Now the customers can use the GIS system to 
track their orders easily” 





7.12 Data Analysis: Open Coded Themes Corresponding to Marketing Employees 
Characteristics Representative Quotes  
Topic 1: Explorer to reach out to customers “IT at Z.com is like a selling point to our 
partners” 
“I believe customers will judge us by IT alone” 
Topic 2: Fulfill customers’ needs leveraging on 
IT 
“Unlike traditional business, IT is like air for 
us, our customers’ satisfactions reply on it.” 
“If IT is strong, we are strong” 
Topic 3: Establishing partnerships with front 
office 
“We talk to the front office more often” 
“The performance of front office is like a KPI to 
the outside partners” 
Topic 4: Lock-in customers  “Customers can refund their items any time 
within 7 days. The whole process can be done 
online” 
“With stable customer base, we are ready for 
changes to become IT-savvy firm” 
7.13 Data Analysis: Axial Coded Themes and Mechanism Categories 
 Internal  External   
Level IT Logistics Customers Marketing Mechanisms 
Theme 1 Leadership to 
the entire firm  
Foundation to 
the operation of 
the firm 
Perceived as 
best B2C firm      
Explorer to 





Theme 2 Taking full 
responsibilitie
s of presenting 
firm’s image 
Offer support to 



















with back office 
Psychological-








Theme 4 Close 
knowledge 
gaps between 




with IT support    
Receiving 
enhanced 






7.14 Data Analysis: Evidences from literature 
Mechanisms Interpretation  Managerial Response  
Positioning 
identities 
IT department must understand the 
needs from different groups, thereby 
projecting the corresponding identities 
 
Orientation 
(Cooper and Thatcher 2010) 
Reducing 
discrepancy 
IT department represents the entire 
firm, closing identity gaps between the 
firm and the IT department  
 
Integration 
(Pratt and Foreman 2000b) 
Forming 
Boundaries 
Boundaries can be formed to make 
dual identities in a way to have 
different strategic intents  
 
Compartmentalization 
(Pratt and Foreman 2000b) 
Forging ties From the perspective of top 
management, all different identities 
should create synergies     
 
Aggregation 
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